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Preface
Over the past decade, Energy Management of Distributed Generation Systems has been at‐
tracting an increasing interest and has become a major part of Smart (Micro)-Grids. The fu‐
ture Smart Grids with Energy Management Systems will include more Distributed
Generation Systems, such as renewable energy sources, and also power electronics convert‐
ers, energy storage technologies, advanced communications, and smart homes. On the edge
of the Smart Grid infrastructure, where the consumers can produce energy from several lo‐
cal and distributed generation units, the need for energy management tools and control al‐
gorithms becomes an important option. To address these issues, many papers and books
have proposed numerous software architectures and simulation models/tools.
The Smart Grids contain clusters of Micro-Grids, where generation, storage, and consump‐
tion take place. The new energy management systems will require different control para‐
digms that cope with increasing complexity of traditional power plants, with new energy
conversion devices and systems, to ensure the Smart Grid systems’ reliable operation, flexi‐
bility, and scalability.
Advanced distributed and decentralized transactive control structures are a feasible option
for interconnected small-scale power plants and energy storage systems. Distributed con‐
trollers are particularly an attractive option to accommodate significant aggregation of re‐
newable energy sources and active loads, such as smart homes and electric vehicles.
The objective of this book is to disseminate research and development results and to give an
overview in the area of Energy Management of Distributed Generation using Renewable En‐
ergy Sources with actively controlled loads, such as Smart Homes, Electric Vehicles, and En‐
ergy Storage Systems. I would like to thank all authors and contributors of the individual
chapters for their efforts and for the quality of the research material submitted. I would also
like to thank Publishing Process Manager of this book for supporting this project and for a
great support and collaboration during the publishing process.
The book contains 10 chapters, which is divided into five parts/sections. The first section
entitled “Distributed Control and Energy Management of Renewable Energy Sources” in‐
cluding the first three chapters provides an overview of Energy Management of Distributed
Systems, outlining the typical concepts, such as Demand-Side Management, Demand Re‐
sponse, Distributed, and Hierarchical Control for Smart Micro-Grids. The second section
contains three chapters and presents different control algorithms, software architectures,
and simulation tools dedicated to Energy Management Systems. In the third section, it is
shown the importance and the role of energy storage technology in a Distribution System,
describing and comparing different types of energy storage systems. The fourth section
shows how to identify and address potential threats for a Home Energy Management Sys‐
tem. Finally, the fifth section discusses about Economical Optimization of Operational Cost
for Micro-Grids, pointing out the effect of renewable energy sources, active loads, and ener‐
gy storage systems on economic operation.
The first chapter, entitled “Distributed Control and Management of Renewable Electric En‐
ergy Resources for Future Grid Requirements” by Gassem Mokhtari et al., discusses some of
the concepts used for distributed control, illustrating an application with case studies to
support the method.
The second chapter, entitled “Coordinated Demand Response and Distributed Generation
Management in Residential Smart Micro-Grids” by Amjad Anvari-Moghaddam et al., de‐
scribes the functionality of a typical Demand-Side Management (DSM) strategy implement‐
ed on a building-level small-scale integrated energy system for a Residential Smart Micro-
Grid. An efficient framework for coordinated Demand Response and Distributed Energy
Management into an integrated building and Smart Micro-Grid is outlined. The third chap‐
ter, entitled “Hierarchical Control for DC Micro-Grids” by Ahmed Mohamed, outlines as‐
pects related to the design and control of DC Micro-Grids, pointing out the interaction of the
Micro-Grid Central Controller with the controller of the main grid.
The second section “Development of Control Algorithms, Software Architectures, and Simu‐
lation Tools for Energy Management Systems” contains three chapters (Chapters 4–6). The
fourth chapter, entitled “Development of an Energy Management System Control Algo‐
rithm for a Remote Community Micro-Grid System” by Arno Vosloo and Atanda K. Raji,
points out the importance of controlling the output power of Micro-Grid components and
the role of Energy Management for a Rural Micro-Grid System. The fifth chapter, entitled
“Allocation of Distributed Generation for Maximum Reduction of Energy Losses in Distri‐
bution Systems” by Juan A. Martinez-Velasco and Gerardo Guerra, presents the importance
of introducing powerful simulation tools with the applications of parallel computing meth‐
ods, such as Parallel Monte Carlo approach, with respect to the allocation of Distributed
Generation for maximum reduction of energy losses into Distribution Systems. The sixth
chapter, entitled “The Role of Middleware in Distributed Energy Systems Integrated in the
Smart Grid” by Jesus Rodriguez-Molina, deals with a software architecture for Smart Grids,
which acts as a bridge between an operating system and real-time applications, pointing out
the components and features of a Middleware architecture that works under the require‐
ments and the study cases of a Smart Grid.
The third section “Energy Storage Systems Technology for Energy Management” contains
two chapters. The focus of the seventh chapter, entitled “Energy Storage Systems for Energy
Management of Renewable Energy Sources” by Ahmed H. Fathima and Palanisamy Ka‐
liannan, is on the importance and the role of energy storage technology in a Distribution
System, describing different types of energy storage systems and their applications related
to Energy Management of integrated renewable systems. The eighth chapter, entitled “Ener‐
gy Storage Technology and Decentralized Energy Management-Future Prospects” by Bartek
A. Glowacki and Emma S. Hanley, evaluates and compares a few of energy storage technol‐
ogies used to analyze Energy Management within the Decentralized Renewable and Storage
Systems. Additionally, the integration of hydrogen storage technology and the use of hydro‐
gen as an energy carrier in a decentralized airport scenario are highlighted.
The forth section “Energy Management Systems for Smart Homes” contains the ninth chap‐
ter “Securing the Home Energy Management Platform” by Soren Aagard and Jacobsen
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Rune. This chapter is trying to identify and address potential threats for a Home Energy
Management System (HEMS) as a step in designing process. Based on the threats that have
been detected, mitigation strategies are proposed, taking into account the state-of-the-art
technology for securing platform of the HEMS.
The last section “Economical Optimization of Operational Cost for Micro-Grids” contains
the 10th chapter “Energy Management and Economic Operation Optimization of Microgrid
under Uncertainty” by Wang Shouxiang et al. The chapter proposes a Micro-Grid economic
optimization model based on uncertainty characteristics of DER components, such as wind
turbines and PV systems, and energy storage systems. Considering the effect of energy stor‐
age on economic operation, the chapter also discusses the impacts of uncertainties of renew‐
able energy sources and loads on optimization model, as well as the effects of load
fluctuation on scheduling results.
Associate Professor Lucian Mihet-Popa
Department of Electrical Engineering,








Distributed Control and Management of Renewable
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Abstract
It is anticipated that both medium- and low-voltage distribution networks will include
high level of distributed renewable energy resources, in the future. The high penetra‐
tion of these resources inevitably can introduce various power quality issues, includ‐
ing; overvoltage and overloading. This book chapter provides the current research state
of the art concepts and techniques in dealing with these potential issues. The methods
provided in this chapter are based on distributed control approach, tailored and suitable
particularly for the future distribution composition. The distributed control strategy is
a  promising  approach  to  manage  and  utilise  the  resources  in  future  distribution
networks to effectively deal with grid electric quality issues and requirements. Jointly,
utility and customers the owners of the resources in the network are considered as part
of a practical coordination strategy in this method. Standard IEEE test system is used
for application, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method by providing the
results.
Keywords: distributed control, consensus algorithm, energy storage system (ESS), fu‐
ture grid requirements, network overloading
1. Introduction
Distribution networks are usually designed to provide electric power to the customers, while
operating within the grid national electricity standards, in particular having voltage and
loading  in  permissible  range.  The  existing  distribution  network  planning,  design  and
operation  usually  does  not  consider  the  existence  of  renewable  energy  sources  such  as
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Photovoltaic (PV) and wind turbine [1, 2]. Future distribution networks with high utilisation
of these resources will have to meet certain requirements addressing issues such as voltage
and equipment loading [2, 3]. Therefore, new facilities, methods and strategies have to be
envisaged for proper design, operation and planning of future distribution networks.
Literature offers numerous methods and strategies that are designed to deal with the future
network requirements. Resources such as renewable energy sources, storage systems and
smart loads with practical and adequate control methods will play an important role in this
regard. These resources can be utilised for various reasons by utilities and customers [4].
Among many utilisation of these facilities, network loading support is the main application
addressed in this chapter. Due to the variety use of these resources, normally supervisory
control could not deliver promising objectives due to the reliability and complexity issues [2].
On the other hand, neither local management approach could offer an efficient control strategy
[2]. However, distributed control is found to be the most practical control strategy in applica‐
tion to future smart grid [1], particularly for distribution network [2]. This control approach
has already been established for many applications as reported in recent research citations [3–
7]. To have a distributed management of resources, the smart network usually includes two
layers. The first layer as physical layer consist of grid lines and energy resources, while the
second layer as the cyber layer is added to provide information exchange between the nodes.
Distributed control strategy uses the immediate neighbouring communication information to
control and manage energy resources.
The main aim of this book chapter is to provide some of the concepts and formulations used
for distributed control, and to illustrate an application with results to support the method. In
this approach, energy storage system (ESS) is considered as the promising facility for custom‐
ers and utilities that can be used for different applications. Loading issue is considered as one
of the network requirement which need to be dealt with using ESSs in distribution network.
For all practical purposes, utility and/or customer are considered as the owner of storage
facilities.
Section 2 discusses the main technical issues and influencing factors relating to the future state
of distribution network operation with renewable energy resources. Distributed control
management and its application in distribution network are put in perspective in Section 3.
Distributed management of energy resources based on specific network requirement is
discussed in Section 4. A case study using the distributed control strategy with detailed results
is provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this chapter with related discussions and
conclusions.
2. Future state of distribution networks with renewable energy resources
2.1. Power quality issues associated with high utilisation of renewable energy sources
Renewable energy sources will play an important role in future electricity grid. Depending on
the geographical location and network structure, they may be in either off-grid or grid-
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connected situation. Despite the mode of network connection, economically speaking, the
main purpose of these resources was to reduce electricity consumption cost. However, from
the technical point of view, there is a difference between these two connecting modes. In off-
grid mode, usually the main aim was to balance generation and load to avoid load outage,
which is not desirable [8]. However, in grid-connected mode, as grid support is available, the
unbalancing can be tolerated to some allowable extend. However, significant unbalancing
between generation and load can induce power quality issues. To better understand these
issues, Figure 1 shows a single-line diagram of distribution network in which all customers’
load and generation in each phase are modelled by single generation and load. Based on this
model, different issues associated by renewable energy sources can be addressed as follow:
Figure 1. Distribution network equivalent, with renewable energy sources.
2.1.1. Voltage rise
Voltage rise due to high penetration of renewable energy sources is the main power quality
issue in future distribution network. In high generation mode, as the load is usually in off-
peak mode, there is an unbalancing between generation and load. This unbalancing can cause
voltages to rise. To see this impact, let us have a close look at Figure 1. Based on this figure,
the voltages magnitude for end of each phase can be written as [9]:
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Pga, Pgb and Pgc are the injected active power in each phase,
Pla, Plb and Plc are the consumed active power in each phase,
Qla, Qlb and Qlc are the reactive power in each phase,
Ra, Rb and Rc are the line resistance of each phase,
Xa, Xb and Xc are the line reactance of each phase.
It can be seen that when a phase source active power is more than the load in that phase, the
phase voltage will increase. If this unbalancing is considerably high, a stationary limit can be
violated which is not acceptable by regulations and standards.
2.1.2. Voltage unbalancing
Voltage unbalancing is happening when there are differences between the three phase voltage
magnitudes and/or angles (not separated by 120°). Based on Eqs. (1)–(3), as the loading and
generation of a phase changes with respect to other phases, the magnitudes or angles of Va, Vb
and Vc will be unbalanced. Therefore, it can be seen that the voltage unbalancing is a common
power quality issue in distribution network. The voltage unbalancing is usually measured by
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Based on national standards, usually up to a maximum VUF of 2% is accepted in distribution
network [11].
2.1.3. Harmonic
As most renewable energy sources are connected through power electronic converter to the
distribution network, they usually inject harmonics to the network. Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) is usually considered as the harmonic index which normally need to be <5% based on
standards [12].
2.1.4. Frequency variation
Frequency deviation can also result from unbalancing between load and generation. During
peak generation period, when generation is more than load, the frequency may rise. Addi‐
tionally, during peak load period, the load is higher than generation which may cause the
frequency to drop.
2.1.5. Loading constraint violation
Based on Figure 1, the load of each phase and power transformer can be written as follows:
2 2
, , ,| | ( )a l a g a l aS P P Q= - + (7)
2 2
, , ,| | ( )b l b g b l bS P P Q= - + (8)
2 2
, , ,| | ( )c l c g c l cS P P Q= - + (9)
a b cS S S S= + + (10)
where Sa, Sb and Sc are the apparent power of each phase and S is the apparent power of power
transformer.
Based on these equations, it can be seen that the loading of lines and power transformer
depends on the difference between generation and load in each phase. If this difference is high,
it can violate some of the facilities’ thermal limit.
In this chapter, this issue is considered as one of the requirements for distribution network
operation, which need to be dealt with using available resources in the network.
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2.2. Coordinating network resources based on network requirements
Future distribution networks will include a lot of controllable resources which can be used
and coordinated based on different network requirements. This section lists some of the
resources, which can be utilised based on network requirements.
2.2.1. Source active power
Injecting surplus active power to the grid by renewable energy source is the main cause of
power quality issues. Therefore, one way to deal with these issues is to control the injecting
power. For instance, Refs. [7, 9, 13] use active power curtailment as a robust control approach
to deal with voltage rise issue.
2.2.2. Source reactive power
Another resource which can be used to deal with power quality issues in distribution network
is reactive power contribution of renewable energy sources. This strategy is usually used to
deal with voltage fluctuation in distribution network. References [14–16] use reactive power
control in distribution network to deal with voltage rise.
2.2.3. Controllable load
To deal with the unbalance between load and generation, smart controllable loads such as air-
conditioner or washing machine are suitable options which can be utilised to deal with power
quality issues as well [17]. These resources can be used for both voltage and loading support
in network. References [13, 16] use these resources to prevent overvoltages in distribution
network.
2.2.4. Energy storage system (ESS)
ESS has an important role in developing future smart grid [18] which appears in several types
such as flywheel, super capacitor, compressed gas and battery. Battery is the most popular ESS
in distribution network which can be considered as the suitable option for customers or utilities
application based on network requirements. This facility can be charged during high genera‐
tion period, while discharging during peak load period. Therefore, it can easily reduce the
unbalancing between generation and loading, while dealing with network issues.
Based on the versatility and vital role of batteries in future distribution grids, storage has been
included in this chapter as part of the strategy and application for load and renewable energy
management, while considering its role in resolving network quality issues for future distri‐
bution systems.
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power. For instance, Refs. [7, 9, 13] use active power curtailment as a robust control approach
to deal with voltage rise issue.
2.2.2. Source reactive power
Another resource which can be used to deal with power quality issues in distribution network
is reactive power contribution of renewable energy sources. This strategy is usually used to
deal with voltage fluctuation in distribution network. References [14–16] use reactive power
control in distribution network to deal with voltage rise.
2.2.3. Controllable load
To deal with the unbalance between load and generation, smart controllable loads such as air-
conditioner or washing machine are suitable options which can be utilised to deal with power
quality issues as well [17]. These resources can be used for both voltage and loading support
in network. References [13, 16] use these resources to prevent overvoltages in distribution
network.
2.2.4. Energy storage system (ESS)
ESS has an important role in developing future smart grid [18] which appears in several types
such as flywheel, super capacitor, compressed gas and battery. Battery is the most popular ESS
in distribution network which can be considered as the suitable option for customers or utilities
application based on network requirements. This facility can be charged during high genera‐
tion period, while discharging during peak load period. Therefore, it can easily reduce the
unbalancing between generation and loading, while dealing with network issues.
Based on the versatility and vital role of batteries in future distribution grids, storage has been
included in this chapter as part of the strategy and application for load and renewable energy
management, while considering its role in resolving network quality issues for future distri‐
bution systems.
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3. Distributed control management and its application in distribution
network
Distributed control is an effective management approach for future smart grids with distrib‐
uted resources. This approach has been applied in various literatures in recent years. There
are two comprehensive review papers which study the application of distributed control in
power systems. Reference [19] presented different types of distributed multi-agent systems
and their applications in power systems. In Ref. [20], the applications of distributed control in
micro-grids are studied which includes; primary control, voltage coordination, economic
dispatch and frequency control. In this study, distributed control are categorised based on
problem formulisation into three main categories [20]:
• Predictive control-based approach,
• Agent-based approach,
• Consensus-based approach.
Consensus-based approach is a new distributed control approach which aims to have an equal
proportionality-based converging sate for the resources. In Ref. [2], this approach is used to
deal with network loading, while coordinating storage units in a fair way. Reference [7]
adapted an overvoltage control approach based on this algorithm which uses fair battery
charging to prevent voltage rise in low voltage network.
Consensus algorithm also applied in recent studies to provide optimal utilisation of resources
as well. In [8], a new distributed updating approach is used to utilise batteries in an efficient
way in micro-grid. A new distributed optimal control approach is proposed in [21] which
manages multiple generators based on consensus algorithm. It can be seen that the consensus-
based distributed approach has attracted a lot of studies in recent years. This book chapter
includes the use of this algorithm as the backbone of distributed management of resources in
distribution network. The model for this algorithm is as follow:
In consensus algorithm, network is modelled with graph G having N vertices. The graph is
shown by G(V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. For this graph, (i, j)∈ E
if node i can receive information from node j. This communication link is shown by cij in which
the value of 1 for this parameter means there is a communication link and 0 means no
communication. Additionally, neighbours of node i are those nodes which send information
to node i which are shown by set of Ni ={ j ∈V , (i, j)∈ E } [6].
In consensus algorithm, a parameter named as information state is defined for each resource.
Based on this algorithm, the information state of each resource is a function of information
state of its neighbours which can be shown as in Eq. (11) [6].
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4. Distributed management of energy resources based on specific network
requirement
As noted before, distributed management approach has been applied in variety of power
system applications. In this section, the aim was to apply distributed control approach for
specific application, which is distributed loading management in distribution network. Battery
as an ESS with its associated inverter is considered as the main resource which can be used for
this purpose.
If there is only one single ESS in distribution network, there is no need to apply any coordi‐
nation strategy. However, future distribution network may include high number of ESSs;
therefore, a coordination strategy is needed to coordinate these units based on specific objective
function.
The proposed control structure for distribution network which coordinates multiple ESSs is
shown in Figure 2. To manage multiple ESSs in a distributed way, a communication link is
assumed between neighbouring ESSs. Additionally, there is a control agent named as the
leader which monitors network loading and initiates the ESS coordination whenever it is
needed.
Figure 2. Distributed control structure for distribution network.
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To coordinate the ESSs for loading management, three operating control modes are considered
for the network. These network control modes are shown in Figure 3, which there are four
limits that determine the network control modes. If the network loading is within desirable
range (Sdgen. and Sdcons.), the network is in normal condition. Therefore, there is no need for ESSs’
coordination based on network requirements and they can operate based on other objectives.
If network loading violates Scgen., the network goes to the high generation control mode. In this
control mode, ESSs should be coordinated to charge and reduce the network loading. Addi‐
tionally, if the network loading violates Sccons., the network goes to the high consumption mode
which means that the ESSs should be coordinated to discharge and reduce the network loading.
Figure 3. Network control modes based on predefined limits.
Based on consensus algorithm in this section, two distributed management approaches are
proposed to coordinate multiple ESSs for loading management. Each distributed approach
follows a specific objective function.
To find these objective functions, the ESS’s owner interest is considered. If the ESS owners are
customers, their preference is assumed to have a fair contribution in loading management. In
other words, all customers prefer to have a fair sharing in loading management. However, for
utility owned EES, the aims normally were to maximise the ESSs’ utilisation of these devices.
Therefore, it can be said that a proper coordination should be considered for each of these
objectives. The details of the two distributed control approaches which consider each of these
objectives to coordinate multiple ESSs are as follow:
4.1. Network loading management using fair sharing of multiple ESSs
In this case, the objective function includes two main parts [2]. To keep the network loading
within acceptable range, the first objective was defined by keeping the network loading
between critical limits:
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Additionally, to have a fair sharing among multiple ESSs, the second objective was defined by
having the following ratio
1 2
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P1
max. is the maximum active power available ith ESS which depends on its state-of-charge
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To achieve the noted objectives, the control structure of the leader, shown in Figure 4, will be
used. In other words, as soon as the critical limits for generation or consumption are violated,
the leader starts to update its information state as given in Eqs. (16) and (17).
Figure 4. Leader control structure for ESS fair contribution.
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Once the leader initiates the control, the ESSs will update their information state based on
consensus algorithm, as given in Eq. (18).




t d te e
Î
= å (18)
Based on the calculated ESS state information, the reference for ESS active power will be
updated as in Eq. (19).
max .[ ] [ ].i i iP t t Pe= (19)
The flowchart of this distributed loading control management is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Distributed control structure for fair sharing of multiple ESSs.
4.2. Network loading management using optimal utilisation of multiple ESSs
In this case, the interest of utility is considered in managing multiple ESSs. In other words, the
aim was to use ESSs for loading management while the utilisation rate and efficiency of the
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batteries are maximised. To achieve such an objective, the cost function given in Eq. (20) is
used for each storage unit [22].
2(| |) . | | . | | . | |i i i i i i i iC P P a P b Ph= = - (20)
where
ηi is the efficiency of ESS in charging and discharging mode (it is assumed to be the same in
both mode).
ai and bi are the efficiency coefficient of ESS.
In this case, the goal was to maximise this cost function while reduce loading to less than the
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Note that the same cost function can be used for high loading control mode, and only the
equality constraint will change.
























To converge the optimal point and maximise cost function in Eq. (21), the iterative updating
approach of the following equations is used [8]:
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If this iterative process is initiated by leader using Eqs. (29) and (30) when the critical limit is
violated;
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Based on Ref. [8], the Eqs. (23) and (24) converge to the following:
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The flowchart of this distributed loading control management approach is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Distributed control structure for optimal utilisation of multiple ESSs.
5. Case studies
In this section, IEEE 33-bus distribution system is used to assess the performance of the
distributed loading management approaches [23]. The details of ESSs are shown in Table 1.
All the buses assumed to have their peak generation the same as their peak load. The aim of
this section was to coordinate multiple ESSs to manage the loading of this network within
−3000 to 3000 kVA as given in Table 2. To assess the performance of this approach in different
network modes, the loading and generation profiles for each bus given in Figure 7 are
considered. The profiles are based on maximum loading and generation at each bus. MATLAB
platform is used to implement the proposed approaches in the following case studies.
ESS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Location (bus) 2 8 12 15 20 27 30 33
Rating (kW) 150 160 120 180 100 140 150 140
ai .91 .9 .89 .9 .9 .92 .9 .9
bi .09 .05 .12 .12 .13 .09 .08 .1
Table 1. ESSs parameters.
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Table 2. Loading limits in the proposed approach.
Figure 7. Load and generation profiles at each bus.
5.1. Case 1
The aim of this case study was to coordinate multiple ESSs in a fair way, while managing the
network loading. The results for distributed loading management using this approach are
shown in Figure 8. As it can be seen, the system goes to the high generation control mode at t
= 50 s and multiple ESSs reduce the power injected to the upper level grid <Scgen.. The contri‐
bution of each ESS at steady state is listed in Table 3, which follows the fair sharing objective
as follow:
1 2 8
max . max . max .
1 2 8
... 0.344P P P
P P P
= = = = -
The same scenario is happening at t = 500 s in which the ESSs goes to the high consumption
control mode, with ESS contribution for loading management in a fair way as given in
following:
1 2 8
max . max . max .
1 2 8
... 0.158P P P
P P P
= = = = (36)
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Figure 8. Results for fair sharing among ESSs (a) network loading, (b) ESS contribution, (c) incremental cost.
ESS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
0–50 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50–250 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50–250 s −51.631 −55.073 −41.304 −61.957 −34.420 −48.188 −51.631 −48.188 −392.36
250–500 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
500–650 s 23.698 25.278 18.958 28.437 15.798 22.118 23.698 22.118 157.93
650–800 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3. ESSs power contributions for loading management.
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5.2. Case 2
In this case, the aim was to coordinate multiple ESSs, while optimising their utilisation rate
and maximise the cost function in Eq. (21). The results for this case are shown in Figure 9. The
ESSs’ contributions for each time step are listed in Table 4. It can be seen that the ESSs with
lower cost coefficients contribute more in loading management. Additionally, the total ESSs
contribution in each time step is less than the previous case which shows the advantage in
promising features of this optimal approach.
Figure 9. Results for optimal ESSs coordination, (a) network loading, (b) ESS contribution, (c) incremental cost.
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ESS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
0–50 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50–250 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50–250 s −44.12 −69.41 −24.75 −28.92 −26.70 −49.67 −43.38 −34.70 −321.65
250–500 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
500–650 s 22.96 31.33 8.89 13.05 12.05 28.52 19.58 15.67 152.05
650–800 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4. ESSs power contributions for loading management.
5.3. Case 3
Finally, in this case, the impact of communication drop is studied on the distributed loading
management approaches. To model this impact, it is assumed that the communication links
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The results for both scenarios are provided as follow. For the first case in which ESSs are
coordinate in a fair way as shown in Figure 10, it can be seen that as soon as the loading passes
the critical limit, ESSs 1, 2, 3 and 4 start to coordinate and reduce the loading to the allowable
range. However, ESSs 5, 6, 7 and 8 cannot be coordinated due to the communication loss
between ESSs 4 and 5. The ratio of contribution of each ESS is as follow:
1 2 3 4
max . max . max . max .
1 2 3 4
0.251P P P P
P P P P
= = = =
5 6 7 8
max . max . max . max .
5 6 7 8
0P P P P
P P P P
= = = =
As soon as the communication link is available at t = 600 s, ESSs 5, 6, 7 and 8 will start to
contribute to loading management and their contribution converge to 0.251. So, comparing
with the case with no communication drop, it can be seen that the communication drop causes
this approach to use more resources than required (contributing ratio of 0.251 instead of 0.158).
However, the robustness of the approach to keep the loading within the allowable range has
still been achieved.
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Figure 10. Impact of communication drop on fair sharing among ESSs (a) network loading, (b) ESS contribution, (c)
incremental cost.
In the last case, the impact of communication drop was studied on the second approach. The
same scenario is simulated for this case as well. The results are provided in Figure 11. Again,
as there is no communication between ESS 4 and 5, only ESS 1, 2, 3 and 4 contributes in loading
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management. As soon as communication drop failure is repaired, ESSs 5, 6, 7 and 8 start to
contribute in loading management. As the results show, all the ESSs have the same contribution
compared with no communication drop case. Therefore, it can be said that communication
drop may limit the resources while optimal operation is achieved all the time, in this case.
Figure 11. Impact of communication drop on optimal ESSs coordination, (a) network loading, (b) ESS contribution, (c)
incremental cost.
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6. Conclusions
Future distribution networks with high utilisation of renewable energy resources can encoun‐
ter network operating problems. Network voltage and loading issues are usually listed as the
main network concerns which need to be addressed properly. As discussed and shown in this
chapter, utilities and/or customers’ storage resources can be used to resolve these issues. As
part of this approach, distributed control method with consensus algorithm was presented in
this book chapter. Application and results were also provided to support this technique over
the existing methods, as a promising alternative to achieve accurate and efficient solution.
Finally, the application of distributed control management strategy that coordinates multiple
ESSs to deal with distribution network overloading was discussed in details. In this approach,
both utility and customer interests were considered as part of a robust technique for loading
management approach in future distribution network.
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Abstract
Nowadays with the emerging of small-scale integrated energy systems (IESs) in form
of  residential  smart  microgrids  (SMGs),  a  large  portion  of  energy  can  be  saved
through  coordinated  scheduling  of  smart  household  devices  and  management  of
distributed energy resources (DERs). There are significant potentials to increase the
functionality  of  a  typical  demand-side  management  (DSM)  strategy,  and  typical
implementation  of  building-level  DERs  by  integrating  them  into  a  cohesive,
networked  package  that  fully  utilizes  smart  energy-efficient  end-use  devices,
advanced building control/automation systems, and an integrated communications
architecture to efficiently manage energy and comfort at the end-use location. By the
aid of such technologies, residential consumers have also the capability to mitigate
their  energy costs  and satisfy their  own requirements paying less  attention to the
configuration  of  the  energy  supply  system.  Regarding  these  points,  this  chapter
initially  defines  an  efficient  framework  for  coordinated  DSM  and  DERs  manage‐
ment in an integrated building and SMG system. Then a working energy manage‐
ment  system  (EMS)  for  applications  in  residential  IESs  is  described  and
mathematically modeled. Finally, the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed
model is tested and validated in different operating modes compared to the existing
models.  The findings of  this  chapter  show that  by the use of  an expert  EMS that
coordinates supply and demand sides simultaneously, it is very possible not only to
reduce energy costs of a residential IES, but also to provide comfortable lifestyle for
occupants.
Keywords: demand response, distributed energy resources, energy management,
smart microgrids, multi-objective optimization
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1. Introduction
The present intelligent energy networks together with the future smart electricity grids could
highly affect the process of energy generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption at
different levels (e.g., industrial, commercial, and residential sectors) in an efficient, reliable, and
secure manner. By the use of these emerging technologies and advanced components in micro/
macro scales, not only the energy can be delivered to householders and business owners more
cost-efficient, but also more renewable energy sources (RESs) can be exploited in a greener way.
Through the joint operation of smart energy management systems (SEMSs) and advanced
components within a smart microgrid (SMG) environment, it is possible to enable two-way
digital communications between the utility and household devices and to provide the users
with appropriate tools to improve their energy efficiency, consumption behavior and comfort
levels [1]. On the other hand, optimal design, control and operation management of energy-
related production and consumption units have been attracting an increasing interest over the
past decade and turning into a major part of energy management programs. Although the term
“Energy Management” is widely used nowadays in literature and interpreted differently based
on different operating scenarios, this chapter covers the subject of monitoring, controlling and
conserving energy in building units and in residential SMGs, in broader perspective. In these
environments, the users not only produce energy from several local and distributed genera‐
tion (DG) units and play a “prosumer” role, but also participate in different incentive-based
demand response (DR) programs to change their consumption behavior during different times
of a day. However, integration of end-users as active components of future SMGs can inject
unwanted risks and uncertainties in planning and operation phases [2,3]. To address these issues
suitably, this chapter first outlines an efficient framework for coordinated DR and DG manage‐
ment in an integrated building and SMG system. Then, a fully-featured SEMS for managing
loads at demand-side and domestic controllable generation units at the supply-side is descri‐
bed, mathematically modeled and validated.
2. Smart microgrids (SMGs)
In many parts of the world, the existing electricity networks at transmission and distribution
levels use technologies, digital communication, control systems, and strategies that are many
decades old. To update this aging infrastructure and to create an energy network that meets
the ever-growing needs of today’s power market, developed societies are aiming at creating
intelligent facilities so as to use advanced sensing, communication, and control technologies
to generate and distribute energy in a more efficient, economic, and secure fashion. Moreover,
pursuing other objectives such as potential lower cost, higher service reliability, better power
quality, increased energy efficiency and energy independence, is becoming the driving force
to advocate the utilization of distributed energy resources (DERs) and to focus on what is called
“Smart Microgrid”, as the future of power systems. While details about the characteristics of
a SMG vary greatly, key features include [4]:
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• Reliable and resilient
By the use of advance technologies such as smart metering, sensing, and state estimation,
SMG improves fault detection and allows self-healing of the network without the interven‐
tion of technicians. This will ensure more reliable supply of electricity, and reduced
vulnerability to natural disasters or attacks. SMG can also help utilities to speed outage
restoration following major events, reduce the total number of affected customers, and
improve overall service reliability to reduce customer losses from power disruptions [5].
• Efficient and sustainable
By the emergence and deployment of SMGs, efficiency improvement of energy infrastruc‐
tures is expected. More than half of potential reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
would be achieved, transmission losses would be reduced, peak-load would be managed
and transparency in electricity prices would be increased. By having a better understanding
of equipment conditions through real-time equipment monitoring, utilities could also keep
vital components operating at high efficiency. Moreover, through integration of digital
technologies to the modernization of many sectors of the economy, higher efficiency gains,
new opportunities, and greater productivity can be also guaranteed.
On the other hand, with the increasingly serious energy shortage and global warming,
sustainable development can be obtained via integration of smart grid technologies,
sustainable energy resources and low carbon emissions in power systems. The improved
flexibility of the smart grid permits high penetration of green and sustainable RESs such as
solar power and wind power, even without the addition of energy storage. However, the
difficulties in dealing with intermittent power and the low utilization efficiency of power
system appeared to be obstacles.
• Flexible and bidirectional
Figure 1 illustrates the way how the future smart electricity grids are different from the ones
we know today. Our conventional energy networks have been designed and controlled in
a way to support unidirectional flow of electricity and information from centralized large
power generation units toward the end-use passive consumers, while the SMG relies more
on bidirectional communication between consumers, suppliers and smart devices. The flow
of energy across the network is also based on a mesh-grid structure rather than a unidirec‐
tional top-down system [6].
• Demand-side management support
SMG technology will allow customers to make more informed decisions about their energy
consumption, adjusting both the timing and quantity of their electricity use. Such an ability
which is called demand-side management (DSM) allows supply and demand sides to
interact in an automated way in real-time, coordinating demand to flatten spikes. By doing
this, the cost of adding reserve capacity is mitigated, wear and tear costs are reduced, and
the life of equipment is increased. In a like manner, participating in DSM programs allows
users to cut their energy bills by telling low priority devices to use energy only when it is
cheapest. It should be noted that DSM programs comprise two different activities, demand
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response (DR) and energy efficiency/conservation (EE/C). A DR action transfers customer
load during periods of high demand to off-peak periods and can reduce critical peak
demand while EE/C program encourages customers to give up some energy use in return
for saving money and allows them to use less energy while receiving the same level of end
service [7].
• Market-enabling
By the use of two-way communications between the suppliers/retailers and consumers it is
possible to introduce more flexibility in operational strategies and enable effective market
environments for suppliers who want to sell energy at higher prices and consumers who
are willing to pay less. On the other hand, the development of market-driven operation
procedures of the SMG will lead to a significant reduction of market power exerted by the
established generation companies (GenCos). Widespread application of modular plug-and-
play micro-sources may contribute to a reduction in energy price in the power market.
Moreover, micro-sources may be used to provide ancillary services and further increase
their market share in voltage support and stability services [8].
As a whole, SMG can be defined as an ingenious self-healing system that can be operated
automatically by any source of fuel such as renewable energies and/or non-conventionals.
It is an efficient way of RESs utilization and pollutant emission reduction. A SMG can realize
existing overloads throughout the network and has the ability to reconfigure the network
so as to impede potential outages. It is a base that enables active participation of und-users
as informed consumers, accommodates all energy generation and storage options, advo‐
cates advanced products, markets or services, enables high penetration of intermittent
sources, optimizes assets, resists attacks, and provides the energy quality for the range of
needs in a digital economy [6,9,10].
Figure 1. Conventional energy system vs. future smart micro-grids.
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3. Integrated energy systems
Integrated energy systems (IESs) provide the infrastructure to use SMGs to enable different
mechanisms such as DR through SEMS. Smart energy management is an innovative approach
to managing loads at the demand-side and domestic controllable units at the supply-side. It
incorporates the conventional energy use management principles represented in DSM, DR,
and DER programs and merges them in an integrated framework that simultaneously
addresses permanent energy savings, demand reductions, and temporary peak load mitiga‐
tions. In the context of residential SMGs, this is accomplished through an integrated dynamic
system comprised of intelligent end-use devices (such as smart home appliances, lighting
systems, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)) and DERs with highly
advanced sensing, controls and communications capabilities that enable real-time manage‐
ment of the system as a whole. A main residential SEMS consists of four components:
• Smart energy efficient end-use devices
• Smart DERs
• Advanced building control/automation systems
• Integrated communications architecture
The aforementioned components are built upon each other and interact with one another to
provide an infrastructure that is intelligent, highly energy-efficient, automated, reliable and
robust. The result is a system of systems that is capable of working in unison to optimize overall
operation based on consumer requirements, utility constraints, available incentives and other
variables such as weather and building occupancy. In the following section, the predominant
characteristics of each of these four components are summarized.
3.1. Smart energy efficient end-use devices
The availability of system-wide electricity generation and transmission capacity can be
increased for other uses through an investment in end-use energy efficiency. End-use energy
efficiency, often referred to as a “negawatt”, can be noted as a resource available to remove
the mismatch between energy supply and demand, just as is done with other resources such
as non-conventional or renewable power generations. Similar to other resources, saved energy
from end-use efficiency is available in different amounts and levels of investment. When
considering costs over the lifetime of an investment, end-use energy efficiency can be one of
the lowest-cost means of meeting energy demand and of reducing GHG emissions [10]. On
the other hand, to increase energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions from the residential
sector, there exist a number of solutions from which utilizing smart energy-efficient end-use
devices is seemed to be a wise solution. Generally these devices includes but not limited to:
efficient personal computers and peripherals (e.g., printers, scanners, and speakers), television
and other audio–visual equipment, personal care appliances (e.g., hair dryers and electric
toothbrushes), kitchen appliances (e.g., coffee makers, toasters, and microwaves), refrigeration
and freezers, dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers, lighting, space conditioning, and
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integrated HVAC-water heating systems with the highest energy efficiencies. It is noteworthy
that the smart end-use devices should be equipped with embedded features allowing for two-
way communications and automated control.
3.2. Smart DERs
Over the past few years, the utility industry has made significant progress in defining common
grid-supportive functions for distributed resources such as photovoltaics (PV), diesel engines,
micro-turbines, and fuel cells (FCs), and also in defining the open standard communication
protocols needed to make them smart and to connect these devices into SMGs. The functions
include, for example [11,12]:
• Intelligent Volt–Var control
• Intelligent Volt–Watt control
• Reactive power/power factor
• Low-voltage ride through
• Load and generation following
• Storage systems charge/discharge management
• Connect/disconnect
• Dynamic reactive current injection (responding to changes in voltage dV/dt)
• Maximum generation limiting
• Intelligent frequency–Watt control
• Peak limiting function for remote points of reference
3.3. Advanced building control/automation systems
Advanced building control/automation system is the key component of the future smart
buildings that benefits from several communication domains, including the smart meter
domain Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), the internet domain and building area
network (BAN). It is a system that receives information about task operating status, usage
requests and network signals and sends control actions back to the smart devices, i.e., it
optimizes the performance of end-use devices and DERs based on operational requirements,
user preferences and external signals from the utility, end-user or other authorized entity. Such
a system also provides the occupants with useful feedbacks about energy usage pattern, and
helps making control decisions more autonomously. To identify solutions based on different
objectives (e.g., energy saving and living comfortably), it also gathers information from the
home’s environment as well as the outside situation [13].
Other controllers that allow for two-way communications and those that have the ability to
learn from past experience and apply that knowledge to future events are also playing crucial
role in an advanced building control systems.
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3.4. Integrated communications architecture
A typical integrated communication architecture allows automated control of smart end-use
devices and DERs in response to various signals such as pricing or load reduction signals from
the utility, weather forecast in an hourly/daily basis, and bidirectional data transmission (such
as external alerts as well as end-user signals) between multiple nodes. It also allows the end-
use devices, DERs and/or control systems to send operational data to external parties (e.g.,
advanced meters that communicate directly with utilities).
Figure 2. Energy management infrastructure for residential buildings.
Figure 2 shows an example of an energy management infrastructure applied to a generic
residential building. As can be seen, building energy management systems (EMSs), and to a
broader extent BAN, are not single-technology networks, but combine various specialized
networking technologies. Interoperability and coexistence are key to guaranteeing the
cooperation between all protocols in the same area, especially when building EMSs need to
coexist with legacy home automation, home security systems or home A/V systems. In this
example, there are two-way communications via the Internet, Ethernet PLM, as well as via the
power line or ZigBee. The building is equipped with smart energy-efficient end-use devices,
an energy manager, automated controls with data management capabilities, DERs such as
rooftop solar PVs, and other on-site generation and storage systems such as electric vehicles
(EVs). Thus, energy-efficient devices, controls and DR strategies are coupled with on-site
energy sources to serve as an additional energy “resource” for the utility. Not only do all of
these elements contribute to the utility’s supply-side by reducing building demand, DERs can
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also feed excess power back to the grid. A SEMS is likely to have a much larger impact on a
building’s electricity consumption and demand than just implementing energy efficiency and/
or DR on their own.
4. SEMS operation from an integrated perspective
As described earlier, smart end-use devices which benefit from advanced highly efficient
controls, sensing and communications capabilities are regarded as key components of a SEMS.
These devices can dynamically communicate with other smart components and adjust their
performance in response to external reference signals. This marks an emergence from static to
dynamic end-use devices with advancements in distributed intelligence. In addition to electric
end-use devices, a SEMS would also include DERs such as solar PV systems, wind turbines
(WTs), micro-combined heat and power (micro-CHP) units, diesel generators, and FCs. The
performances of these DERs are also programmed to operate in an integrated manner with
end-use devices at the facility so as to be able to optimize overall system performance based
on the predefined goals and objectives. Here, we use “smart device” as a common term
referring either to an energy-efficient end-use device or to a controllable DER. Each program‐
mable smart device has its own control strategy, which assures optimal performance of the
device based on external reference signals coming from SEMS and a variety of external
parameters such as weather conditions, energy price signals, consumer habits and user’s
preferences. For interoperability among the smart devices and other components within a
SEMS’s domain, advanced meters with two-way communications infrastructure are also
required. This will enable the SEMS to connect the electric meter and smart devices in the
building to the BAN, thereby giving the SEMS direct access and control of these devices.
Depending on the hourly energy price or other external parameters and based on the prede‐
fined objectives and available constraints, the smart devices equipped with the responsive
controls automatically respond to the external signals and optimize entire system performance,
say within the user “comfort range” to minimize energy costs. For autonomous operation in
response to environmental conditions and other influential parameters within the controlled
space, SEMS must be capable of very abstract decision making, ranging from determining a
meaningful balance between cost and comfort for current conditions, to the very physical, such
as turning a smart device on or off. Within a building unit, the response strategy of each smart
device is also networked and interacts with the response strategies of other devices in a way
to optimize the entire system performance. The system should be also able to execute a fully
automated control strategy with override provisions, i.e., although the system is able to control
multiple devices automatically, user preference may be dominated to autonomous operation
and direct control is adopted accordingly. Likewise, for devices that are controlled indirectly,
signaling approaches with some means of indication (such as blinking lights, colored LEDs)
can be applied for the occupants’ awareness to assist them when is propitious to run these
appliances. For a SEMS to be able to interact effectively with its environment and learn from
prior experiences without being explicitly programmed, learning functionalities with learning
logic and artificial intelligence can be also integrated into the system. In this way, the system
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searches through data to look for patterns. However, instead of extracting data for human
comprehension, machine learning is used to process data, improve the program's own
understanding and adjust program actions accordingly.
5. SEMS modeling and design for IESs
Energy management for an IES includes optimal scheduling and running of different energy-
related generation devices as well as consumption units considering predefined goals such as
energy conservation, environment protection and cost savings. It is also connected tightly to
the people's way of life and their comfort zones. In this regard, a residential energy manage‐
ment (REM) strategy can be seen as a multiple-criteria optimization and decision-making
problem that should be handled in a way to meet the system’s goals and constraints. For this
problem, it is crucial to model the components of the IES carefully. In the following subsections
different compartments of a REM problem are introduced and mathematically modeled.
5.1. Heat transfer and thermal modeling of a residential building unit
For diagnosis and control strategy analysis, there is a strong need to develop suitable thermal
model for different components of a residential building unit. Based on a simplified lumped
capacitance model, the thermal resistance across a layer of area (A), thickness (x), and thermal








where Rvalue denotes the insulation level of the layer. As an example, for a multi-layer exterior
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where RT1 and RIF,i are the thermal resistances in insulation and framed wall, respectively. RII,i
is the thermal resistance in insulated portion. RT2 is the thermal resistance between the planes
bounding the inner and outer faces of the metal framing members, and RT3 is the resistance of
remaining components. Likewise, RT is the total thermal resistance.
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Figure 3. A typical steel stud framing wall insulating sheathing [2].
Having calculated thermal resistances for different materials and components of a house
structure using the same procedure, one can easily evaluate the amount of heat flows between
different nodes as follows:
( ) ( ) ( )in outio
io






( ) ( ) ( )f infi
fi






( ) ( ) ( )f gfg
fg






in which, φio, is the heat flow between the indoor air node and the outdoor environment
through thermal resistance Rio, φfi is the heat flow between the floor and the indoor air through
thermal resistance Rfi, and φfg is the heat flow between the floor and the ground through thermal
resistance Rfg, as shown in Figure 4. In a similar manner, Tin (h), Tout (h), Tf (h), and Tg (h) are the
temperatures of the indoor air, the outdoor environment, the floor, and the ground at hour h.
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Regarding to an under-floor heating/cooling system (RFH/CS) as a heat node in the house, the
amount of thermal energy that is supplied to the floor is determined as follows:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )1HP HP H HP C HPh u h h u h h P hf h h= × - - × (7)
where uHP is a binary variable stands for heating ("1") or cooling ("0") status, and PHP  [0, PHP,max]
is the power consumption of the heat pump at hour h. ηH  [ηH,min, ηH,max] and ηC  [ηC,min, ηC,max] are
the heating and cooling coefficients of performance (COPs) which are roughly linear functions
of outdoor temperature.
As another source of thermal energy, solar radiation has a great effect on the heating/cooling
load of a building. During different months in a year, the Sun’s path varies across the sky and
affects the overall thermal behavior of the building by its direct and diffuse radiation [14]. As
shown in Figure 5, the hourly heat flow into an exterior surface of a building due to solar
radiation can be introduced as follows:
Figure 4. Thermal modeling of a building.
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Figure 5. The solar radiation effect on heating/cooling load of a building.
where ho is the combined convection and radiation heat transfer coefficient, αs is the solar
absorptivity, ε is the emissivity of the surface, ϕsolar is the solar radiation incident on the surface
and σ is Stefan–Boltzmann constant. Tsurf and Tsurr are the average temperatures of the exposed
surfaces and other surrounding surfaces, respectively. Likewise, Teq_out is the equivalent
temperature of outdoor air considering the effect of solar radiation. The previous equation can
be rewritten as:
( ) ( ) ( )
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Once Teq_out is available, heat transfer through an exterior surface with the overall heat transfer
coefficient of U, thermal resistivity of Rsi, and surface area of As into the indoor environment
can be expressed as:
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )__ eq out insi s eq out in
si
T h T h




= - = (10)
The internal heat gain of a building unit is also affected by a number of factors such as the heat
generated by the occupants (i.e., occupant metabolisms), lights and appliances (e.g., stove,
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The internal heat gain of a building unit is also affected by a number of factors such as the heat
generated by the occupants (i.e., occupant metabolisms), lights and appliances (e.g., stove,
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television, and radio). Although this heat gain cannot be determined exactly, its average
amount can be estimated from the people’s lifestyle. As an example, Table 1 shows the
metabolic rates per unit body surface area for various activities [15]:







Resting Sleeping 40 Driving/flying Car 60–115
Reclining 45 Aircraft, routine 70
Seated,
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Table 1. Metabolic rates during various activities.
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where m is the mass of the body in kilogram, and L is the height in meter.
Considering all the heat flows described earlier, the thermal behavior of a building in terms
of temperature update functions can be determined as [2,12]:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
,
1 stepin in fi si bp io
i p i
h
T h T h h h h h
m c
f f f f
D
= - + + + - (12)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
,
1 stepf f HP sf fg fi
f p f
h
T h T h h h h h
m c
f f f f
D
= - + + - - (13)
where mf (mi) and cp,f (cp,i) are the floor (indoor air) mass and specific heat capacity coefficients,
respectively, and Δhstep is the time step. Likewise, φbp (h) is the house background power
calculated by the hourly internal heat gain of the building. φsf (h) denotes the heat obtained
from direct solar radiation:
( ) ( )sf f sf solarh A hf a j= × × (14)
where αf and Asf are the solar absorptivity and the area of the floor on the sunny side.
5.2. Schedulable tasks and residential load model
To derive the electrical load model of a residential building unit, it is very important to
understand the behaviors of different household appliances and devices. From controllability
prospective, in-home appliances are normally categorized into Class I (i.e., non-schedulable)
and Class II (i.e., schedulable) appliances. Class I devices which is also labeled as “manually
operated” or “non-schedulable” tasks have their own fixed power consumption rates (PDfix)
and must be operated upon the user's request. From the other side, Class II appliances which
are further sub-classified as “temperature-shiftable” and “time-shiftable” tasks have the
capability to be controlled either automatically or manually [2]. HVAC and refrigerators are
examples of “temperature-shiftable” devices that are normally running hour after and can be
stopped once in a while provided that an acceptable temperature interval is guaranteed.
Differently, a number of appliances such as washing machine, dishwasher, and dryer which
are regarded as “time-shiftable” tasks can be operated at planned or desired time-intervals.
For optimal operation of such devices, there exist several parameters that need to be set by
residents [13]:
• utilization time range (UTRi = [hs,i, hf,i]) during which, task i is valid for scheduling,
• preferred time range (PTRi = [he,i, hl,i]) during which, task i is better to be scheduled according
to the user’s preferences,
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• length of operation time (LOTi) during which the task operation is completed, and
• estimated energy consumption (EECi).
Through these definitions, the power consumption of shiftable task i at hour h would be:
( ) ( ) ( ), ; ,iDschd i i i
i
EECP h s h h UTR i N
LOT
= × " Î Î (15)
where si(h) is a binary variable showing the ith device status as “scheduled: 1” or “dropped:
0 ”. There are also several constraints that must be met suitably for each task i ∈ N:












Second, some tasks need to run once within a time window and should not be turned off before
the completion:
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Third, one task (e.g., task j) may depend on the completion of another task (e.g., task i):
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where hs = min(hs,i,hs,j), 0 < λ < 1, and H(·) is the Heaviside step function. The following constraint
must be also considered if a definite time gap between the operations of two consecutive tasks
is desired:
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in which, Λi,j denotes the largest allowed time gap and Ord(·) shows the time order in the
examined period. Maximum power consumption of a building unit (PHousemax ) must be also
included as a technical constraint:
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( ) ( ) ( ) max,
1
N
D Dfix Dschd i House
i
P h P h P h P
=
= + £å (20)
5.3. Modeling of distributed generation and storage units
In a typical IES there exist some means of energy generation and storage both in forms of non-
conventionals and renewables. This section presents the mathematical modeling of low voltage
(LV) grid-connected distributed generation (DG) units.
5.3.1. Wind-powered electrical generators (wind turbines)
Today’s utility-scale LV grid-connected WTs are extensively utilized for grid-support appli‐
cations as well as empowering local loads. The amount of power generated at a WT site
depends on the wind speed (V), air density at the location (ρ), the turbine power rating and its
technical specifications such as performance coefficient (Cp) and generator and gearbox
efficiencies (Ng and Nb). In this regard, the electrical power output of a wind-powered electrical
generator can be described as [2]:








5.3.2. PV power system
Similar to other RESs, photovoltaic power systems (PVs) can be used for electrification of
domestic demands. PVs are ranged from small-scale systems with power capacities of
kilowatts (such as rooftop-mounted or building-integrated) to large utility-scale power plants
with several megawatts capacity. The amount of electric power generated by a PV module is
also depended on multiple factors including but not limited to, the array rated capacity (YPV),
system derating factor (fPV), cell temperature in real operating and standard test conditions
(Tc, Tc,STC), temperature coefficient of power (αp) and solar radiation incident in real and
standard test conditions (GT, GT,STC) [13]:
( ) ( ),
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5.3.3. Micro-combined heat and power system (micro-CHP)
FC based micro-CHP is another highly-efficient, low-maintenance means of cogeneration at
residential places where quiet operation is also intended. Similar to other combined heat and
power facilities, a FC-based micro-CHP system encompasses three subsystems including a hot
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5.3.3. Micro-combined heat and power system (micro-CHP)
FC based micro-CHP is another highly-efficient, low-maintenance means of cogeneration at
residential places where quiet operation is also intended. Similar to other combined heat and
power facilities, a FC-based micro-CHP system encompasses three subsystems including a hot
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water storage tank (DHW), a FC unit and an auxiliary boiler. As shown in Figure 6, a typical
micro-CHP consumes natural gas gCHP and converts it into the heat (PthCHP) and electricity
(PeCHP) with corresponding efficiencies (ηe, ηth) considering electrical/thermal power limits and
ramp-rates as follow [2]:
( ) ( ),min ,maxe e eCHP CHP CHP e CHPP P h g h Ph£ = × £ (23)
( ) ( ),min ,maxth th thCHP CHP CHP th CHPP P h g h Ph£ = × £ (24)
( ) ( ) ,1CHP CHP
e e e
CHP rampP h P h P- - £ (25)
( ) ( ) ( ) ,1 /CHP CHP
th th e
th e CHP rampP h P h Ph h- - £ × (26)
To mathematically model the behavior of a hot water storage tank, the energy equivalent of
the stored water should be considered as follow:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 th th th thst st CHP aux D loss stepQ h Q h P h P h P h P h h+ = + + - - × D (27)
Figure 6. Energy flows in a FC-based co-generation system.
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in which Qst (h) is the energy content of the storage at hour h, PthD (h) and Pthloss (h) are the heat
demand and heat losses at hour h, respectively. From the above equation, the temperature
update function of the hot water at each time step can be derived as follow [2]:
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
1
th th th
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( ),min ,maxst st stT T h T£ £ (29)
where Tcw and Tb(h) are the entering cold water and environment temperatures at hour h, Vtot,
and VthD are the total tank volume and hourly hot water demand (HWD) in liter, respectively.
Ast denotes the area of the storage tank covered by a material with insulation level of Rst.
5.3.4. Energy storage system (ESS)
ESSs are becoming an important part of today’s smart grid applications where high penetration
of renewable energies and reliable power generation is required. The behavior of an ESS which
is labeled as battery in this chapter, can be presented based on an energy state update function
as:
( ) ( )





P h P h h
SOC h SOC h
E
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( )min maxSOC SOC h SOC£ £ (31)
where SOC(h) stands for the battery state of charge at hour h, SOCmin (SOCmax) is the lower
(upper) bound of battery’s SOC, and EBatt is the battery capacity in kWh. Likewise, PchBatt and
PdchBatt are the charging and discharging power of the battery which are limited by the following
constraints:
( ) ( )maxch chBatt ch BattP h P u hh£ × × (32)
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where uBatt is a binary variable denotes the operating status as charging “1” or discharging “0”.
5.4. Objective functions
As shown in Figure 7, flowchart diagram, a residential energy scheduling and management
problem can be viewed as a multi-criteria decision-making model and an optimization
problem with different objectives as follows:
Figure 7. Multi-criteria optimization model.
• Objective 1: minimizing total operation cost
The total cost of operation in short-term for a typical building includes the energy consumption
costs as follows:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )1
T
grid grid gas CHP aux
h WT WT PV PV
h P h G h G h
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P h P h
r r
d r r=
ì üæ ö× + × +ï ïç ÷=í ýç ÷+ × × + ×ï ïè øî þ
å (34)
where ρgrid(h) and Pgrid(h) are the utility bid and the amount of power exchanged with utility at
hour h, respectively. ρgas is the natural gas price and GCHP(h) and Gaux(h) are the total amount of
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gas consumed by the CHP and the auxiliary boiler at hour h, respectively. Likewise, ρWT and
ρPV are the bids and the hourly output power of the internal RESs such as WT and PV,
respectively. δ is the user’s subscription rate denotes the energy share of each resident from
the SMG according to ratios of investment.
• Objective 2: maximization of the user’s convenience level (UCL)
As mentioned beforehand, all schedulable tasks in a home have their own utilization and
preferred time ranges, which can be used as measurement tools for the UCL and satisfaction
degree could be obtained when those tasks are executed at different times. To quantify the












where wi is a significance factor showing the operating priority of task i, and CVi(h) is the degree
of convenience experienced by the user when task i is executed at hour h:
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where αe, αl ∈ R+ are the leading coefficients of the natural exponential functions used for
controlling the penalty values over the optimization process.
• Objective 3: maximization of the thermal comfort level (TCL)
Thermal comfort for occupants of a building mainly depends on three factors including the
indoor air temperature, relative humidity of the environment, and air motion from which the
insider air temperature has the greatest effect on TCL. Based on the surveys done on thermal
comfort zone of human, it has been found that majority of clothed people feel comfortable in
the operative temperature range of 23–27°C [14]. Regarding this point, one can measure












where CLth(h) could be quantified as:
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where Tset is the user-specified set-point for indoor temperature and ∆Tther is the threshold
temperature difference. βc, βh ∈ R+ are also the leading coefficients of the natural exponential
functions used for adjusting the penalty values assigned to the undesirable lower and higher
temperature differences, respectively.
5.5. Optimization model for energy and comfort management
Since optimal energy management of a residential building inherently involves multiple,
conflicting and incommensurate objectives as mentioned before, a mixed objective function







× + ×î þ
(39)
where the weighting coefficients ζ1 and ζ2 denoting the relative significance of TCL and UCL
from the user’s prospective. The above mentioned optimization problem must be solved
considering the following power balance equation together with all other existing constraints
for a REM problem:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )e egrid CHP WT PV Batt DP h P h P h P h P h P hd+ + × + - = (40)
6. Coordinated DR and DG management in a sample IES
In this section of the chapter, a number of computer simulations are presented to show the
performance of a typical SEMS for coordinated DR and DG management in an integrated
building and SMG system as shown in Figure 8. It is also worthy of note that the algorithm
coding and computer simulations are carried out in MATAB/Simulink and General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS) with Cplex/Dicopt solvers on a core i5 computer with 2430M
processor @ 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 8. Architecture of a sample IES including building and SMG systems.
Figure 9. Structural layers of the floor.
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The analyses are conducted for one of the variations of a real single-zone, low-energy building
in Sydney (latitude 33.86°S and longitude 151.21°E) [16]. The building unit is oriented north,
fully exposed to solar insolation and has a floor area of 201.2 m2. The North/South and the East/
West facing walls are also 56 and 28.2 m2, respectively. Double-glazed windows are used on
each side of the house with different surface areas. The windows on the North (South) side are
15 m2 (7 m2) while the ones on the East/West sides are 4 m2 with no blinds or shading equipment.
The house roof and the walls have similar insulation level (Rvalue = 6.25). The floor structure for
this building unit is also shown in Figure 9. All the smart controllable devices and schedulable
loads described in the previous section are also included in the examined IES using the
parameters tabulated in the following tables. For the mentioned house, the total internal heat
gains is calculated from a load profile of typical household electrical loads and occupancy to
be 3.5 W/m2 of floor area averaged over a 24-hour period.
To simulate DGs in the proposed IES different realistic models have been used. The wind-
powered generator is implemented based on a direct-driven, variable-speed, pitch-controlled
Morphic SWT20 turbine with a nominal power of 20 kW at a wind speed of 9 m/s. Table 2
shows the specification of such system. The PV system is also simulated based on a 0.25 kW
Hyundai mono-crystalline module whose technical data is tabulated in Table 3.
Parameters Value Unit
Cut-in wind 2 m/s
Survival wind 60 m/s
Swept area 120 m2
Rotor diameter 12.35 m
Nacelle (length × width × height) 2.45 × 0.7 × 0.7 m
Weight (complete nacelle, with rotor and blades) 960 kg
Table 2. Wind turbine performance and mechanical data.
Parameters Value Unit
Voltage at maximum power 30.5 V
Current at maximum power 8.2 A
Open circuit voltage 37.5 V
Short circuit current 8.7 A
Module efficiency 15.5 %
Nominal operating cell temperature 46 ±2 °C
Table 3. Electrical characteristics of mono-crystalline type solar module.
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The FC co-generation system is also a fusion of Viessmann's highly efficient, boiler-based
heating technology and the FC technology of Panasonic whose main specifications are
introduced in Table 4. Likewise, the features of the proposed RFH/CS are shown in Table 5.
In our simulation analysis, the ESS is modeled based on a lithium–ion battery pack mounted
on a Nissan Leaf electrical vehicle considering the features mentioned in Table 6. Other
information such as schedulable tasks specifications and user’s preferences during different
times is expressed in Table 7.
Element Parameter Value Unit
Fuel Cell unit Electric capacity range 0.3–1.5 kW
Ramp capacity 0.9 kWh
Natural gas consumption rate for producing 1 kWh energy 92.4 × 10−3 m3/h
Electrical, thermal efficiency 30, 70 %
Weight 125 kg
Aux. boiler Thermal capacity range 4–19 kW
Efficiency 86 %
Weight (boiler and tank unit) 170 kg
Domestic hot water (DHW) tank Total capacity 200 liter
Surface area 1.99 m2
Insulation Rvalue (0.04 m thickness) 2.818 m2·°C/W
Hot water temperature range 60–80 °C
Inlet water temperature 10 °C
Table 4. FC-based cogeneration system parameters.
Parameters Value Unit
Maximum heating (cooling) power 2 kW
Range of heating COP 100–400 %
Range of cooling COP 100–300 %
Temperature range of under floor fluid 10, 40 °C
Set point temperature 25 °C
Comfortable temperature ranges Hot weather 22–28 °C
Cold weather 23–27
Table 5. Under floor heating and cooling system specifications.
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Parameters Value Unit
Capacity 24 kWh
Charge, discharge range 3.3, 3.3 kW
SOC range 20–80 %
Charge, discharge efficiency 87, 90 %
Dimensions 1.570 × 1.188 × 0.265 m
Weight 294 kg
Table 6. Energy storage device specifications.
Appliance UTR PTR (weekday) PTR (weekend) LOT EEC (kWh) wi
Washing machine 7:00–21:00 8:00–14:00 13:00–19:00 2 1 1
Dishwasher 9:00–22:00 14:00–18:00 17:00–21:00 2 1.4 2
Dryer 9:00–21:00 11:00–17:00 16:00–21:00 1 1.8 1
Iron 1:00–13:00 5:00–7:00 8:00–11:00 1 1.1 2
Vacuum cleaner 8:00–20:00 9:00–12:00 15:00–19:00 1 0.65 2
Microwave 8:00–19:00 11:00–14:00 13:00–16:00 1 0.9 3
Rice cooker 10:00–20:00 14:00–17:00 16:00–19:00 2 0.6 3
Electric Kettle 4:00–12:00 6:00–7:00 8:00–10:00 1 1 3
Toaster 1:00–10:00 6:00–8:00 7:00–9:00 1 0.8 3
Table 7. Schedulable tasks data and user’s preference.
Figure 10. Energy trading schemes.
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Figure 11. Non-schedulable load profile and HWD of the examined house.
Figure 12. Outdoor wind speed and solar radiation.
In the performed simulations, total power consumption of the building is limited to 5.5 kW at
each time slot. As shown in Figure 10, different energy pricing mechanisms such as flat rate
pricing (FLR), time of use tariffs (TOU) and RTP are also studied within the examined IES. The
natural gas is also priced as 33 ¢/m3. To study the effect of heating and cooling cases, we
consider different outdoor air temperatures and conduct a number of simulations in the
presence of different EMSs and conditions as shown in Figures 11 and 12.
Table 8, shows a detailed comparison of the performances between the proposed SEMS and
a naïve one (NEMS) under different operating conditions.
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Objective function EMS type Hot weather conditions Cold weather conditions
Weekend Weekday Weekend Weekday
RTP TOU FLR RTP TOU FLR RTP TOU FLR RTP TOU FLR
Cost (¢) SEMS 267.94 268.10 286.10 257.06 263.20 279.41 232.78 265.65 265.80 227.42 238.87 261.29
NEMS 240.10 243.07 255.75 231.98 238.27 261.52 189.32 214.18 216.82 182.83 187.75 206.11
UCL SEMS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
NEMS 39.13 52.63 26.32 30.89 39.59 38.90 24.08 32.39 20.30 18.20 24.08 24.37
TCL SEMS 83.69 83.83 84.10 85.25 87.67 86.30 88.43 88.49 89.56 89.66 92.40 87.46
NEMS 85.30 85.67 86.14 86.55 89.41 88.07 89.64 90.75 91.05 91.16 94.59 89.22
J SEMS 1.46 1.46 1.55 1.39 1.40 1.50 1.24 1.41 1.40 1.20 1.24 1.39
NEMS 1.93 1.76 2.27 1.98 1.85 2.06 1.66 1.74 1.95 1.67 1.58 1.81
Calc. time (s)1 SEMS 4.15 4.03 3.83 4.05 3.74 3.63 3.42 3.34 3.52 3.86 3.71 3.50
NEMS 2.85 2.66 2.74 2.75 2.71 2.39 2.18 2.39 2.04 2.23 2.20 2.14
1 Based on a PC with an Intel i5-2430M chip running Windows 7(64 bit) with GAMS and Cplex/Dicopt solvers.
Table 8. Performance comparison between smart and naïve energy management systems under different operating
conditions.
As observed in Table 8, economic task scheduling is achieved by using a NEMS, however
user’s preferences are not considered as another key point. On the contrary, cost-effective
operation of in-home devices as well as comfort-aware task scheduling is perfectly done by
the SEMS which use advanced controlling features. It is clearly understood from the numerical
results that the mixed objective function (J) is improved about 26% by the use of RTP-based
SEMS in different time frames of a hot weather condition and about 21% in similar condition
but with a TOU-based SEMS. The performance of the proposed EMS is also getting better
compared to the NEMS in a cold weather condition mainly due to the Sun’s effect on the cooling
load of the building. SEMS not only reduces energy consumption cost of the residential unit,
but also satisfies optimal task scheduling and provides a thermal comfort zone for inhabitants.
It can be also observed from the simulation results that the optimal performances of the
mentioned EMSs are highly affected by several parameters such as pricing mechanism and
time frames. As an example the running cost of the IES decreases once RTP is utilized and it
increases when FLR pricing is applied. In a like manner, the operating cost of the IES is higher
in a hot season compared to the one in a cold season. The same trend can be observed for
weekends and weekdays. Due to the presence of occupants and their pattern of consumption,
the energy cost of a building unit is slightly higher in weekends compared to weekdays. As
illustrative examples, a number of related computer simulations are also presented to get more
insight into the performance of SEMS. Figure 13 illustrates the performance of the proposed
residential SEMS as applied to the heating/cooling scenarios for the given building in different
weather conditions [17]. Optimal coordinated DR and DG management for the studied IES by
using SEMS is also indicated in Figure 14. This figure shows the optimal operation of smart
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household devices, FC-based micro-CHP unit and battery along with the amount of power
exchange between the building and the utility for the given demand profiles in a typical hot
weather condition [18].
Figure 13. Different heat flows and optimal operations of RFH/CS based on the thermal demand and user’s comfort
level: (a) hot weather conditions and (b) cold weather conditions.
Figure 14. Coordinated DR and DG management using SEMS.
Based on the temperature differences between different nodes in indoor air and outdoor
environment, heat can be easily transferred via the building structures and affects the thermal
behavior of the residential unit. As can be seen in Figure 13, the building captures the heat
from both direct and indirect solar radiation on the exposed surfaces (such as walls and the
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roof on the sunny side) during the hot summer days and releases that heat later in the day. For
this reason, RFH/CS operates more in the cooling mode to satisfy the desired body comfort.
In a cold winter day the RFH/CS must be operated in the heating mode to keep the indoor
temperature within the comfort range, although the internal and external heat gains of the
building assist the heating process. Moreover, as observed from the temperature profiles in
heating and cooling cases, the thermal constraints are almost respected and the comfort zone
chosen by the customer is satisfied in terms of valid temperature ranges.
It is also observed from Figure 14 that through optimal coordinated management of DR
programs and DG units, not only the cost of energy consumption is reduced, but also com‐
fortable thermal and electrical zones are guaranteed. It should be also noted that most of the
electrical demand is supplied by the utility during hours when the RTP is relatively low (e.g.,
3:00–7:00 and 13:00–15:00). In the same time frames, the batteries are also charged with lower
cost. During other times of the day when the energy demand is growing and the electricity
prices are higher, distributed generators (such as energy storage devices and co-generation
unit) produce more electricity so as to meet the load economically, and make more profits by
selling the surplus of energy to the utility. DR programs for optimal task scheduling are also
activated in a way to satisfy user’s preferences.
7. Conclusion
In this chapter, a framework was outlined for coordinated DR and DG management in an
integrated building and smart micro-grid system. A SEMS for scheduling loads at the demand-
side and domestic controllable units at the supply-side was also described, mathematically
modeled and validated. The proposed SEMS incorporated the conventional energy use
management principles represented in DSM and DERs programs and merged them in an
integrated framework that simultaneously addressed permanent energy savings, demand
reductions, and temporary peak load mitigations. It also captured different key modeling
aspects including heat transfer and thermal dynamics of a residential building unit, schedu‐
lable tasks attributes, and DG units’ specifications. Moreover, it integrated different RESs,
storage systems, and domestic thermo-electrical systems to provide a given cost reduction and
comfort levels according to the customer needs.
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Abstract
In this chapter, the design and control of DC microgrids will be discussed. Depending
on the time and bandwidth requirements, microgrid controllers can be categorized to
primary local controllers (LC) and secondary microgrid central controllers (MGCC). The
functions of the two categories of controllers will be presented and explained, using
simulations and hardware experiments. In addition, the design of the power electron‐
ic converters linking the various resources and loads within the DC microgrid to the
common DC bus, as well as the converters used to connect the microgrid to the main
grid, will be presented. An example of the interaction of the MGCC with the control‐
ler of the main grid will be investigated. This chapter is intended to give a practical
overview of the design and control of DC microgrids.
Keywords: control, DC microgrids, inverter, primary microgrid control, secondary
microgrid control
1. Introduction
Electric  power  systems  are  undergoing  profound  and  radical  changes  triggered  by  the
imperative to fulfill two objectives: (1) increase the power system resilience and (2) combat
global warming. Resilience, as articulated by the Presidential Policy Directive 21 [1], refers to
“the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occur‐
ring threats or incidents.” In order to approach the first objective, consumers must be equipped
with generators and storage elements in order to supply their loads locally during black‐
outs. In other words, the bulk power system will be divided into many local energy net‐
works, namely microgrids, which are interconnected through the main power network during
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
normal operating conditions, but can island themselves and operate independently when a
fault occurs. Microgrids increase the overall efficiency of the system by satisfying part of their
load locally, reducing the amount of power imported over long transmission lines. The effort
to achieve the second objective is aided by increasing renewable energy generation. There is a
wide consensus that if we are to realize the full environmental, societal, and economic benefits
of microgrid deployment,  while also improving resilience,  microgrids must be based on
renewable energy.
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, a microgrid is “a group of interconnected loads
and distributed energy resources (DERs) with clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts
as a single controllable entity with respect to the electric utility grid.” A microgrid can be
connected to the grid, in a grid-connected mode, or independent from the grid, in an islanded
mode. Operation and control of microgrids have been given genuine attention in the literature.
Each of the individual resources and controllable loads needs a controller. These controllers
are referred to as local or resource controllers. In addition, a microgrid central controller
(MGCC) is needed to act as a coordinator/supervisor to the local controllers (LCs).
The speed and bandwidth requirements significantly vary between LCs and MGCCs. LCs need
to be faster since they have to deal with current and voltage commands and measurements,
whereas MGCCs take a supervisory role in managing the power flow of the assets and loads
within the microgrid and between the microgrid and the main grid. In addition, MGCCs fix
any errors, for example, frequency deviation that may result from primary control [2, 3].
Tertiary control of microgrids refers the layer of control that extends beyond the boundaries
of a single microgrid. It coordinates the interaction between various microgrids in close vicinity
and the main grid. A virtual power plant whether owned by the utility company or a third
party, aggregating some microgrids in a given geographic area, can be considered an example
of tertiary control. This layer of control is typically considered as a part of the main grid’s
control [2, 4] and will be out of the scope of this chapter. However, by the end of the chapter,
the interaction of the MGCC with the main grid will be highlighted.
DC microgrids offer several advantages over AC microgrids [5, 6]. Electronic devices, such as
computers, routers, and electronic lights (either fluorescent or LED), represent a high percent
of the electric load in many buildings today. Moreover, variable speed drives (VFD) are
increasingly used for electric motors. A DC environment is found to be a more convenient way
to deliver power to these loads to assure reliability and redundancy. DC networks do not need
AC to DC conversion for every electronic device, which has a significant impact on the
efficiency. DC can reduce the losses associated with switch-mode supplies and uninterruptible
power supplies. Furthermore, incorporating DC microgrids has the benefit of superior
compatibility of the DC power with renewable energy generators, for example, photovoltaics
(PV), electric vehicles, and energy storage systems (ESSs) [7–10].
In this chapter, we will focus on the design of primary and secondary control techniques for
DC microgrids. Computer simulations and hardware testing will be used to verify the
presented techniques. The simulation results were obtained using MATLAB/Simulink and the
SimPowerSystems sublibrary.
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efficiency. DC can reduce the losses associated with switch-mode supplies and uninterruptible
power supplies. Furthermore, incorporating DC microgrids has the benefit of superior
compatibility of the DC power with renewable energy generators, for example, photovoltaics
(PV), electric vehicles, and energy storage systems (ESSs) [7–10].
In this chapter, we will focus on the design of primary and secondary control techniques for
DC microgrids. Computer simulations and hardware testing will be used to verify the
presented techniques. The simulation results were obtained using MATLAB/Simulink and the
SimPowerSystems sublibrary.
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2. Microgrid structure
The DC microgrid under study is assumed to be dependent mainly on the sustainable energy
sources, as shown in Figure 1. The microgrid is connected to the main grid, so that it can operate
in a grid-connected mode. Moreover, it includes an ESS, so that it can operate in an islanded
mode during blackout/brownout conditions. During the grid-connected mode, power can be
drawn either from the main grid or from the ESS in case the locally generated renewable energy
is not enough to satisfy the load demand.
Figure 1. DC microgrid architecture and control hierarchy.
Since the microgrid is based on renewable energy, certain features had to be maintained to
assure efficient integration of the renewable resources, such as efficient and reliable load-
feeding capability and full controllability of voltage and power flow among the various buses
in the system. The connectivity of the DC microgrid to the main grid should allow voltage
regulation on the DC side. Furthermore, it should allow bidirectional power flow between AC
and DC sides, depending on the desired mode of operation.
Specifically, a fully controlled rectifier was used to tie the DC network to the AC grid while
working at unity power factor. This rectifier is dedicated to regulating the voltage on the DC
bus in the grid-connected mode. Therefore, it enables unidirectional power flow from the main
grid to the DC microgrid. Alternatively, one of the other resource converters, for example, the
bidirectional battery charger, must be responsible for regulating the DC bus voltage. A fully
controlled bidirectional AC–DC converter was used to control the active/reactive power
exchange with the main grid. It employs a vector decoupling control technique, which enables
independent control of the active and reactive power in both directions. Each converter is
controlled via a LC. A MGCC communicates with the LCs and coordinates their operation.
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3. Energy link integration
3.1. Converters and control design
The ESS and PV will be linked to the common DC bus of the microgrid through DC–DC
converters. Boost converter is commonly used to interface renewable energy sources yielding
DC voltage to the DC microgrid. In case of PV systems, a controlled boost converter shall serve
two functionalities: (1) it steps up the output voltage of the PV system to be compatible with
the DC bus voltage and (2) it regulates the output voltage or power, for example, corresponding
to a predefined maximum power point tracking algorithm. The boost converter topology may
be slightly modified when used as an interface for PV systems in a DC microgrid. For instance,
since the DC bus may already possess high capacitance (i.e., owing to the other converters
connected to the same bus), the boost converter capacitor can be omitted, resulting in a
discontinuous instantaneous output current. A solution to maintain continuous output current
is to synchronize multiple DC–DC converters (i.e., interleaved converters) [11, 12].
Figure 2. The proposed inductively coupled boost converter topology for fuel cells integration into a DC ZEDS.
Figure 3. The ON and OFF states of the DC–DC converter with output L-filter: (a) (0 < t ≤ DTs) and (b) (DTs < t ≤ T).
Another approach to solve the problem of discontinuity in the output current is by adding an
L-filter to the output side of the converter, as shown in Figure 2. The added inductance assures
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continuous conduction of the output current. The configurations of the circuit during the ON
and OFF states of the switches are shown in Figure 3, where the parameter D in the caption
refers to the duty cycle and Ts refers to the switching time.
The small-signal mathematical model of this converter can be obtained using the state-space
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Using the state-space averaging technique,
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If we consider a small-signal perturbation, the large-signal state-space equations will be
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3.2. Energy link integration results and discussion
A prototype system was designed and implemented in hardware to examine the performance
of the inductively coupled boost converter. The set of equations described in Section 3.1 was
Figure 4. Bode plots of the developed controller.
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used to design a closed-loop proportional-Integral (PI) controller. The digital signal processing
board dSPACE 1104 was used to control the converter in real time. The switching frequency
for the converter was 5 kHz. The parameters of the implemented converter prototype were as
follows: L1 is 2.2 mH, L2 is 24 mH, r1 is 0.06 ohm, r2 is 0.84 ohm, and C is 4800 μf. The Bode plots
of the open-loop and closed-loop responses for the developed controller are given in Figure 4.
Results for the inductively coupled boost converter are shown in Figure 5. The output current
reference changed from 1 to 3 A after 5 s. It can be seen that the output current is continuous,
and the ripple is as small as 2%, which means a high power quality injected to the DC microgrid.
Figure 5. Results for (inductively coupled boost converter): (a) simulation results and (b) experimental results (the
same scale: 1 A/division).
4. Microgrid to main grid connectivity
4.1. DC bus voltage regulation
4.1.1. Converter description and mathematical modeling
A fully controlled three-phase rectifier will be used for coupling the DC network to the AC
grid. In our case study, we designed and implemented the rectifier such that it regulates the
voltage of the DC bus, while being able to operate at unity power factor. This was achieved
through a vector decoupling control technique and sinusoidal pulse width modulation
(SPWM).
Vector decoupling SPWM control is based on converting the voltages and currents from the
three-phase abc frame of references to the d–q frame of references. Even though mathematical
models for the system have been derived, PI controllers were implemented to control the
rectifier rather than model-based control due to its relative simplicity and effectiveness.
However, the mathematical models play an important role in decoupling the vectors, which
is essential to achieve independent P/Q control. The three-phase SPWM rectifier circuit and its
single-phase equivalent are shown in Figure 6 [13].
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Figure 6. The implemented three-phase SPWM rectifier: (a) circuit diagram and (b) single-phase equivalent.
The voltage equation is
s
s s r
die Ri L v
dt
= + + (7)
where
es is the source voltage
is is the source current
vr is the converter input voltage
R, L Resistance and inductance of the boosting inductor, respectively.
de
qe de de de
diL wLi Ri e v
dt
- + = - (8)
qe
de qe qe qe
di
L wLi Ri e v
dt
- + = - (9)
where w is the angular frequency of the voltage source in radians.
The rectifier should instantaneously draw enough input power to satisfy the sum of the load
demand and the charging rate of the capacitor energy, to maintain fast voltage control.
Neglecting the thermal and switching device losses, the power balance between the AC input
and the DC output is as follows:
( )3
2 dc dc
e i e ide de qe qeP v i+= = (10)
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where vdc and idc are the DC output voltage and current, respectively.





= - - (11)




de de qe qe dc dc L
dve i e i Cv v i
dt
+ = - - (12)
Inspecting Eq. (12), we can see that the system is nonlinear with regard to vdc. From Eqs. (8),
(9), and (11), a complete state-space modeling of the system is given by
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4.1.2. Vector decoupling technique
Two nested loops including three PI controllers were implemented to achieve DC voltage as
well as input current control. The outer loop is for controlling the DC bus voltage, while the
inner loop is for current control. Due to the vector transformation from abc to d–q frame of
references, the controller deals with three DC signals, which help eliminate steady-state errors
in the developed PI controllers.
In order to completely decouple the d and q components and achieve independent P and Q
control, the decoupling terms (wLide) and (wLiqe) were included while calculating the rectifier’s
input voltages for Vrqcont  and, Vrqcont  respectively. These voltages are the modulation signals for
the SPWM technique. The equations used in building the controller are given by Eq. (14):
.[ ] . [ ]
.[ ] . [ ]
cont ref ref
rq de qe qe p de de i de de
cont ref ref
rd qe qe p de de i de de
v wLi e Ri K i i K i i dt
v wLi Ri K i i K i i dt
= + - - - - -




In Figure 7, a layout for the developed controller is shown.
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Figure 7. A block diagram of the vector decoupling control implemented on the controlled rectifier.
The controller has the capability to control the active and reactive power independently, and
hence, it can be easily set up to operate at unity power factor by adjusting the desired ide to
zero. In mathematical terms, this is represented in Eqs. (15) and (16) as follows [13]:
3( ) [ ( ). ( ) ( ). ( )]
2 qe qe de de
P t e t i t e t i t= + (15)
3( ) [ ( ). ( ) ( ) ( )]
2 de qe qe de
Q t e t i t e t i t= - (16)
4.2. Bidirectional energy transfer
DC microgrids may draw or inject power to the grid, depending on the local generation/
demand ratio. Therefore, a bidirectional converter must be put in place to enable such energy
transfer. For instance, during times of surplus energy, that is, when power from the PV system
is greater than the local load, the power can be injected to the grid if the price for electricity is
high and/or the battery is fully charged. On the other hand, power may be drawn by the DC
microgrid to cover load deficiencies. The vector decoupling control technique discussed earlier
in this chapter was utilized here to enable independent active and reactive power control. For
the bidirectional converter, the topology is modified by adding an L-filter (L) on the DC side,
as shown in Figure 8. Moreover, the DC voltage controller in Figure 7 is replaced by a current
controller, as shown in Figure 9 [14].
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Figure 8. Circuit diagram of the implemented three-phase bidirectional AC–DC/DC–AC converter.
Figure 9. A block diagram of the vector decoupling control implemented on the bidirectional converter.
This controller may be looked at as a means to control the voltage across the L-filter inductor.
Corresponding to any given iDCref  value, the controller adjusts the phase of the modulating
SPWM signals for the switching devices, until the desired amount of transferred power is
achieved. The DC current is positive when the power flows from the main grid to the microgrid,
and vice versa. Therefore, the sign of iqeref  determines the mode of operation for the bidirectional
converter such that it is in the rectifier mode when the sign is positive, and the inverter mode
when it is negative. In both modes of operation, the controller allows independent Q control,
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including unity power factor operation by setting ideref , which is responsible for the reactive
power, to zero.
4.3. Grid connectivity results and discussion
Both the unidirectional converter (i.e., the controlled rectifier used for DC bus voltage
regulation) and the bidirectional converter were implemented in hardware and simulated in
MATLAB/Simulink. The switching frequency for both the converters was 8.04 kHz, and the
sampling time was 0.3 ms. Voltage and current sensors were deployed to receive feedback
from the various nodes of the system [14]. Several experiments were conducted to test the
response of the converters under steady state as well as transient operating conditions. The
hardware and simulation results will be presented for the various case studies.
4.3.1. Steady-state performance
The first experiment aimed at testing the steady-state response of the rectifier while operating
at unity power factor. Results of this experiment are shown in Figure 10. As can be seen in the
figure, the current and voltage waveforms are in phase, and the DC bus voltage is regulated
at 300 V. The DC current is positive, which according to our notation, means that the power
is flowing from the main grid to the DC microgrid.
Figure 10. Unity power factor operation of the controlled rectifier: (a) experimental results and (b) simulation results
(AC current factorized by 10).
4.3.2. Transient performance
Two experiments were conducted to examine the performance of the developed rectifier under
transient operating conditions, namely (1) a step change in the load demand and (2) a step
change in the DC microgrid voltage. Figures 11 and 12 depict the results for these two
experiments, respectively.
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Figure 11. Controlled rectifier’s response to a load step change: (a) experimental results and (b) simulation results.
Figure 12. Controlled rectifier’s response to a change in the output voltage: (a) experimental results and (b) simulation
results.
For the first experiment, whose results are shown in Figure 11, the DC load was suddenly
changed from 0.72 to 1.5 kW. The results show that the converter is capable of responding to
the change in the load by increasing the value of iq. Moreover, it maintains unity power factor
operation, since the value of id, which is responsible for reactive power, decays back to zero
shortly after the load step change. The DC voltage encounters a small undershoot because of
the load change, while the DC current increases to satisfy the load.
In the second experiment, vDCref  was increased to represent a sudden change in the DC bus
voltage. The rectifier reaches the new voltage set point in ∼200 ms. The value of active power
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drawn from the grid increases to satisfy the increase in active power demand on the DC
microgrid, which is caused by the increased DC voltage. The converter achieves the required
voltage by automatically increasing iq, as shown in Figure 12. Meanwhile, id encounters some
transient conditions but returns to zero to maintain unity power factor operation.
4.3.3. Bidirectional power flow results
The bidirectional converter was implemented using an L-filter value of 24 mH. This filter,
which encompasses 0.9 ohm internal resistance, was used to improve the overall total harmonic
distortion of the converter and achieve smooth current control. Several experiments were
conducted to test the response of the converter under several step changes in the desired power
and its direction.
Figure 13. Controlled bidirectional response to DC current reference change from 1 to 3 A: (a) experimental results and
(b) simulation results (AC current factorized by 10).
Figure 14. Controlled bidirectional converter response to DC current reference change from 3 to 1 A: (a) experimental
results and (b) simulation results (AC current factorized by 10).
The first experiment (see Figure 13) involved a step change in the reference current from 1 to
3 A, while operating in the rectifier mode (i.e., the power flows from the main grid to the DC
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microgrid). Inspecting Figure 13, it can be seen that the converter succeeds in corresponding
to the step change in the current reference within a few cycles. The results of a reverse
experiment, in which the current reference was decreased from 3 to 1 A, are shown in
Figure 14. Both experiments verify the applicability of the developed converter. It is worth
mentioning that the experimental results match the simulation results. This assures the
credibility of the simulation model, which can be used for analyses that may not be easily
performed experimentally, for example, fault analysis.
To examine the converter in the inverter mode, the current reference was changed from −3 to
−1 A. The negative sign refers to the inverter mode of operation. Figure 15 shows the results
for this experiment. It can be seen that the converter achieves the desired output current, and
that the AC current and voltage waveforms are 180° out-of-phase corresponding to the
negative active power direction and zero reactive power.
Figure 15. Controlled bidirectional converter response to DC current reference change (−3 to −1 A): (a) experimental
results and (b) simulation results (AC current factorized by 10).
Figure 16. Controlled bidirectional response to DC current reference change (−3 to 3 A): (a) experimental results and
(b) simulation results (AC current factorized by 10).
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In the developed bidirectional converter, the power can flow in both directions, that is, from
AC to DC or from DC to AC. Two experiments were conducted to test the ability of the
converter to change the direction of the power instantaneously, while maintaining unity power
factor operation. Figure 16 shows the results of an experiment in which the current reference
was changed from −3 to 3 A. This means that the current was flowing from the DC microgrid
to the main grid and suddenly reversed its direction. The simulation and experimental results
show that the converter was able to control the current and achieve the required step change.
Figure 17 shows the case when the current reference was changed from 3 to −3 A. The results
of both experiments show that the converter can smoothly change its mode of operation, from
the rectifier to the inverter mode, and vice versa.
Figure 17. Controlled bidirectional converter response to DC current reference change (3 to −3 A): (a) experimental re‐
sults and (b) simulation results (AC current factorized by 10).
5. Microgrid central control
The MGCC communicates not only with the LCs to coordinate their operation but also with
the controller of the main grid. The main function of the LC is local voltage and current control
of the converter that they are associated with. The functions of the secondary controller are
optimal microgrid control, for example, energy cost minimization, broadcasting active and
reactive power set points, and islanding detection and operation [2, 15, 16].
In order to examine the operation of MGCC, an experiment was conducted. Four AC genera‐
tors were used to form an AC network. The generators were interconnected through trans‐
mission line models. The DC microgrid described earlier within this chapter was connected to
the main AC grid at the AC point of common coupling (PCC), as shown in Figure 18. The DC
microgrid has the ability to draw or inject P and Q to and from the grid. In this experiment,
the DC microgrid was regulating the voltage at the PCC. A unity power factor load of 0.7 kW
was initially connected to the PCC, as shown in Figure 19. The DC microgrid was commanded
to receive 100 W and 0 Vars. The AC grid satisfied both the AC load and DC microgrid
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demands. The steady-state voltage at PCC was 0.94 pu, while the voltage on the DC bus was
1 pu. After 20 s, following this initial state, the DC microgrid MGCC received a request from
the main grid to inject the total amount of demanded power on the AC side [17]. Consequently,
the voltage improved to 1.02 pu. The controlled rectifier regulating the voltage on the DC bus
maintains a voltage of 1 pu after a transient period of around 6 s with an overshoot of 0.02 pu.
Figure 18. MGCC interaction with the main grid’s controller.
Figure 19. Response of the DC microgrid in an integrated hybrid AC/DC system corresponding to step changes in the
load demand reference: (a) the load, DC, and AC active power share; (b) the load, DC, and AC reactive power share;
(c) the frequency of the AC bus; and (d) the voltage of the AC and DC buses.
When a reactive load of 0.45 kVARs with lagging power factor is added to the PCC after 43 s,
the voltage drops to around 0.95 pu. The DC microgrid is then requested by the main grid to
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inject 0.3 kVARs. Therefore, the voltage at the PCC increases to 0.98 pu. The DC bus voltage
is hardly affected by this change in its reactive power reference. A maximum of 0.2 Hz
frequency deviation was reported, as shown in Figure 19. This experiment highlights the
coordination that can be achieved between the main grid’s controller and the MGCC to
enhance the overall performance of the whole system [18].
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Abstract
Rural communities are often unable to access electrical energy as they are located away
from the national grid. Renewable energy sources (RESs) make it possible to provide
electrical energy to these isolated areas. Sustainable generation is possible at a local level
and is not dependent on connection to a national power grid.
The size of microgrid systems is dependent on the amount of energy that needs to be
drawn and the amount of energy that has to be stored. Mechanical and electrical system
component sizes become bigger due to increased operational energy requirements.
Increases in component sizes are required on growing power networks when higher
current levels are drawn.
Energy management of microgrids must thus be introduced to prevent overloading the
power grid network and to extend the operational life of the storage batteries. Energy
management systems (EMSs) consist of different components which are seen as
operational units. Operational units are responsible for measurement, communication,
decision-making and power supply switching control to manipulate the power output
to meet the energy demands. Due to the increasing popularity of DC home appliances,
it is important to explore the possibility of keeping these microgrids on a DC voltage
basis. Electrical generation equipment such as photovoltaic panels can be used to
generate DC at designed voltage levels. The energy management system connects the
user loads and generation units together to form the microgrid.
Photovoltaic (PV) sources, energy management system (EMS) and user load parameters
differ in the simulation software in order to observe how the control algorithm executes
load shedding. A Stokvel-type charge share concept is dealt with where the state-of-
charge (SOC) of batteries and user consumption will determine how grid loads are
managed. Load shedding within the grid is executed by monitoring energy flow and
calculating how much energy is allowed to be used by each consumer. The energy
management system is programmed to always provide the largest amount of energy to
the consumer with the lowest energy consumption for each day. The batteries store
surplus electrical energy during the day. Load shedding starts at 18:00 h each day. Users
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
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1. Introduction
Over 1.2 billion people around the world do not have access to electricity, including over 550
million people in Africa and 300 million people in India [1]. The traditional approach to serve
these communities has been to extend the national grid to wherever possible.
This approach is technically and financially inefficient for remote communities due to a
combination of capital scarcity, availability of insufficient energy, reduced grid reliability,
extended building times and construction challenges to connect remote areas [1].
As the national grid is not accessible to all rural communities, power harnessing equipment
must be brought to locations having the available electricity generation resources [2]. Cur‐
rently, rural communities without access to electricity are dependent on natural resources such
as wood and coal. Other processed resources such as liquefied petroleum gas, paraffin and
candles are used for producing light and heat for their basic energy requirements.
Communities in rural Africa, though widespread, are quite isolated. Consequently, the energy
suppliers find it difficult to supply electricity to these regions, as both capital and running costs
for long-distance power transmission can be quite high. In addition, suppliers must provide
suitably skilled personnel and deploy equipment from other areas, as rural villages do not
have the required infrastructure or the skills required to install and maintain such infrastruc‐
ture linking them to the national power grid. Hence, much of rural sub-Saharan Africa has
limited or no supply of electrical energy from a national grid [3].
Basic electricity required for cooking and lighting, which are taken for granted in urban areas,
is not readily available in remote rural areas. To resolve this problem, a constant supply of
low-voltage power is required. The studies conducted so far have focussed only on the
methods to supply electrical energy to these remote dwellings and also to control and manage
the electricity being generated and consumed from microgrids [4]. Microgrids can be a better
solution for these rural communities as they can provide the villages with their own electricity
supply.
Microgrids are islanded systems that harvest, manage, distribute and consume electrical
energy. A limited amount of energy can be stored by batteries. Various concept designs of
microgrid technologies are being studied and practically implemented all over the world [5].
State of charge (SOC) is a measure of the full range of available energy that can be delivered
by a battery. This range is measureable between when a battery is fully charged and when it
is carries no or minimum residual charge according to the battery’s electrochemical charac‐
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teristics. Batteries are designed to store only a certain amount of energy. The design capacity
of the battery determines the limited amount of energy that can be drawn from it. The available
SOC of the batteries is distributed among the loads by the application of an energy manage‐
ment system (EMS).
Schnitzer et al. [1] recorded that technologically and operationally, microgrid distributed
systems have the capacity to provide communities with electricity services, particularly in
rural and peri-urban areas of less developed countries. Less developed countries do not have
the national grid to feed power to rural settlements. Electrical energy can be generated with
the latest microgrid technology at rural settlement locations.
By installing direct current (DC) microgrids, electrical energy can be harnessed from natural
sources such as wind and solar radiation. Currently, in most countries, the national grids
provide 110 V or 220 V alternating current (AC) for low-voltage applications required in
households [6].
An AC must either be generated directly in its AC form, or alternatively it can also be converted
to DC using an inverter system. The electronic components of inverters and rectifiers are
expensive when considered for use in manipulating voltages in EMSs. When a DC grid is
considered, DC generation is directly connected to the grid. Grid loads can be fed from this
DC source and the need for converting AC to DC diminishes.
This study deals with the generation of DC, maintenance and management of a DC microgrid
for the different agents and eradication of the expensive process involved in the conversion of
AC to DC. Energy management of the grid is one of the key points to be observed in these
microgrids for managing the loads and the storage units within the system.
1.1. Objectives of the research
This study aims at exploring an energy charge sharing strategy for an islanded DC microgrid.
The system will be charged by solar energy. During the day, the grid will supply electrical
energy to grid users. The software must be designed to simulate changes in the irradiance level
of the sun. The irradiance adjustment can be used to simulate clouds and natural events that
will diminish irradiance levels as the weather changes and also to simulate night-time, when
there is no sun.
To record and store all the load user consumption figures and allow the system respond to the
selected prescribed load shedding algorithms, function block logic is designed on the Matlab
platform. It is envisaged that power measurement points will be installed on the bus system
in order to provide load management functionality.
To determine the occurrence of load switching, sensing and control units act on command
signals sent to and received from the energy management system (EMS). The system will add
all the charge measurements received by the generation units. As load is applied to the
respective load-points, the system will detect this load value, subtract it from the total charge
load value and decide when each user will be disconnected from the system. Photovoltaic
panels are used to generate electrical energy. The battery bank stores surplus electrical energy.
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The energy management system consists of measurement components and control compo‐
nents that act and execute functions as agents. The control philosophy will revolve around the
agents to operate the charge share control objectives. Agents form a part of the system and
work in coordination combining the overall system components. Environmental inputs,
system control and execution of the software model environment will determine the microgrid
load shedding procedure.
The physical location of the control agents should be determined by the system design. The
power sizing per house unit per day needs to be estimated in order to obtain the total system
power demand and the required system capacity. The system capacity needs to be calculated
to determine the size of the batteries that will be included in the software model.
The software model should be accessible to change any parameter within the microgrid. It is
vital to prepare a working platform of the microgrid on Simulink in order to support future
research developments. The software model is designed to be flexible to allow user inputs to
change the dynamics and control within the microgrid and to allow the grid to react to these
adjusted parameters.
2. Rural microgrid system layout
Figure 1 shows a 13.5 kW photovoltaic system in Makueni County in Kenya [7]. This generation
unit was designed and build to provide water and electricity to the local community. It must
be noted that the DC-generating PV array shown in Figure 1 is located centrally in the village.
Solar panels are used for conversion of solar energy into electrical energy. Microgrids seldom
have long transmission lines to supply power to other towns and areas far from the point of
generation.
Figure 1. Makueni County 13.5 kW PV system, Kenya, Kitonyoni village market. (Phys. Org, 2013).
2.1. Energy management systems and methods
Testing of energy management systems in established microgrids is very limited because of
the low number of such installations; however, Raji et al. has found that testing can be done
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with software-simulated models, using direct measurements collected from a few devices.
Configurations in different geographical locations are not the same due to the huge differences
in culture, climate and wealth of different regions. These differences determine the setting up
of software simulators.
The EMSs of microgrids contain hardware and software protocols to form the operational
platform of these control systems. Control and monitoring is carried out using an automated
agent technology with a multi-agent system (MAS) [8]. Multi-agent systems take intelligent
decisions on behalf of the user, instead of the more conventional supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA), which is not flexible and requires regular monitoring and human
intervention [8].
Load scheduling of MASs was presented by Logenthiran et al. [9]. Load scheduling is a means
of optimizing microgrid operation efficiency by observing load recordings and paying
particular attention to reducing the peak sections. Reducing peak load consumption during
the day can result in an extended energy use during the night, as the surplus energy available
when peak usage is reduced, And stored for use at night.
Different ways of integrating renewable resources with the community are available for
microgrid layouts. Smart meters and smart stations form two essential parts whereby com‐
munication techniques share data in control architecture. Smart meters capture user power
consumption and these figures are communicated to smart stations. Smart stations are linked
to the aforementioned control architectures [10].
Jian et al. [11] presented a multi-agent-based control framework, stating that new types of
power supplying modes have a promising future in the design of such frameworks. Their
study demonstrated a software model segregated into three layers of operation; these layers
include main grid, microgrid and component level agents. Coordination control represents a
more efficient load control and charging due to the effective communication database among
the three layers of operation.
Li et al. [12] state that these grids are attracting considerable attention owing to the increasing
prevalence of DC home appliances and distributed energy resources. This study thus prompts
us to consider a 48 V DC bus as the grid bus voltage level of choice.
Chaouachi et al. [13] explained that artificial intelligence techniques in cooperation with linear
programming-based multi-objective optimization systems are being tested. Energy manage‐
ment in these systems aims to minimize the operational cost and the environmental impact of
a microgrid. In order to manage future loads, these systems also take into account the load
demands of operational variables.
In a different study by [14], Chaouachi et al. claimed that the results obtained from their control
methods are also useful to extend battery charge and discharge cycles on a scheduled basis.
These methods were obtained using software models and weather forecasting data. The results
were used for comparing actual and predicted weather profiles several days ahead. These
systems can hereby determine how load shedding can be controlled in future. Efficiency of
these microgrid operations is strongly dependent on the battery scheduling process, which in
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turn is influenced by software systems programmed to anticipate weather conditions. Stluka
et al. [15] stated that forecasting will mostly be based on a short-term forecasting concept.
Stable cloud patterns lead to better predictions of future weather patterns, whereas unstable
cloud formations make such predictions more difficult. Taking account of the predicted
weather conditions, the system will consider the current state-of-charge of the storage units
and determine the corresponding amount of energy to be allocated for consumption. The
energy management system algorithm will reduce the distribution allowance to the loads and
conserve energy if less charging is necessitated in future; this facilitates in extending the energy
storage buffer of the system.
A different load-scheduled control strategy has been studied by Michaelson et al. [16].
Predicted generation is combined with predicted load. Past load patterns are available from
load recordings made at the specific site. Automatic load shedding can be scheduled when the
system can calculate during which future period the grid will be under severe strain. This
would occur due to overloading or the unavailability of energy if the SOC of the batteries is
too low. Future prediction of the SOC trajectory is achieved by this power management
strategy.
Polycarpou [17] supports the idea that smart grids enable consumers to decide when they
would use power from the grid. Microgrid philosophy is perhaps not a new concept, as it has
been in use since the establishment of electricity grids. However, the control strategy is new
and hence has been highlighted in this study. Modern control systems have resulted in smart
microgrids to the extent wherein these grids can easily shift loads based on the differing needs
and the desired outcomes.
As described by Ramesh et al. [18], Arduino-controller-based systems have been incorporated
in actual microgrid installations; this type of system is described as an MAS. Arduino is a
microcontroller that is programmed by an open-source software to fit the requirements of any
programmer. Furthermore, many other types of microcontrollers are used to perform moni‐
toring and control of microgrid systems. To build a central control system, external power
modules are inserted into the I/O slots. The unit acts as a programmable logic controller (PLC)
and can be expanded to control and manage systems accordingly.
Palma-Behnke et al. [19] explained that smart grids are characterized by a two-way flow of
electricity and information. These smart grids are capable of monitoring every aspect from
power plants to customer preferences as well as individual appliances. Real-time deliverable
information is acquired and enables the near-instantaneous balance of supply and demand at
the device level. Real-time information can operate at different intervals as long as it is located
near the source of energy and the areas of supply delivery.
Meiqin et al. [20] have explained the three different levels of the EMS of a microgrid. These
areas form a pyramid structure with linking layers between them. The top layer forms the local
control level, including the communication control, and status agents. The SCADA platform
is located at the central level. All the server agents and recording facilities are connected to the
SCADA system. Level three is the system control level, wherein the system operator agents
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control the system. Grid status and switching between islanded mode and grid-connected
mode is set here.
Boynuegri et al. [21] defined a load-shifting algorithm for home energy management (HEM)
whereby the centre of control is dependent on the SOC of the batteries. By introducing these
peak-shaving and load-shifting techniques, a 25% saving was evident from these simulation
results. A study of battery capacity was conducted to compare battery sizing when batteries
are put under charge and discharge conditions. Energy was also supplied to the main grid
from this battery system. Microgrid battery systems should not be over- or undersized.
Oversized battery systems do not get sufficient consumption drainage, and undersized
systems deplete rapidly depending on the amount of energy drawn from the battery system.
From an evaluation done by Yen-Haw et al. [22], it was shown that systems should be sized
by battery efficiency and power supply generators.
Intelligent load management functions were studied by Kennedy et al. [23]. They focussed on
approaching load management through a load-shedding scheme. They proposed an intelligent
load shedder (ILS) principle that works together with a static transfer switch (STS). The STS
operates as the PCC between the grid supply and the user loads. Loads are systematically
removed from the grid to allow the grid sources to carry the remainder of loads.
According to Hajimohamadi et al. [24], proper system controllers in the primary, secondary
and emergency levels of microgrids ensure stable operation during load shedding. These
controllers prevent the system from breaking down to the level of a complete blackout; they
assist in shedding load in a controlled manner. Similar to the conventional systems, isolated
microgrids are also affected by different events such as tripping generators, imbalance between
generation and consumption and power quality issues. All loads are not simultaneously
disconnected; non-critical loads are disconnected first and then the software program will
prepare for load shedding of power consumers.
From the above-mentioned studies and taking account of all the cited references, it is evident
that the focus is on load control techniques and battery charge methods. These systems are
linked together through various communication protocol methods that act as the nerve
structure of the system. Due to the limited charge capacity that is available from the batteries
at sunset, focus can be directed towards load-shedding control techniques around the SOC
values of the batteries.
The conclusions from the above-mentioned studies serve as a motivation to incorporate




Agents are responsible for information flow within the system. The term ‘agent’ is character‐
ized by the meaning of autonomy. [34] identified agent technology consisting of networks
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within a microgrid system of multi-agent modules or components which together form MASs.
These networks of agents are used in the control of wind turbines and solar arrays. In addition,
they are responsible for directing communication in the decision-making processes and
executing actions.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a research topic; MAS forms a subsection of distributed AI. The
goal of an MAS is to disassemble a large complicated system that consists of software or
hardware into multiple interactions and subsystems which can be easily managed. Microgrids
are gradually providing a new method for developed countries to solve problems relating to
the national grid. With the intensification of the global energy crisis, the microgrid will become
an important development in this sector.
The United States first proposed the concept of a microgrid. In 2002, the Consortium for Electric
Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) stepped forward to define the concept and structure
of such a system [26].
The flow chart for the EMS considered in the paper is shown below.
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3.2. Microgrid communications
As microgrids expand, measurement points become more decentralized. Due to increased
difficulty in capturing data over a larger distance, communication protocols are being heavily
relied upon for assisting with this problem. Advanced communication technologies such as
optical internet protocol (IP) networks, band-pass limiter (BPL) carrier and broadband wireless
network technology are used [27]. It is very important to have as many measurement points
as possible in order for the microgrid to provide flexibility in the supply of high quality. The
uploading speed of data from monitoring should be high, in order to react to issues and to
allow real-time control between the microgrid and its energy sources. Hernandez et al. [28]
indicated that the smart distribution network requires periodic fast measurements and
estimations of network security as well as real-time information from network components.
Xinhua et al. [27] presented three categories of communication namely knowledge interchange
format, knowledge query and manipulation language and FIPA agent communication
language. FIPA is a body for developing and setting computer software standards. In recent
years, the extensible mark-up language (XML) has become an acceptable language for agent
communication [29]. XML is a language used to describe data.
Multi-agent architectures are divided into two coordination categories: centralized multi-
agent coordination and de-centralized coordination.
3.3. Centralized multi-agent coordination
Figure 2 illustrates that coordinators are situated at the head of the architecture. They are
responsible for communication between other agents. Within the architecture, the main
representatives of agent coordinators are the mediator and the facilitator. The mediator agent
makes decisions on lower-level situations. It is involved with message interpretation and task
decomposition. A program that handles coordination between communication agents is called
the facilitator. Based on their content, routing of messages is controlled and control of multi-
agent activities is regulated as well [30].
Figure 2. Centralized multi-agent coordination [29].
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3.4. De-centralized multi-agent coordination
Figure 3 shows the de-decentralized coordination as an agent working in conjunction with
linked agents; this type of coordination can be defined as autonomous. An agent operating in
a de-centralized coordination setup is not controlled by software or a person; it communicates
directly with other agents in the system by regularly scanning the status and tasks performed
by other agents and executing its own tasks by associated motives. Communication is present
between all the agents as shown in Figure 3. Communications to other networks are also
possible by these agents.
Figure 3. De-centralized multi-agent coordination [29].
3.5. Control methods
Considering continuity of supply to islanded microgrid loads and national grid loads, it is
important that the power to loads is not interrupted during transitioning of the microgrid onto,
or off the national grid. Developing a new interface technology is constantly undertaken to
handle transitions between these modes. Currently, there are three typical control methods as
explained by [27], namely plug-and-play technologies, power electronic devices and control-
based multi-agent technology. All three methods have progressed technologically to differing
degrees, and it is understood that they will mature and grow with the application of sustained
development in this field [27].
3.6. Multi-agent modelling and implementation
In order to build a complex agent system in a simplified manner, open-source platforms are
used by developers. Hernandez et al. used the JADE platform for their study.
JADE facilitates the development of multi-agent peer-to-peer applications. Parameters of this
system aim at the optimal use of locally distributed resources, feeding of local loads and
operational simplicity. Direct support of plug-and-play can be used by the JADE-based
platform.
Jimeno et al. [31] referred to a demand profile of the grid. This is the map and baseline
prediction load graph that is used for the load reference. The profile indicates the power
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demand (in kW) versus time of the day. In coupled microgrids, it is vital to use this baseline
as a reference when energy transfer and power flow are to be controlled. The demand profile
was used as a reference to control how and when the grid sources should be adjusted to the
load. Costs to run the individual source units were also monitored as load demands changed.
The system makes decisions around cost and executes accordingly in order to use the most
affordable option to generate energy; the system makes adjustments where needed.
3.7. Agents in the energy management systems
Schedule trackers are used to allocate set points to distributed energy resource (DER) gate‐
ways. Schedules are calculated by observing the recorded data. The microgrid operator agent
is used to optimize the operation of the microgrid by taking into account the information
provided by the agents in the local controllers. DER operator agents are used to provide
information to the microgrid level operator and also to act accordingly while receiving signals
from it.
4. System design for rural settlement
The design of a three-house islanded microgrid is used in this study to serve as an example of
the charge share concept. When a small microgrid system has been successfully designed, a
multiplication factor can be applied to allow for an increase in the number of houses and the
corresponding increase in total load that would be required for such a macroconsumer design.
Solar irradiance profiles for the Western Cape, South Africa, have been dealt by [30].
Software development packages such as Matlab are available into which the grid design
parameters can be inserted. These design packages then calculate the number of solar panels
to be used and the size of each unit and also determine the battery size. The designer can also
enter weather and day-time parameters to monitor the microgrid as a whole.
4.1. User load demand
The case study example given below provides the times and load averages used to determine
the system generation units. First, the size (kW) and duration (h) of load consumption need to
be established before the system generation units can be designed.
Example: A rural house is assumed to have an average load of 1 kW. The duration of load
consumption is set to 3 h (between 05:00 and 08:00) in the morning, 2 h (between 12:00 and
14:00) during lunchtime and 5 h (between 18:00 and 23:00) in the night.
4.2. Battery sizing
To determine the battery size for a house unit, a few design specifications need to be confirmed
before calculations are done. Daily energy demand needs to be considered. The duration of
load supply per day and the number of days the system would be capable to provide energy
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to the load must be determined; this is known as the autonomy of the system. Based on the
example mentioned above, an average power consumption of 1 kW sustained for 10 h, yields
an average daily energy requirement of 10 kW h.
The average daily energy requirement must be multiplied by a factor of 1.2–1.5 to allow for
power losses due to increases in temperature and spike [32]. This factor also allows for
decreasing performance when the temperature increases. Multiplying the required 10 kW h
by the 1.5 loss factor will give a required total battery energy rating of 15 kW h for 1 day.
4.3. Autonomy of the system
It must also be decided how many days’ worth of energy must be stored in the battery bank.
Generally, system designs allow for an autonomy range of 2–5 days. In the case of the example,
an autonomy capacity of 2 days will be taken into account. The total battery energy of 15 kW
h is multiplied by two and results in 30 kW h, which then gives system autonomy of 2 days.
4.4. Battery bank capacity
Lastly, the minimum battery capacity (in ampere-hours) must be calculated. To prevent an
SOC below 50% for the batteries, the total battery energy should be double the required energy
rating inclusive of the loss factor and the system autonomy. By multiplying the 30 kW h by
two to give 60 kW h, the total battery energy capacity requirements were determined.
The capacity rating of a battery was determined by dividing its energy output by the battery
voltage. A voltage of 48 V DC was chosen for the microgrid; hence, 48 V batteries are required.
Therefore, a total battery energy rating of 60 kW h will have a required capacity of 1250 A h.
This battery capacity will be sufficient to enable a fully loaded battery to run expected loads
for 2 days, at 10 h a day, without recharging. For a 1-day system autonomy, battery capacity
of 625 A h is required.
Eq. (1) is an expression used to formulate the battery capacity.
( ) ( ) ( )( )
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4.5. Sizing PV panels to meet system battery requirements
This section describes how PV panels are chosen for a system to meet the battery requirements.
System designs can vary with panel voltage ratings. Common voltages to choose from are 12
V, 24 V and 48 V. These panels can be configured such that the optimum design is achieved.
A solar PV panel with specifications as shown in Table 1 was chosen for this investigation.
Maximum power voltage indicates that this panel will provide 47.5 V, which is suitable for a
48 V microgrid bus system.
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Module specification Description
Model number SM 350(40) P 1946 × 1315
Module type Poly
Maximum power (Pmax) 350 W
Open circuit voltage (Voc) 59.37 V
Short circuit current (Isc) 7.96 A
Maximum voltage (Vm) 47.5 V
Maximum current (Im) 7.37 A
Maximum system voltage 1000 V DC
Operating temperature −40 °C to 85 °C
Module size (mm) 1946 × 1315 × 50 mm
Mass 35 kg
Material Polycrystalline silicon
Number of cells 96
All technical data at standard test condition: Air mass unit = 1.5, Irradiation = 1000 W/m2, Cell temperature = 25°C.
Table 1. Solar panels, 48 V, 350 W – specification (adapted from Solare 2015).
Figure 4 shows the average daily sunlight and daylight hours in Cape Town for each month
of the year.
Figure 4. Sunshine & daylight hours in Cape Town [33].
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To estimate the size of the solar array, the system power requirements must first be determined,
followed by the number of hours per day the system will be required to supply and meet the
load demand. Many guidelines in the industry enable the PV designer to plan and build such
a system.
The following example explains the method used for sizing the PV panels of a system for 1-
day autonomy on 1 house unit.
In December, during the summer months, the average daily sunlight is 11.1 h, while the
shortest daily average of 5.7 h occurs in July. First, the daily battery capacity requirements are
taken from Section 4.5. In this case, the 625 A h unit is considered. Then the sun hours that are
available for a day must be determined. Note that the month with the shortest average daily
sunshine hours be considered; this will ensure that the system will receive an adequate charge
in winter.
To obtain the total current rating required from the PV array, the 1-day autonomy 625 A h
value is divided by the shortest average daily sunlight which gives 110 A.
Next the number of solar panels required needs to be calculated. Take the current rating
required from the array and divide it by the current rating of the panel. The result is 14.7 units
and is rounded up to 15 panels.
The 15 PV units will be connected in parallel so that the total current will be 110, 6 A under
peak conditions. The 15 panels as calculated meet the requirements of one house; for three
houses and array of 45 panels all in parallel would therefore be needed.
5. MAS algorithm development
To describe the different aspects within the system as well as functionality, the Matlab software
model was developed in subcomponents. The different function blocks fit together in order to
merge the different area types. The model is divided into physical power circuits and signal
circuits.
Power circuits form part of the generation and delivery of electric power to the storage batteries
and grid loads. These types of power circuits also include the switching devices, load compo‐
nents as well as the photovoltaic generation blocks.
The second programming block consists of lines identified as part of the signals and does not
represent physical lines. These circuits function in response to the result or output of the
calculations. Programming blocks include calculation blocks that consist of analog and digital
signals. The logic is combined to simulate and execute the algorithms as shown in Figure 5.
5.1. Scenario A
The first model, Scenario A, represents a basic user profile. The irradiance boost constant was
selected as 45 to simulate the incorporation of 45 PV panels for grid generation. An SOC of
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100%, representing a fully charged battery, was selected, while a battery capacity rating of 2000
A h was chosen. To validate that the system mathematics are functional, the loads and
durations were made the same for all three users. Each user used 1000 W continuous power
for a full day. The expected result should reflect equal energy division between all users. Table
2 indicates the initial parameters for setup to Scenario A.
Figure 5. Matlab model overview.
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Irradiance profile See Figure 6
Irradiance boost constant 45
Battery size and capacity Voltage: 48 V DC
Capacity: 2000 A h
Initial SOC: 100%
User 1 load-time reference Load size: 1000 W
Consumer demand times: 24 h
User 2 load-time reference Load size: 1000 W
Consumer demand times: 24 h
User 3 load-time reference Load size: 1000 W
Consumer demand times: 24 h
Load under SOC load shed control SOC limit to reset and open disconnect all loads from the grid: 20%
SOC limit to set and connect loads back to the grid: 60%
Battery charge control limits Charge on: Vbattery < 8 V and SOC < 0%
Charge off: Vbattery > 5 V
Table 2. Scenario A: model setup parameters.
5.2. Scenario B
In Table 3, the setup for Scenario B is shown. The irradiance constant was set at 30 units to
have a smaller charge effect on the grid compared to the case for Scenario A. The initial SOC
was set at 65% to monitor the discharge characteristics of the DC bus. Variable loads were
introduced for User 1, while the load User 2 and User 3 was, respectively, set to a constant 1200
W and 1000 W. The aim was to inspect the control properties of the charge share calculations
when the algorithm was introduced to variable load changes.
Irradiance profile See Figure 6
Irradiance boost constant 30
Battery size and capacity Voltage: 48 V DC
Capacity: 2000 A h
Initial SOC: 65%
User 1 load-time reference Load size: 500 W + 800 W
Consumer demand times for 800 W: 04:00–07:00
12:00–13:00
17:00–23:00
Constant 500 W load for 24 h
User 2 load-time reference Load size: 1200 W
Consumer demand times: Morning: None
Afternoon: None
18:00–24:00
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Irradiance profile See Figure 6
User 3 load-time reference Load size: 1000 W
Consumer demand times: 04:00–07:00
17:00–23:00
Load under SOC load shed control SOC limit to reset and open disconnect all loads from the grid: 20%
SOC limit to set and connect loads back to the grid: 60%
Battery charge control limits Charge on: Vbattery < 8 V and SOC < 0%
Charge off: Vbattery > 5 V
Table 3. Scenario B: model setup parameters.
5.3. Results and discussion of the graphs
This section contains all the graphs and data recordings taken from the Matlab model scope
measuring blocks.
5.3.1. Scenario A: results and discussion
The input setup prior to the simulation run for Scenario A was given earlier. Figure 6 shows
that the battery SOC was 100% at the start of the simulation. The user loads were set up to be
the same for this test and drew a combined total current of 60 A. The battery voltage started
at 56 V and reduced by 2 V when the load started to consume battery energy. For this scenario,
the user loads were set up to draw power continuously throughout the 24- h period of the
Figure 6. Scenario A: battery status.
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simulation. A gradual decline in the SOC was noted from 00:00 h until 08:48 h when SOC
reached the 70% limit for charging. The charging parameters were set up to start charging at
70%. Battery current dropped to negative 180 A when battery charging was initiated. The SOC
increased to 100% from 08:48 to 11:54 due to charging. The battery voltage increased back to
55 V when the battery had been charged to 100%.
Battery charging stopped at the 100% SOC level at 12:00 h. Figure 6 shows that the user load
consumption increased while charging stopped, due to the rise in the bus voltage when the
battery SOC reached 100%. As shown in Figure 6, the battery SOC decreased gradually after
12:00 h; a 2–3 V drop is noted when the SOC is decreased due to user energy consumption.
Point A represents the point when the reserve share logic is activated in the simulation model.
Without solar radiation, charging is not possible after 18:00 h; load control is activated beyond
this time. Point B in Figure 6 shows all the load consumptions for the day at 18:00 h. All user
loads were confirmed to have consumed the same power with all three consumption graphs
tracking on top of each other. Point B also indicates that all users had consumed 21 kW h from
00:00 h until 18:00 h. Charge reserve share energy was continuously calculated and reflected
as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Scenario A: energy consumption.
The procedure described above was used to calculate the percentages of electrical energy that
were allowed at the given battery SOC. The full battery at start-up time, 00:00, held 76 kW h
of usable energy which represented 80% of its SOC. Each user was allocated a third of this
starting total, which was 25.3 kW h. The energy values that were allocated to each user were
the same because the energy consumption of each user during the day from 00:00 h to 18:00 h
was identical; hence the trend lines as shown in Figure 7 run on top of each other.
If the change in energy allocation in Figure 7 is compared to the battery SOC in Figure 6, it
will be observed that the change in allocation of energy to each of the three users was directly
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related to the change in battery SOC. Point C at 18:00 h in Figure 8 shows the point at which
the reserve share logic was activated.
Figure 8. Scenario A: energy allocation.
As shown in Figure 8, each user unit was allowed a 19.3 kW h energy portion from the
remaining battery SOC at 18:00 h.
Usable battery energy of 76 kW h is calculated where 20% SOC was subtracted from the full
battery range of 96 kW h. The algorithm divided the reserve share energy, equally between
the three users, each receiving a 33.3% energy share. This test confirmed that the reserve share
logic and formula is functional with equal results of charge share when equal load consump‐













Simulator graph variables Value (kW h) (%)
Measured usable battery energy
at 18:00 (kW h)
58 1 21 19.33 33.33
Full battery energy (kW h) 76 2 21 19.33 33.33
Battery SOC (%) 76.32 3 21 19.33 33.33
Calculated energy level left in
battery (kW h)
58 Total 63 58.00 100
Table 4. Scenario A: result summary.
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5.3.2. Scenario B: results and discussion
In Scenario B, variable load changes were introduced to the system and the energy consump‐
tion changed to accommodate as described below. The following parameters have been
applied to this set up:
• The SOC limit protection was set to disconnect user loads on 20% and enable load control
on 60%.
• The battery charge control limits were set at 48 V and 55 V.
• Charging of the battery was set to trigger when the SOC dropped to 70%.
As shown in Figure 9, the battery SOC starts to perform on the preset value of 65% and reaches
100% at 12:00 H. When charging starts at 04:15 h, the current declines from a value of +50 A to
a value of −220 A at 12:00 h when charging stops. Positive battery current spikes (in Figure 9)
at 04:15 h, 12:00 h, 17:00 h and 18:00 h shows where user loads were applied to the system.
Negative battery current shows that the system was charging from 04:15 h to 12:00 h. The
negative spikes at 13:00 h and 23:00 h indicate where user loads have been disconnected from
the system. The negative spike at 21:30 h indicates where User 1 was disconnected when the
user’s remaining energy portion was depleted before the end of the day.
At Point A in Figure 9, the battery SOC is 90% at 18:00 h. Points B, D and C in Figure 10 show
the respective cumulative energy consumption for each user at this time. User 1 has two
constant loads, 500 W and 800 W, respectively. The 800 W load is demanded intermittently
and the 500 W load is required for the full 24-h period. User 2 starts to consume energy at 18:00
h. User 3 consumed energy once in the morning at 04:00 h and then again at 18:00 h.
Figure 9. Scenario B: battery status.
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Figure 10. Scenario B: energy consumption.
Figure 11 indicates the charge values calculated throughout the day. As shown in Figure 10,
User 1 at Point B was the biggest energy user. If we look at the red line that indicates User 1
in Figure 11, then it is evident that the charge share algorithm allowed the least amount of
stored energy to this user. In the case of Users 2 and 3, the same amount of charge was allowed
up to 04:15 h.
Points G, E and F show the respective charge share values for Users 1, 2 and 3 at 18:00 h. At
18:00 h, the charge share algorithm stopped calculating the charge energy portions and only
allowed the remaining portion energies to be deducted. This may explain why all the trend
lines show a declining slope from 18:00 h onwards.
The lines show decreasing charge stress values when the loads are still consuming energy after
18:00 h and will change to horizontal lines when the loads are switched off inside the houses.
Figure 11. Scenario B: charge share.
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It is positively identified that User 1 used the most energy during the day and was allowed
the smallest portion of battery SOC at 18:00 h. User 2 was allowed 50% of the remaining charge
because no power was consumed during the day. User 3 received 42.42% of the remaining
SOC and was recorded as the medium user for the day with a consumption of 5 kW h before
18:00 h.
This test proves the functionality of the charge share algorithm with variable load profiles
operating on the microgrid. The biggest user of the day was allowed the smallest portion of
remaining SOC energy at night, whereas the smallest power user was allowed the biggest share













Simulator graph variables Value (kW h) (%)
Measured usable battery energy
at 18:00 (kW h)
68.40 1 28.00 5.15 7.58
Full battery energy (kW h) 76.00 2 0.00 34.00 50
Battery SOC (%) 90.00 3 5.00 28.85 42.42
Calculated energy level left in
battery (kW h)
68.40 Total 33.00 68.00 100
Table 5. Scenario A: result summary.
6. Conclusions
An energy reserve share concept was introduced by the development of a control algorithm
on the Matlab software platform. The model has been developed in such a way that the Matlab
simulation user can interact with the model via the model parameters. The slower real-time
speed of model simulation also allows the user to see how parameters change while control
processing is performed.
Two scenarios were set up to test if the developed algorithm is functional and to verify that
mathematically the charge share formula executes grid control correctly. The purpose of the
algorithm is to facilitate the allocation of electric energy among the grid users at 18:00 h, to
allow the use of energy up to 24:00 h. Battery SOC and user energy consumption during the
day are the determining factors for apportioning the available stored energy among the users.
Scenario A showed a result where equal energy from the remaining SOC was shared between
the grid users. Scenario B was setup with variable load changes over a 24-h period. In Scenario
B, the allocation of stored energy was done in accordance with the users’ energy consumption
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between 00:00 h and 18:00 h. Users with a high amount of energy consumption before 18:00 h
were allocated a smaller portion of energy from the available stored energy, while users of a
low amount of energy (small power users) were allocated a larger portion of energy from the
remaining available energy stored.
Islanded MAS grids are affected by a limited energy storage capacity. By using this concept
for allocating stored energy for rural-electric applications, electric energy can be divided
among multiple users in accordance with their daily use and the remaining amount of available
energy stored in the battery.
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Abstract
The analysis of actual distribution systems with penetration of distributed generation
requires powerful tools with capabilities that until very recently were not available in
distribution software tools; for instance, probabilistic and time mode simulations. This
chapter presents the application of parallel computing to the allocation of distributed
generation for maximum reduction of energy losses in distribution system when the
system is evaluated during a given period (e.g., the target is to minimize energy losses for
periods equal or longer than 1 year). The simulations have been carried out using OpenDSS,
a freely available software tool for distribution system studies, when it is driven as a COM
DLL from MATLAB using a multicore installation. The chapter details a MATLAB–
OpenDSS procedure for allocation of photovoltaic (PV) generation in distribution systems
using a parallel Monte Carlo approach and assuming that loads are voltage‐dependent.
The main goals are to check the viability of a Monte Carlo method in some studies for
which parallel computing can be advantageously applied and propose a simple procedure
for minimization of energy losses in distribution systems.
Keywords: distribution system, distributed generation, long‐term evaluation, loss
minimization, Monte Carlo method, parallel computing
1. Introduction
Distributed generation (DG) can provide backup power, support voltage, reduce losses,
improve local power quality and reliability, provide ancillary services, and defer distribution
system upgrade [1–3]. Modeling of renewable generation raises several challenges, since
capabilities for representing intermittent generators, voltage‐control equipment, or multi‐
phase unbalanced systems are required. In addition, studies of systems with intermittent
nondispatchable resources must be based on a probabilistic approach and calculations
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
performed over time periods that may range from minutes to years. Voltage‐dependent load
models with random variation can also be needed. These issues complicate the study of power
distribution systems since software tools have to combine new analysis capabilities with a high
number of models for representing various generation technologies, besides the conventional
distribution system components, and include capabilities for time mode calculations [4].
One potential application of a power flow simulator is the optimum allocation of distributed
generation. This study can be seen from two different perspectives:
• From the independent producer's point of view, the goal is to optimize the benefit. Although
the utility will usually impose some constraints to the generation units to be connected to
its system (e.g., a maximum rated power), it can be assumed by default that the units can
be connected to any node of the system. Therefore, the optimization approach will be in
general a feasibility study whose main goal is to check the viability of the installation, select
the most economical size (irrespective of the location), and in case of dispatchable units, the
control strategy that will maximize the benefit; see for instance [5, 6].
• From the utility's point of view, the goal is to maximize the positive impact of distributed
generation (e.g., voltage support, energy losses, investment deferring) and minimize or
avoid those aspects that can negatively affect the system performance (e.g., miscoordination
of protective devices, overvoltages during low load periods); see for instance [7].
This chapter presents a procedure for estimating the size and location of photovoltaic (PV)
generators whose connection to the distribution system will minimize system losses.
The following aspects have to be accounted for:
• Given the intermittent and random nature of PV generation, the variable to be minimized
is the energy loss, not the power loss. Since power demand and generation are not coinci‐
dent, the optimum allocation of distributed generators with the goal of minimizing power
losses is meaningless.
• The optimum allocation of distributed generators must be carried out taking into account
some constraints, namely, thermal limits of distribution system components and the
maximum voltage that can be accepted in the system under study.
• In a deregulated market in which independent producers connect their generation units to
the distribution system without considering their impact on energy losses, the connection
of generation units will usually be random and not be made with the target assumed in this
chapter. In other words, assuming that either utilities or independent producers will select
sizes and locations of generators with the maximum reduction of energy losses in mind is
not realistic. Therefore, the goal of this study is the theoretical estimation of the maximum
energy loss reduction that can be achieved with the connection of PV generators.
• Since the goal is to maximize energy loss reduction, two other aspects, in addition to sizes
and locations of generators, have to be considered: the period during which energy losses
must be minimized and the time at which every PV generator must be connected to the
distribution system.
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Several strategies have been proposed to optimally allocate DG; for instance, loss minimization
[8], system update minimization [9], risk minimization [10], or DG capability minimization
[11]. A significant activity has been dedicated to this purpose during the last decade; for a
summary of the works related to optimum allocation of DG, see references [12] and [13].
Although some works have been made in this field using probabilistic methods [14, 15], not
much has been done with a full model of the distribution system (e.g., a multiphase model
including load and generation). A Monte Carlo method is a natural approach when uncer‐
tainties are involved and some variables are random/intermittent. However, the application
of a pure Monte Carlo method can be time consuming if many DG units have to be allocated
in large distribution systems. Multicore computers and software that take advantage of their
capabilities can be used to significantly reduce the computation time.
This chapter presents a procedure based on a parallel Monte Carlo method for estimating the
size and location of PV generators that can minimize distribution energy losses during a period
of time, assuming voltage‐dependent loads.
Two evaluations are considered in this chapter:
1. Short‐term evaluation: The size and location of generators are estimated in order to
minimize distribution energy losses during 1 year. If more than one generator is to be
connected, then all generators are simultaneously connected at the beginning of the year.
2. Long‐term evaluation: The size and location of generators are estimated in order to
minimize distribution system losses during a period longer than 1 year. In this chapter,
the evaluation period will be 10 years; up to six generators will be connected, and their
connection will be sequential (i.e., one generator will be connected at the beginning of
consecutive years during the first 6 years).
Section 2 presents the test system studied in this chapter. The procedure developed for short‐
term evaluation (i.e., minimization of energy losses during 1 year) is detailed in Section 3. The
section includes a description of the Monte Carlo approach, its implementation for a multicore
environment, and the results obtained when up to four PV generators are allocated. The section
also proposes a refinement of the Monte Carlo method aimed at reducing the number of runs
and therefore the computing time. Section 4 details the procedure developed for long‐term
evaluation (i.e., minimization of energy losses during 10 years) when up to six PV generators
are to be sequentially connected. A simplified method for energy loss minimization will be
presented in Section 5. Finally, a summary of the main conclusions derived from results
presented in this chapter and other works by the authors is presented in Section 6.
2. Test system
Figure 1 shows the diagram of the test system. It is a three‐phase 60‐Hz single‐feeder distri‐
bution system with a distributed load. The model includes the substation transformer and a
simplified representation of the high‐voltage system. The system tested is a 500‐node radial
configuration feeder with the following characteristics:
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• Total feeder length: 30,000 ft.
• Number of nodes: 500 (i.e., section length = 60 ft).
• Node load = 9 kW, pf = 0.9 (lg) (i.e., total load = 4500 kW).
The phase conductors of the line are in a flat configuration, and the normal thermal limit is 400
A, with an emergency limit of 600 A.
Figure 1. Test system configuration and data.
Figure 2. Configuration of a PV generator.
The studies have been carried out with the PV generator model presented in [16]. For the
current study, a PV generator is connected to the system through a step‐up interconnection
transformer (see Figure 2). The rated power of the interconnection transformer is chosen
once the rated power of the PV generator/plant has been selected; it is rounded in steps of 50
kVA, and, by default, the short‐circuit impedance is 6%. The X/R ratio is 6.
Table 1 summarizes the information used to obtain PV generation curves. The implemented
procedure will be used for obtaining the allocation of PV generators when considering that
the shape of each node load is different (although the patterns will exhibit some similarities
during the day hours and the week days), the generators only inject active power, and their
generation patterns are the same. All node load profiles and PV generation curves have been
created using the algorithms presented in [17].
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Average monthly clearness index 0.41, 0.43, 0.44, 0.47, 0.45, 0.5, 0.51, 0.5, 0.51, 0.5, 0.42, 0.4
Panel's slope angle 35°
Normal operating cell temperature 45°C
Average monthly daily minimum temperatures (°C) -5.92, -3.9, -0.21, 5.09, 9.89, 14.9, 17.1, 16.6, 12.6, 6.95, 1.97, -3.76
Average monthly daily maximum temperatures (°C) 2.58, 5.5, 11.1, 18.9, 25.1, 29.9, 31.6, 30.7, 26.7, 19.8, 11.2, 4.13
Table 1. Summary of solar resources.
Figure 3 provides an example of curve shapes for representing load and PV generation derived
from the procedures developed by the authors for a given period of the year. The two curves
are depicted with a different scale for active power values.
Figure 3. Curve shapes for node loads and PV generation.
The radial feeder configuration has been chosen because the solution to this problem is well
known when the load is constant, voltage independent, and uniformly distributed. The
optimum allocation of capacitor banks in a distribution feeder with uniformly distributed load
has been thoroughly analyzed [18]. The analysis is similar when the goal is to minimize losses
by installing generation units that only inject active power [8]. This system configuration can
be useful for validating test cases whose results are obtained by means of a Monte Carlo
method [19].
3. Maximum reduction of energy losses––short‐term evaluation
3.1. Introduction
This section presents the application of a Monte Carlo method to the estimation of the size and
location of the PV generators that will minimize energy losses in distribution systems during
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1 year without including substation losses. The section details the method, its implementation
in a MATLAB–OpenDSS environment, and its application to the test system presented above
using single‐core and multicore computations. Later, a refinement of the Monte Carlo for
multicore computation aimed at decreasing the computing time is proposed.
3.2. Application of the Monte Carlo method
A 1‐year evaluation period has been considered for short‐term evaluation. The study is carried
out assuming that generation units will be simultaneously connected at the beginning of the
evaluation period, taking into account some operational constraints (e.g., there are a thermal
limit for each system line section and a maximum voltage that should not be exceeded).
Input data for the present study includes system parameters and time variation of loads and
generations. Random variables to be generated during the application of the Monte Carlo
method are locations and sizes of the generation units. This latter aspect can be rigorously
made by considering that the generation pattern depends on the area/node where the generator
is located. In this chapter, generation units are PV arrays that only inject active power into the
system. It is also assumed that the solar radiation is the same for each generator.
The procedure has been implemented taking into account certain rules when choosing
locations and sizes for the generators. The rules as well as the general procedure used in this
work for short‐term (1 year) evaluations are detailed below [20]:
1. PV generators can be connected to any system node. The locations to which generators
will be connected are determined by generating as many uniformly distributed random
values as units to be allocated.
2. Once the locations are known, the rated power values are determined. Beforehand, the
user has to fix the maximum generation power that can be connected to system nodes
taking into account some constraints (e.g., the maximum thermal limit of feeder sections).
Remember that all line sections are equal in the test system. This step is carried out as
follows:
• When only one generator is to be allocated, the maximum rated power is determined
according to the following steps: (i) calculate the maximum noncoincident active power
(i.e., the active power value that results from adding the active rated power of all load
nodes); (ii) check the maximum power that can be carried by the feeder sections; (iii)
compare the previous power values and choose the minimum one; this will be the
maximum rated power a generation unit can be assigned during the Monte Carlo
execution. Then generate a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1,
and multiple it by the above value.
• When two or more units are to be installed, the following changes are introduced in the
procedure:
◦ Generate an independent uniformly distributed random value for the initial rated
power of each generation unit using the maximum rated power fixed for every node
as the upper end point of each uniform distribution.
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◦ Compare the maximum rated powers for all the chosen locations and choose the
maximum value, PDG_MAX.
◦ Generate the penetration factor as a uniformly distributed random number between
0 and 1. Multiply the maximum value found in the previous step by this penetration









where NG is the number of generation units under evaluation, PDG_i is the rated power
of unit i, pf is the penetration factor, and PDG_MAX is the maximum DG‐rated power
found in the previous step.















where PDGinit_i is the initial rated power for unit i.
◦ Obtain generator‐rated powers by scaling initial rated powers:
_ _DG i DGI iP sf P= × (3)
Note that the order in which random values for locations and rated powers are generated
matters: first, the location nodes; afterwards, the rated powers.
3. Perform the load flow calculation. Neglect a case if one of the following conditions is
satisfied: (i) the voltage at one node exceeds the fixed maximum value; (ii) the current
through one or more system sections is above the thermal limit.
4. Stop the procedure when the specified number of runs or samples (according to the
terminology of the Monte Carlo method) is reached.
The combination of rated powers and locations that produces the minimum energy losses
and meets the technical constraints will be selected as the solution. The number of executed
runs must be large enough to ensure that the estimated solution is near enough to the global
minimum. In this work, it is assumed the method has converged when the variations of the
estimated minimum of system energy losses are within a margin of 1%.
3.3. Implementation of the procedure
The procedure has been implemented in OpenDSS, a simulation tool for electric utility
distribution systems, which can be used as both a stand‐alone executable program and a COM
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DLL that can be driven from some software platforms [21]. In this study, the program is driven
from MATLAB, which is used to calculate the random variables and control the execution of
the procedure. The implementation of the procedure, when using parallel computing, is
schematized in Figure 4, and is valid for any number of cores. MATLAB capabilities are used
to distribute Monte Carlo runs between cores.
Figure 4. Block diagram of the implemented procedure.
The implementation of the procedure for any number of cores is based on the library of
MATLAB modules developed by Buehren [22]. Load and intermittent solar generation curves
were generated by means of the algorithms detailed in [17].
3.4. Simulation results using single‐core computing
Table 2 summarizes the operating conditions in the system before any generation unit is
connected. Three different models are used to represent loads (constant power model, constant
impedance model, and ZIP model). The ZIP load model is defined as a combination of constant
power, constant current, and constant impedance load models [23]. When this model is used,
weighting factors are assigned to specify active and reactive powers for each of these three
components, being the sum of the weighting factors equal to unity for both active and reactive
powers. For the present study, each load component has been assigned a weighting factor
equal to 1/3 for both active and reactive powers; this means that 1/3 of the load behaves
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respectively as a constant power, constant current, and constant impedance load. For more
details about component fractions and power factors of common actual loads, see [23]. The
minimum voltage value in this system during the year of study is 0.9561 p.u. and occurs with
the constant power load model.
Constant power load model Constant impedance load model ZIP load model
Energy from substation (kWh) 16,914,396.5 16,503,855.3 16,702,520.9
Energy losses (kWh) 161,732.4 151,198.0 156,245.2
Energy losses (%) 0.9561 0.9161 0.9354
Table 2. Short‐term evaluation (1 year)––operating conditions without PV generation.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained after applying the procedure with different number
of runs when allocating one, two, and four PV generators. The results presented in Table 3
were obtained by assuming a constant power load model. The maximum accepted voltage in
the feeder for this and any other study presented here is 1.05 p.u. These results clearly prove
that the number of runs has to be increased with the number of PV generators to be allocated.
The results presented in Table 3 show clear tendencies for one and two generation units; they
indicate that the number of executed runs is enough for these two cases. However, the values
obtained for four units present important variations from one execution to another; this is an
indication that more runs are necessary to identify the correct values or tendencies for locations
and rated powers, although energy losses are within the desired margin (i.e., 1%). Figure 5
depicts the results corresponding to the allocation of one generation unit after 5040 runs. This
figure illustrates the way in which minimum energy losses can be estimated.
Figure 5. Optimum allocation of a single PV generator––5040 runs.
The complete results with the three load models are shown in Table 4. A behavior similar to
that obtained with the previous study can be identified: the results for one and two generation
units show clear tendencies, but when allocating four units, the results are not conclusive and
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might require a higher number of runs. These results prove again that the number of runs has
to be increased with the number of generation units to be allocated. The differences between
energy loss values obtained with different numbers of runs are very small in all studies (always
within the 1% margin); therefore, it can be expected that the global minimum will not present
a significant variation with respect to the values found here. It has been discussed that more
runs are required to establish a well‐defined tendency for more than two generation units;
however, one must consider if the increment in computational time is justified when assessing
the improvement in energy losses obtained with a larger number of runs.
One PV generator
 Runs 2520 5040 10,080
 Unit 1   Node 381 376 383
  Power (kW) 1954.7 2005.2 1956.4
 Energy losses (kWh) 134948.4 134995.5 134964.8
 Energy losses (%) 0.7991 0.7994 0.7992
Two PV generators
 Runs 20,040 30,000 40,080
 Unit 1   Node 279 284 290
  Power (kW) 1097.4 1192.8 970.7
 Unit 2   Node 437 426 426
  Power (kW) 1093.3 1003.1 1186.7
 Energy losses (kWh) 133532.0 133607.0 133571.8
 Energy losses (%) 0.7908 0.7912 0.7910
Four PV generators
 Runs 40,080 60,000 80,040
 Unit 1   Node 328 229 220
  Power (kW) 869.0 518.1 455.4
 Unit 2   Node 329 353 307
  Power (kW) 186.1 548.7 796.8
 Unit 3   Node 336 387 428
  Power (kW) 230.0 701.2 683.7
 Unit 4   Node (kW) 449 490 448
  Power (kW) 823.3 414.0 411.7
 Energy losses (kWh) 132991.7 132927.7 132873.3
 Energy losses (%) 0.7876 0.7872 0.7869
Table 3. Short‐term evaluation (1 year)––allocation of PV generators (constant power load model).
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One PV generator (5040 runs)  Node 376 376 385
 Rated power (kW) 2005.2 1868.8 1913.3
 Energy losses (kWh) 134995.5 127772.1 131247.9
Two PV generators (40080 runs)  Nodes 290–426 309–420 269–425
 Rated powers (kW) 970.7–1186.7 1230.7–828.5 915.0–1189.7
 Energy losses (kWh) 133571.8 126547.9 129919.6












 Energy losses (kWh) 132873.3 125827.0 129231.6
Table 4. Short‐term evaluation (1 year)––comparison of simulation results.
Some interesting conclusions are derived from the comparison of these results with those
obtained in Ref. [19]. Although the test system and load are the same in both studies, there are
some differences in sizes and locations of the PV generators to be allocated; for instance, the
difference between the sizes of the generators obtained in both studies when only one unit has
to be allocated is about 25%.
There are several reasons for these differences:
• The target in [19] included the energy losses in the substation transformer, while the target
in this chapter is to minimize energy losses in the feeder, without including substation losses.
This is obviously an important reason to obtain smaller size values in the current study.
• The model used to represent PV generation is different in both studies. Reference [19] was
based on a basic generator model represented only by the active and reactive powers it
injects into the grid, while the current study is based on a more detailed custom‐made PV
generator model that is an expanded version on that available in OpenDSS [16]. Take into
account that the new PV generator model includes the interconnection transformer, in which
some losses are always caused.
• The results obtained in [19] were derived by means of curve shapes obtained from HOMER
[5], while the results presented here are based on algorithms developed for OpenDSS
application [17]. Although PV generation curves obtained with HOMER and with the
MATLAB application developed by the authors are very similar, the solar resources (i.e.,
information like that in Table 2) are different in both studies. In addition, discrepancies are
significant in the load curves. The load curve shapes obtained with the algorithm presented
in [17] were derived from actual measurements that could be considered as representative
of some types of loads (e.g., residential, commercial).
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Somehow, this discussion supports important conclusions: the results are very much depend‐
ent on the component models, and the allocation of generation units must be based on the
minimization of energy losses, not on power losses. The results can be different even when
load ratings are equal and if the load shapes are different (e.g., same ratings but different time
variation).
3.5. Simulation results using multi‐core computing
A very important aspect to consider is the reduction of time that can be achieved when using
a multicore installation. Table 5 provides the computing times that are required for simulating
the test system when only one unit has to be allocated, as well as the corresponding energy
losses, using single‐core and multicore computations. As expected, the achieved reduction of
simulation time is significant and almost proportional to the number of cores.
Scenario Load model Single core 60 cores












Table 5. Simulation results using single‐core and multicore computing.
3.6. Refinement of the Monte Carlo method
Figure 6 illustrates the way in which the Monte Carlo method can be applied to this particular
study when only one generation unit has to be connected [19]. Every cross within the square
is a combination of the two random numbers that are generated for each run: the distance with
respect to the origin of the feeder at which the generation unit is to be connected, and the
corresponding rated power. Remember that the result of concern for the present study is the
energy loss obtained with each combination of values.
According to the results presented in Figure 5 and Table 4, not much difference between
energy loss values should be expected when the combination of the two random values gives
a point that is closely located to a previously simulated point that is not far from the minimum.
Therefore, during the generation of random values, these cases do not need to be simulated;
so, the number of runs can be significantly reduced. The goal now is to check how much
accuracy is lost and how much reduction of time is achieved by neglecting some runs. The
approach is similar when more than one generation unit has to be connected. In such a case,
all combinations located within a Euclidean distance equal or shorter than R are discarded.
Once some runs have been already computed and simulated, the combination of random
values corresponding to run k is not simulated when the following condition is fulfilled:
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where xij‐ik is the distance in percent between the location of the unit i corresponding to j runs
(previously simulated) and unit k, and pij‐ik is the distance in percent between the rated powers
of the unit i corresponding to j runs and unit k. R in this work will be 5%.
Figure 6. Generation of random values for energy loss minimization––one generation unit.
When more than one unit is being allocated, the calculation of the minimum Euclidean distance
between the combinations of random values corresponding to two different runs is not
obvious, since the order in which generation units are numbered does not have to be same
when comparing two different runs. In addition, expression (4) has to be checked with respect
to any previous combination, which can be time‐consuming. A solution to this problem was
proposed in [19].
Table 6 shows a summary of results obtained for the test system after applying the new
approach. All the results shown in the table were obtained with a 60‐core installation. The table
compares results obtained by means of the conventional Monte Carlo method and the new
approach. According to these results, a significant reduction in computing time can be
achieved; as expected, the accuracy decreases as the number of generators increases.
Although some differences between location and power values between the two approaches
are very significant, the energy losses obtained when applying the new method are basically
the same as that were obtained with the original method. These differences can be justified by
looking at the energy losses obtained when a single generation unit is to be allocated (see
Figure 5). The surface shown in the figure is very smooth around the minimum, so the
difference between energy losses even for nonsmall deviations with respect to the minimum
will not be very significant. Note also that the ratio between simulation times with both
methods is about 15 when one unit has to be allocated and about 2 when the number of units
is four.
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One PV generator (5040 runs) Constant power
load model
Node 376 375
Rated powers (kW) 2005.2 1894.5
Energy losses (kWh) 134995.5 135221.4




Rated powers (kW) 1868.8 1757.4
Energy losses (kWh) 127772.1 128051.3
Simulation time (h) 0.86 0.06
ZIP load model Node 385 385
Rated powers (kW) 1913.3 1836.5
Energy losses (kWh) 131247.9 131377.2
Simulation time (h) 1.00 0.07
Two PV generators (40080 runs) Constant power
load model
Nodes 290/426 308/427
Rated powers (kW) 970.7/1186.7 1187.2/959.1
Energy losses (kWh) 133571.8 133515.0




Rated powers (kW) 1230.7/828.5 1110.2/1055.7
Energy losses (kWh) 126547.9 126612.8
Simulation time (h) 7.11 1.73
ZIP load model Nodes 269/425 302/447
Rated powers (kW) 915.0/1189.7 961.6/956.5
Energy losses (kWh) 129919.6 129958.8
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Energy losses (kWh) 125827.0 125773.2
Simulation time (h) 14.03 6.84








Energy losses (kWh) 129231.6 129339.1
Simulation time (h) 16.15 7.91
Table 6. Simulation results using a refined Monte Carlo method.
4. Maximum reduction of energy losses––long‐term evaluation
This section presents the results derived from a long‐term study aimed at estimating the size
and location of PV generators when the target is to minimize the energy losses and the
generators are sequentially connected.
Figure 7 shows the variation assumed for the total load during the evaluation period. A
different variation for each node load and even negative variations have been assumed. Table 7
shows the year of connection for each PV generator.
Figure 7. Long‐term evaluation––load growth.




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Unit 1 • X X X X – – – – –
Unit 2 • X X X X – – – –
Unit 3 • X X X X – – –
Unit 4 • X X X X – –
Unit 5 • X X X X –
Unit 6 • X X X X
•, Year of connection; X, considered for optimization; -, not considered for optimization.
Table 7. Scenario for long‐term evaluation.
The main aspects of the study are summarized below:
• Up to six PV generators will be connected to the test system.
• The optimization period every time a PV unit is added to the system is 5 years. That is, the
target upon which the locations and rated powers of the units are selected is the minimiza‐
tion of energy losses during 10 years, taking into account that every unit is connected at the
beginning of a year, and its size and location are selected to minimize energy losses during
5 years. According to this, if a unit is connected at the beginning of year 3, the energy losses
to be accounted for are those caused from the beginning of year 3 till the end of year 7 (see
Table 7).
The energy losses that correspond to the entire period of evaluation (i.e., 10 years) without PV
generation and considering the three types of load models are as follows:
• Constant power load model: 1,950,262.8 kWh.
• Constant impedance load model: 1,803,067.9 kWh.
• ZIP load model: 1,873,210.8 kWh.
The minimum voltage value during this period is 0.9423 p.u., and occurs again when loads are
represented by the constant power model.
Table 8 shows the results obtained upon the application of both the conventional Monte Carlo
and the refined methods during the period of evaluation (e.g., 10 years). The number of runs
to be used every year a PV generator is connected is based on the experience obtained with
the previous study. As shown in Table 6, when one generator is to be connected, 5040 runs
will usually suffice. Table 9 summarizes the main results corresponding to each load model.
The value of R when the refined method is applied is again 5%. Remember that substation
losses are not included.
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Unit 1   Node 384–367 368–383 378–381
  Rated power (kW) 2091.0–2183.6 2047.5–2116.1 2000.0–1937.6
Unit 2   Node 235–499 234–242 236–249
  Rated power (kW) 325.3–188.5 322.1–232.6 455.1–344.6
Unit 3   Node 217–256 499–178 488–229
  Rated power (kW) 137.5–189.5 94.8–50.9 97.7–138.4
Unit 4   Node 270–170 191–269 212–198
  Rated power (kW) 139.1–47.3 91.0–106.1 92.2–100.1
Unit 5   Node 262–234 494–349 197–480
  Rated power (kW) 92.3–51.4 92.4–49.0 92.5–50.7
Unit 6   Node 213–209 231–219 475–456
  Rated power (kW) 92.5–111.8 93.0–142.8 91.0–143.0
Energy losses (kWh) 1590646–1593987 1493209–1497960 1538789–1540441
Simulation time (h) 28.31–0.99 26.32–0.96 29.98–1.15
Table 8. Long‐term evaluation––comparison of simulation results.
Load model Total generation (kW)
(Conventional–Refined)
Cumulative energy loss reduction (%)
(Conventional–Refined)
Constant power 2878.0–2772.4 18.439–18.268
Constant impedance 2741.0–2697.8 17.185–16.921
ZIP 2828.8–2714.6 17.852–17.764
Table 9. Long‐term evaluation––total generation and energy loss reduction.
The maximum coincident active power measured at the substation terminals for each load
model during the period of study is as follows: (1) constant power model = 4021.5 kW, (2)
constant impedance model = 3753.5 kW; (3) ZIP model = 3879.7 kW. After connecting six
generation units, the total rated power of all PV generators is less than 75% of the maximum
coincident power of the system at the end of the period.
From the results presented in Table 8, one can observe that the maximum rated power of a
generation unit is below 2500 kW with all load models. This maximum can be accepted
according to the interconnection policies adopted by many utilities. However, it can exceed
the limit adopted by other utilities (see for instance [24]); in such a case, the procedure should
be modified to include that limit in calculations.
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To understand these results, it is important to keep in mind that once one unit has been
allocated, the location and the rated power of the subsequent units are selected by discarding
the nodes to which units previously allocated were connected and taking into account the
maximum rated power that results after subtracting the rated power of the allocated generators
from the total feeder power.
Figure 8 shows the rated power of the generation units to be connected every year and the
cumulative reduction of energy losses, not the yearly reduction, derived from the conventional
Monte Carlo method. As expected, the larger values of the rated powers correspond to the first
units to be allocated, that is, the rated powers of the unit to be connected at the beginning of
year 1 are larger than the rated powers of any unit to be connected in subsequent years,
regardless of the load model. However, due to the yearly variation of loads, the rated power
of the new PV generator will not be always smaller than any other PV generator in operation,
because the energy losses to be compensated for a certain 5‐year term could be larger than for
a previous term.
Figure 8. Sequential connection of optimum rated PV generators––conventional Monte Carlo method.
The total power to be allocated is similar for a given model when using either the conventional
or the refined method: differences are below 4%. However, differences are larger when
comparing the individual rated power values derived from the conventional and the refined
methods. A reason for this is discussed in the next section.
As with the short‐term evaluation, the highest reduction of energy losses corresponds again
to the constant power load model, while the lowest generation is required when the load is
represented as constant impedance. As for the reduction of energy losses, the resulting values
are different for each load model, and although differences are not too large they cannot be
neglected. In addition, the resulting energy losses are basically the same with the two ap‐
proaches. This supports the conclusion that a quasi‐optimum solution can be reached by
considering different combinations of locations and rated powers, because the minimum of
energy losses is not very sensitive with respect to rated powers and locations of generators.
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From the simulation times presented in Table 8, it is evident that a significant reduction in the
CPU (central processing unit) time can be achieved by using the refined approach.
The behavior of the energy loss reduction factor deserves some special attention. Figure 8
shows the energy loss reductions that are obtained at the end of a given year, considering the
reduction caused from the beginning of the period. One can note that the total reduction at the
end of the studied period is not too large––less than 20%. There are several causes that justify
this quantity. Since PV generators inject only active power, energy losses caused by the reactive
component of load currents are not compensated. On the other hand, the nature of the solar
resource causes that the connected PV generators will not inject power during many hours of
the day and the injected power during other hours will be below or far below the maximum
value the PV generators can inject. Finally, since the minimization period is 5 years and the
load will be higher at the end of this period, the selected rated power will be such that the unit
will overcompensate active load during the first years and undercompensate during the last
years.
One can also observe that the reduction of energy losses continues after the last PV generator
has been connected. Remember that the last unit is connected at the beginning of the sixth year,
and its rated power is selected to minimize losses until the end of the tenth year. However,
one can also observe that the cumulative energy loss reduction factor continues increasing
after the optimization period (i.e., after the year 10).
As proved in [20], the cumulative energy loss reduction factor one year after the optimization
period will exceed the cumulative energy loss reduction factor at the end of the optimization
period, if the energy loss reduction factor of that year exceeds the cumulative energy loss
reduction factor at the end of the period. That is, the cumulative factor will continue increasing
while the energy loss reduction factor corresponding to 1 year is larger than the cumulative
factor at the end of the previous year. For the test system, the cumulative energy loss reduction
factor with a constant power load model at the end of the optimization period is about 18.4%
(see Table 9 and Figure 8), while the energy loss reduction factor during the subsequent year
(i.e., year 11) is above 18.4%; therefore, if no more generation units are connected, the trend
will continue until the year at which the cumulative energy loss reduction factor exceeds the
energy loss reduction factor corresponding to that year.
It can be assumed that the reduction of energy losses could be larger if the number of units to
be connected was higher; however, the present study is not aimed at estimating the number
of units that could achieve the maximum reduction of energy losses. In any case, it is worth
mentioning that the reduction of energy losses that can be achieved with more than four units
is very small with respect to that achieved with four units [20].
5. Maximum reduction of energy losses––a systematic approach
The application of the refined Monte Carlo method has significantly reduced the simulation
time, and it has provided energy loss values that are very close to those obtained with the
conventional Monte Carlo method. The values were obtained by using R = 5%; see Section 3.6.
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Consider the case when only one PV generation unit has to be allocated. If R = 5%, then the
calculations could be carried out by following a systematic method instead of a statistical
method, that is, only 20 values should be considered for both the rated power of the generator
and the location node. In other words, 400 runs in which values are systematically calculated
and combined would be enough to obtain results equal or very similar to those derived from
the conventional and the refined methods (see Subsection 3.6).
Note, however, that if the systematic method is applied when two units have to be allocated,
then 160,000 (i.e., 20 × 20 × 20 × 20) runs would be respectively required, since four variables
must be estimated for each case. Obviously, the systematic method would not be a solution
when two or more units are to be allocated. This is in accordance to what was concluded from
the results shown in Tables 3 and 4: many more runs than those applied when four units had
to be allocated were needed.
The systematic method can be a potential solution for long‐term evaluation when PV genera‐
tion units are sequentially allocated (see Section 4). Tables 10 and 11 show the results obtained
for an evaluation of 10 years when up to six units are sequentially connected.






Unit 1   Node 375 375 375
  Rated power (kW) 2025.0 2025.0 2025.0
Unit 2   Node 225 225 250
  Rated power (kW) 517.3 388.0 388.0
Unit 3   Node 500 250 200
  Rated power (kW) 107.6 114.1 228.2
Unit 4   Node 250 500 500
  Rated power (kW) 108.9 115.1 109.4
Unit 5   Node 200 200 225
  Rated power (kW) 107.1 112.9 107.5
Unit 6   Node 475 175 175
  Rated power (kW) 104.1 109.6 104.5
Energy losses (kWh) 1594536.3 1499115.9 1544531.8
Simulation time (h) 2.14 2.15 2.46
Table 10. Long‐term evaluation––simplified method.
Some interesting conclusions can be derived from these results:
• Although a systematic procedure (i.e., without generation of random quantities) is applied,
the simulation times shown in Table 10 are longer than those shown in Table 8 with the
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refined method. This is due to a simple reason: when using the refined method, together
with a value or R = 5%, the total number of runs is less than 400. For instance, when the load
is modeled as a constant power, the number of runs needed to obtain the values shown in
Table 8 was respectively 257, 145, 137, 132, 135, and 128.
• The rated powers presented in Table 11 are larger than those obtained with the refined
method (see Table 9); the largest difference between values presented in both tables is more
than 9%. However, the reduction in energy losses that is achieved after the 10‐year period
is basically the same with the refined method and the simplified systematic approach; the
largest difference between the energy loss reduction values corresponding to each load is
less than 1.5%.
• Although size and location values for the first unit are the same with the three load models,
the results derived for the subsequent units exhibit some important discrepancies.
• As with any previous study, the highest reduction of energy losses corresponds to the
constant power load model, while the lowest generation is required when the load is
represented as constant impedance.
Load model Total generation (kW) Cumulative energy loss reduction (%)
Constant power 2970.2 18.239
Constant impedance 2864.9 16.857
ZIP 2962.7 17.546
Table 11. Long‐term evaluation––total generation and energy loss reduction––simplified method.
A simple conclusion can be derived from this and the previous studies: a refined Monte Carlo
method can be accurate enough if the goal is to estimate the minimum energy losses. If the
goal includes also an accurate estimation of sizes and locations, then a conventional Monte
Carlo method with a good convergence criterion should be applied. Obviously, a simple way
to increase the accuracy with size and location values is to decrease the value of R; however,
as discussed above this can be a too demanding approach if more than one unit is to be
allocated.
Although the systematic method and the refined method have both been applied here by
setting the Euclidean distance at 5% without any further justification, the fact is that some
simple rules can be used to select a reasonable value and then decide whether any of these
approaches is worth applying. Consider the operating conditions of the system studied in this
chapter. The maximum power to be allocated cannot exceed the total load (i.e., 4500 kW). A
5% of 4500 is 225 kW, and a 5% of the power to be allocated after the first unit has been selected
is about 125 kW (i.e., 5% of about 2475 kW). If the rated power of units to be selected is expected
to vary in steps of 50 kW, then the 5% rule is not the adequate one; it should be reduced and
the number of runs increased, at least for the first units. A similar reasoning could be followed
with the location nodes. If line/cable lengths of the test system are too long, then it would be
advisable to reduce the value of R. This basically means that the accuracy of the refined and
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the systematic methods can be predicted, and their application is limited by the topology and
operating conditions of the test system.
6. Conclusions
This chapter has presented a procedure based on a Monte Carlo method for maximum
reduction of energy losses using multicore computation. The procedure has been developed
to cope with short‐term and long‐term evaluation periods (i.e., greater than 1 year). The
method can be applied to any system regardless of its topology (see [20]). The present
procedure is single‐objective, but it can be expanded to include other objectives (e.g., minimi‐
zation of the cost of energy or the cost of interruptions, and system upgrading) when opti‐
mizing the allocation of generation units.
Advantages and disadvantages of procedures based on the Monte Carlo method are well
known: they are rather simple and can be usually based on advanced models; in turn, they
usually require a high number of runs and consequently long CPU times. The application of
parallel computing in this work has achieved a significant reduction of the simulation time.
The application of multicore environments is becoming a usual practice, and it is foreseen that
large multicore systems will be soon available at an affordable cost. In addition, a similar
procedure could be implemented in a larger computer cluster (i.e., using grid computing); so,
a not‐too long simulation time could be achieved without significantly increasing the cost.
However, it is evident from the obtained results that the application of a conventional Monte
Carlo method to very large distribution systems (i.e., with several thousands of nodes) to which
several dozens of DG units are to be connected might not be carried out in an affordable time
even if a large multicore installation (i.e., with several hundreds of cores) was used. This can
be very obvious when a long‐term evaluation is carried out.
The results derived from short‐term evaluation show that the energy loss surface is very
smooth near the global optimum. The most interesting conclusion is that a quasi‐optimum
value can be obtained by means of several combinations (i.e., different combinations of node
location and rated power of PV generators). That is, values very close to the global minimum
(with differences below 1%) can be reached by considering several results; these findings are
the foundation of the refined Monte Carlo approach. Through the application of the 5%
criterion, the number of runs needed with the conventional Monte Carlo method can be
significantly reduced without loss of accuracy. The differences between the values derived
from different load models are not negligible. This can be seen as a proof of the importance
that accurate load models have for this and other studies.
The systematic approach presented in Section 5 can also provide accurate‐enough solutions if
only minimum energy losses have to be estimated. If the size and locations of the PV generators
must be estimated with some accuracy, then the conventional Monte Carlo method should be
considered.
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The application of the approaches based on the Monte Carlo method can also be applied to
multifeeder distribution systems. Reference [20] proposes a divide‐and‐conquer approach that
can speed up the calculations in multifeeder systems by using also parallel computing.
Some important conclusions are obtained from the comparison between results obtained in
this chapter and those presented in [19]. Although the test system was the same in both studies,
the results are different. As discussed above, there are several reasons: the energy losses to be
minimized in the current study did not include substation losses; the model used for repre‐
senting PV generation was different in both studies; and there were significant differences
between the yearly curves used to represent the time variation of node loads.
It is important to keep in mind that the allocation of distributed generators in actual deregu‐
lated systems is not made following a sequential connection of generation units whose sizes
are selected to minimize energy losses; in addition, the time at which each unit is connected
to the system does not follow any specific pattern (i.e., it can be assumed random). In fact, the
procedure implemented for this work can cope with any pattern of DG connections. On the
other hand, the long‐term evaluation has shown that the maximum reduction of energy losses
is achieved by connecting the largest generation unit at the beginning of the period with little
room for more energy loss reduction in subsequent years. Remember that for a radial feeder
with a uniformly distributed load and an active power demand of 9 kW at every node, the
optimum size of the first unit to be allocated should be more than 2000 kW. The usefulness of
this study is in the insight it provides about the impact that the connection of PV generation
can have on the system energy losses, that is, utilities can obtain from this or similar studies
important information about the maximum loss reduction they should expect.
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Abstract
Middleware architectures have proven to be of major importance when dealing with
distributed systems, as they are able to abstract the inevitable heterogeneity of the
hardware devices present in a deployment with the aim of offering a collection of
interfaces  and  resources  of  homogeneous  appearance  to  the  upper,  application‐
oriented layers. In an energy‐based distributed system as the Smart Grid, this role is
replicated, as the hardware devices that are found, while essentially related to the power
grid and the functionalities that can be extracted from it (advanced metering infrastruc‐
ture, remote terminal units, renewable energy resources, etc.), still present the same
challenges that other distributed systems are expected to deal with, such as heteroge‐
neous features, different information formats, diversity of their performance proce‐
dures, or integration and interconnectivity issues. Therefore, a middleware architecture
is still of major usability in the power grid. This chapter offers information about the
common features that are present in a middleware architecture that works under the
requirements and use cases typical of the Smart Grid, as well as offers examples on how
middleware integrates legacy, proprietary, and newly developed pieces of equipment
within the same distributed energy grid.
Keywords: middleware, distributed systems, software architecture, data manage‐
ment, service integration
1. Introduction
Interconnecting hardware devices of different features has been a challenge faced repeated times
in different areas of knowledge. It started as a task to be done at the network layer, where different
proprietary systems struggled to communicate with each other when equipment from differ‐
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ent manufacturers had to cooperate in retrieving and exchanging information. Some of the most
prominent organizations regarding standardization (ISO, CCITT) started working back in the
late 1970s [1] in a layered solution that would allow interoperability among different pieces of
equipment while (open system interconnection (OSI) model), around the same time, another
layered architecture would impose its own criteria in order to solve interconnectivity challeng‐
es (transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) model). While those solutions—
especially  the  latter  one,  which became widely adopted in  the  following years—offered
reasonably accurate patterns on what could be obtained from each of the layers (implementa‐
tion details were left to each of the manufacturers, which only had to guarantee that their products
would be compliant with the specifications described in each of the layers),  few holistic
implementations were offered upper than the network layer. This fact implied that despite the
network and lower layers had standardized protocols that would accomplish the expected
functionalities  for  connection‐oriented  and  connectionless  communications,  solving  the
challenges associated with the different formats for data representation in upper levels (as
session or presentation in the OSI model, and most of the application layer in TCP/IP) would
still be a major challenge, as increasingly differing devices were being used in distributed systems.
As far as the Smart Grid is concerned, each of the microgrids that are involved in the larger
deployment might count with appliances that have little to do with the ones that are found in
another one. For example, advanced metering infrastructure may provide different services and
be developed by a different company in one microgrid if compared to another one; even the
same one is likely to have pieces of equipment from different vendors. Advanced end users or
developers with enough know‐how are willing to create their own smart meters by integrat‐
ing hardware and software solutions reliant on open source technologies to provide services,
thus adding a degree on unpredictability in the information formats that are used throughout
the Smart Grid. If some other devices and/or resources are taken into account (RTUs, DERs,
RESs, etc.), the differences among the infrastructures and hardware components grow expo‐
nentially. Clearly, a solution that goes beyond purely network‐based communications, which
are oblivious to the meaning of the information that is interchanged (only network datagrams
are considered, thus leaving the data unprocessed and without knowledge inference), is required
for upper layers.
Fortunately, middleware can be used to solve these issues. Middleware can be defined as a
software‐based layer located between the lower, network‐ and hardware‐based layers and the
higher, application‐based ones, which has as its main functionality the abstraction of the
underlying heterogeneity associated with the different hardware devices participating in a
distributed deployment, in a way that a collection of homogeneous‐looking interfaces (more
specifically, a set of application programming interfaces or APIs) will be offered to the end
users of the application layer. The main functionality of middleware becomes evident in
Figure 1: despite the different data formats used by the devices located in different levels, the
middleware layer still homogenizes the collected data from lower ones, withholding the
underlying heterogeneity of the whole system.
When all is said and done, middleware architectures are used in heterogeneous, noncentral‐
ized systems where data collection is scattered throughout a collection of different pieces of
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equipment responsible for harvesting data, transferring them and either taking decisions or
executing commands made by human beings. When considering how energy production,
transport, and consumption can be managed, it becomes clear that if it is done in a distributed
manner and using the infrastructure of a smart grid, middleware can be very convenient for
a plethora of tasks: 
1. A middleware architecture in a distributed system effectively acts as the “glue” that puts
together many different hardware and software entities. It processes the data in a way
that it will be offered to users and applications (human operators, mobile apps, etc.)
oblivious to the underlying complexity and different appliances used in the distributed
energy generation systems.
2. A middleware architecture can be used to enhance the available services developed for
the system. If, for example, load balance, context awareness, real‐time pricing, security,
semantic capabilities or data aggregation functionalities are desired, they can be added
as part of the middleware architecture in case they cannot be installed either as part of the
hardware or the applications. This is a situation that happens more often than not, as
applications may be too lightweight to be able to perform calculations expected from
different features (statistic information, big data management) and hardware devices
might be either not powerful enough to perform those calculations, or may be proprietary
and/or legacy devices that cannot be reprogrammed, or else they would be regarded as
“hacked” by their vendors.
3. A middleware architecture allows the creation or enhancement of business models, as it
can be used under different kinds of service paradigms, such as Software‐as‐a‐Service or
Platform‐as‐a‐Service. In addition to that, application developers can have a very easy
time connecting to the middleware architecture their own pieces of work, as they only
need to care about the upper level interfaces that the middleware architecture offers them.
Figure 1. Generic middleware architecture for the Smart Grid.
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4. Prosumers can manage the amount of energy in a more flexible manner, as they are able
to use the services that are in the middleware to decide how much or when to pour their
produced electricity into the power grid, they can coordinate with other users to offer a
better price for the energy, etc.
There are several parameters that must be considered when a middleware architecture is to
be developed for a system:
a. How transferred information is going to be homogenized: the data transferred by different
devices located at the last mile of the distributed system may be made by different
manufacturers that use their own proprietary data format. Due to that, it becomes even
more evident that middleware is useful to solve this kind of challenges. However, it has
to be figured out the way that data formats will be the same for all the existing devices.
One of the ways that can be used to solve that issue is by using semantic resources as
common information model or CIM [2]. CIM is a standard somewhat resembling unified
modeling language that can be used as a way to design software in a smart grid‐based
system. In addition to that, CIM can be extended by additions done in a microgrid, so they
will be added to the overall available libraries. An architecture based on CIM relies heavily
on semantics, which can also be used as a way to create or extend existing ontologies that
will not only expand the collection of terms and associations among those terms, but also
add more capabilities to the middleware using them, as the capacity of inferring knowl‐
edge from information or even raw data will be of major importance for taking decisions.
b. Functional and nonfunctional requirements that are to be born in mind when designing
the middleware architecture: functional requirements will be turned into use cases that
represent the functionalities expected from a distributed, energy‐based system. These
requirements are conceived to improve the existing state of the art at micro‐ and macro‐
services level: on the one hand, already present services must be improved in terms of
efficiency (doing the same task faster) and complexity (more complicated tasks can be
performed as well). On the other hand, new services can be included in the middleware
architecture that can be based on purely software capabilities (context awareness,
semantic capabilities, publish/subscribe paradigm, security) or more involved in distrib‐
uted energy generation (load balance, demand side management, tariff calculation).
c. Present and already functioning models must be studied as well. One of the most widely
known is the smart grid architecture model or SGAM [3], where different layers (compo‐
nent, communication, information, function, business) are responsible for different
attributes that model a whole Smart Grid system with a holistic point of view. While there
is a considerable room for improvement and innovation, this and more models and
proposals can be used as a starting point for further studies and developments.
Overall, research activities done to develop the middleware architecture must consider the
current state of the art to have a good grasp of the status of the existing solutions (especially
regarding the open issues and challenges that remain to be dealt with), improving it with
functional and nonfunctional requirements, either being inferred from the state of the art or
motivated by a research project, and obtaining use cases from those requirements, which will
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result in software modules that satisfy them. Special care has also to be taken to how infor‐
mation will become standardized in the system, as well as the possible constrains that are
introduced by nonfunctional requirements. The resulting output will be a middleware
architecture that will be compliant with previously formulated objectives: it will be distributed,
enhanced with several software modules and capable to manage energy generation and
distribution. Typically, it will result in a layered architecture that will handle hardware and
application information at the lower and higher borders, whereas there will be a core area with
all the services required for data management and distributed energy functionalities.
This chapter is devoted to the definition of middleware architectures for distributed systems
and how they can be used in an environment related to distributed generation of energy, such
as the smart grid. The main features of middleware will be displayed, as well as a methodology
to do research on this topic, and a collection of services design that can be used as a templated
for future implementation works.
2. Methodology for middleware design in the Smart Grid
When considering the requirements to build a middleware architecture focused on the
functionalities to be made use of in the Smart Grid, there are some facts that must be observed.
Since research activities should be used here as a tool to build a commercial, usable solution
that will effectively improve the already existing power grid, three lines of work will be
followed, that is to say, the state of the art regarding existing developments, functional and
nonfunctional requirements and the homogenization procedures that will be carried out for
the main functionalities of the middleware. Following each of these, three lines will have
different impacts on the methodology, as each of them deals with a different side of the
Figure 2. Middleware location and main functionality.
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challenges for designing the architecture. For example, the study on the state of the art will
result in acquiring knowledge not only regarding the existing solutions, but also their most
usual strengths and weaknesses. Similarly, functional and nonfunctional requirements will
imply the elaboration of a plethora of use cases that will result in a sequence of actions that
will have their usability established by the nonfunctional requirements defining the system
(more specifically, nonfunctional requirements will describe how the middleware architecture
present in the Smart Grid will be and functional requirements will depict what that middle‐
ware architecture is capable of doing). Finally, homogenization solutions define what kind of
data models are going to be used for information representation once the processed data are
handled to the upper layers of the deployment. The synergy of these three lines of research
will result in a middleware architecture suitable for the Smart Grid, as depicted in Figure 2.
The different software components and features will be a matter to be described in the next
chapter, once the procedures to design a middleware architecture for the Smart Grid are fully
understood.
2.1. Study of the state of the art in middleware architectures
The study of the already available solutions regarding middleware architectures for the Smart
Grid should come as the first step to be done when developing a new one. The logic behind
this reasoning is getting a grasp of the features and possibilities of the already developed
works, as it is more cost‐efficient in terms of monetary and time resources counting with some
previous point to start the actual development, rather than having to “reinvent the wheel”
every time a new architecture has to be designed and implemented. Depending on the needs
of one deployment, the capabilities of one solution might be enough for the requirements of
the project, albeit it should be considered as a symptom of having not so original work or
research objectives. Besides, it has to be taken into account that some of the solutions might
have not been disseminated enough, and in fact they could be only partial implementations
of theoretical proposals, with little to no code available to be reused or at least be employed
as a template for a development done from scratch. The tools that can be used to get a grasp
on the available solutions are as follows:
• Scientific papers: these are one of the most common know‐how resources that can be used
to have an idea of the work carried out in a particular area of knowledge. Typically, it is best
to use a scientific‐themed search engine in order to look for scientific papers, so that a
collection of them will be composed and they can be consulted in search for relevant
information. Relevant search engines with scientific papers to show are Google Scholar [4]
or the IEEE Xplorer Digital Library [5]. It is not rare that some of these search engines have
their full load of content only accessible under a subscription, where a monthly fee has to
be paid to access to all the data. Nevertheless, some institutions (research centers, univer‐
sities, etc.) pay for that service and offer it in a transparent manner to their own members
(research staff, students, etc.). Several academic publishing companies may also have a
scientific search engine in their websites. As far as information collection from other
purposes is concerned, there are two kind of scientific papers that can be taken into account,
which can be categorized as survey‐themed and innovation‐themed papers. Usually,
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survey‐themed papers have already collected the state of the art of a particular topic that
could match with a varying degree of accuracy the one that the researchers are aiming their
efforts to. They can be expected to contain a list of solutions already published and tested
depending on the location of their area of interest (e.g., theoretical proposals may have been
tested in a laboratory or in a research institution, whereas project‐related ones might have
to prove the exploitability of their concepts from a more business‐oriented point of view, or
have to be deployed during a long period of time). Innovation‐themed papers are more
focused on describing a novel idea that implies a step forward in the boundaries of knowl‐
edge on a certain topic. These latter ones often contain a Related Works section where
available solutions (at the time of having the innovation‐themed paper published) are
reviewed to an extent. Experienced readers of scientific papers are usually capable of
distinguishing which content or kind of paper is more interesting for their goals.
• Online and offline literature: One of the most obvious ways to obtain information from a
topic is consulting books on it. These resources might be found both as online (eBooks, online
journals) and offline resources (hardcopy books and journals). Academic publishers and
journals are one of the longest existing sources of relevant information in research for
different areas of knowledge. It is not uncommon to find out that some of them started
publishing scientific works during the nineteenth century [6]. As far as middleware is
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dissemination and documentation of the very project that is being funded. The easiest way
to obtain material from research projects is checking their own websites [14, 15], although
members of the consortium made by all the partners participating in the project can be
contacted as well, provided that they offer contact details. The available online materials
that can be downloaded from the websites of those projects can be very diverse; the most
usual ones include public deliverables (documents with features of different parts or tasks
from the project that describe the development tasks that have been carried out), an index
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of the publications associated with the project (showing the name of the publication, its
authors and the journal where it was accepted) and the partners that are included in the
consortium responsible for the execution of the project.
• Repositories and hosting services: as far as implementation works are concerned, a possible
starting point to create a new software solution can be obtaining feedback from the online
available code in order to get an idea on how to create a software development, design
software functionalities or even debug some already developed code. The most widely
known repository of these characteristics is GitHub [16], where code that is willingly
uploaded by a large number of developers can be obtained, improved and shared again, as
long as the person interested in obtaining and sharing data creates an account in the site.
Although repositories can be a useful place to get some immediate knowledge on a specific
task, the code that is shown is usually provided “as is,” without any guarantee of it working
flawlessly (in the end, it makes sense that is done like that, as it is obtained cost‐free) or
completely fulfilling the tasks it was expected to perform.
• Social networks: There are some scientific research social networks that can also be used as
a way to collect information from the current state of the art in one area of knowledge, as
the members of those networks can be scientists with a high level of expertise [17] able to
provide some background information. As it happens with repositories and hosting
services, scientific social networks must be approached with a degree of caution, since
reliability of social networks as a way to obtain feedback is usually way lower than the one
obtained from more orthodox sources, as the quantity and quality of the answers relies on
quantity and quality of the peers willing to provide their know‐how in one topic. It is not
uncommon to obtain misleading or plainly wrong answers to a question that will hinder
the undergoing research. Social networks should be used in close cooperation—and
subordination—to other more scientifically sound sources rather than being taken as the
only source of research material.
2.2. Election of functional and nonfunctional requirements
From the resource usage point of view, the requirements for a Smart Grid middleware
architecture may vary from one deployment to another, but in the end, they result similar in
most of the cases. Functional requirements are strongly related to the functionalities that are
expected from a system of these features. They involve a certain number of capabilities that
the system (by system, it is meant the microgrid that is deployed as part of a wider Smart Grid)
offers to some actors, who may or may not be human beings (machinery located outside the
Smart Grid, e.g., may make use of services offered by it, such as tariff policy elaboration and
modification in real time).
On the other hand, nonfunctional requirements are very specific features that are imposed on
the system, which will have an impact in system performance (by setting a minimum level of
certain parameters or limiting the capabilities of the system). Rather than describing or being
related to system functionalities, they set the boundaries for them, so that the functional
requirements will be fulfilled with success within the borders set by the nonfunctional ones.
The reasons for having strict nonfunctional requirements are varied and are usually due to
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technical (hardware capabilities of the devices used in the microgrid, open or proprietary
hardware, location of the required appliances in a deployment) or economical (budget limits,
Service Level Agreements, reutilization of already existing premises and/or equipment)
motivations.
2.2.1. Functional requirements
When actors become engaged to the functional requirements the latter start being referred to
as use cases. According to the principles of software engineering, use cases can be defined as
a group of events and actions performed within the boundaries of a system for the benefit of
some actors out of it, but using the system. In this context, functional requirements define those
events and actions to be made by the power grid once it has been enhanced with a middleware
architecture, so the latter is pivotal to obtain the desired performance from the former. A few
of the most common use cases are as follows:
• Device registration: When one new device is added to the microgrid, its existence must be
acknowledged by the whole system in order to obtain and provide data used to perform
the functionalities described by the functional requirements. The most usual new equipment
to be added are smart meters, as the last mile infrastructure of a microgrid integrated in the
Smart Grid is more likely to change than the core of equipment and technologies (due to
client rotation, more frequent smart meter substitution due to low prices, etc.).
• Data request: As in any distributed system, data will be offered as a service for the end users
at the peripheral zone of the system. For them, data will be of critical importance in order
to make decisions regarding their energy consumption or the services they would like to
obtain from Smart Grid stakeholders such as the transmission system operator (TSO) or
even the distribution system operator (DSO), in case they count with their own supply of
renewable energy systems (RESs). Data can be requested with end user intervention
(information for end‐user mobile apps or web applications in a more general) or without it
(bidirectional data transfers between advanced metering infrastructure and the core of the
Smart Grid).
• Alarm triggering: Alarms might be triggered in the microgrid if an unforeseen event takes
place; they can be related to some kind of economic feature (tariff limits, overspending,
waste of energy) or a physical one (damage in one piece of the installed equipment, software
failures). As it can be guessed, alarms are usually triggered by either the software installed
in the distributed pieces of equipment or by the equipment themselves, rather than by any
end user (unless they have been given the option to do so by means of an application).
These use cases can be expressed in a more formalized manner by means of unified modeling
language (UML). As it is implied by its name, UML is a software modeling language that is
profusely used for software design as a previous step to implementation works [18]. Since one
of its main goals is describing in a graphical and accurate manner the features of one system,
as well as the relationships among its different components, it comes in handy for the repre‐
sentation of the uses cases that will be studied at the middleware architecture level. UML
makes use of many different diagrams to explain the different functionalities and viewpoints
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of one system; for example, computational analysis can be used to have a reference of the
different subsystems that are used in the overall middleware architecture, along with the
relationships that are held among them. Thus, subsystem diagrams are used in order to depict
those relations and subsystems. Additionally, functional analysis is used to describe some
other features of the system related with the functional requirements: it is here where the use
case diagrams that show the defined use cases, along with their links to the actor taking part
of the system as external stakeholders, are represented. Use case diagrams are employed to
describe elements of the Smart Grid (as it is shown in the Figure 3), display the actors involved
in the system, the use cases that have been contemplated, the boundaries of the system
containing those use cases and the relations between use cases and actors. While the content
of the use cases might differ greatly from one are of knowledge from other (a microgrid is very
different from a wireless sensor network or a group of cooperating robots), their representation
varies little among them.
Figure 3. Use case diagram for common use cases.
At the same time, component diagrams depict the different software elements that make a
subsystem and how they obtain resources one from the other by means of component interfaces
that transfer the information among the existing components. Some other diagrams are
advised to be used for functional analysis; for example, sequence diagrams show the set of
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steps that are made for a use case to be completed. Each of those steps is a software instance
that is needed to get through to complete the flow of actions that will end up providing the
service, as each of them provides a significant inner action for the fulfillment of the requirement
defined by the use case. Sequence diagrams must be interpreted in a bi‐dimensional fashion:
the horizontal axis represents the direction of the information exchange (which uses the
software instances and the name given to the actions that communicate one instance with the
other in both directions), whereas the vertical one represents the time that is used by each of
the software entities in the flow of the represented use case. Last but not least, those software
entities and action names are better represented by the usage of class diagrams, which gather
the different actions to be taken as methods or functions within the software instances that
were used in the sequence diagram as instances. Class diagrams are usually very close to the
implementation stage, which is typically carried out after the classes and methods defined by
this diagram become definitive. An example of sequence diagrams for the already studied use
cases is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Sequence diagrams for the previously shown use cases.
Here, it can be seen in the first sequence diagram how a typical device registration procedure
would take place: the interface of the device that is going to be registered keeps the hardware
in touch with the communication services enabled in the Smart Grid. By means of this interface,
a first request message is sent. This message is transferred throughout the communications
system (which will typically involve IP communications at the network level and TCP/UDP
at the transport one) until it reaches the middleware component responsible for receiving
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request messages from devices (hardware abstractor). This component will send the received
message to the software module in charge of formatting the messages delivered from levels
located lower than the middleware layer (standardization). This is the message, formatted
according to what has been defined for the middleware (and containing all the information
regarding the services that can be offered by the device that is going to be registered) that will
be used for registration. Commonly, a registration acknowledgement message will be sent as
a reply to the device that requested the registration and data transfer will be ready to be done,
although depending on the degree of control that is given to the end user, the registration
request may be sent to the application access point to be evaluated by a human operator. The
other two sequence diagrams deal with data interchanges and alarm triggering. Data are
requested from an application connected to the middleware via the application access point
and is sent though the standardization module in order to have it sent according to the format
that is understandable by the hardware device that is being requested. Hardware abstractor
sends the request through the network layer until it is received by the interface at the very
device capable of providing the service. Once the data are collected, they can be sent back to
the middleware architecture by means of the communications network until they are received
again at the application access point, which will interface with the application to deliver the
data. Alarm triggering is a process used to inform the end user about an abnormal situation
that has happened in the grid. Depending on the nature of the alarm, it might be sent by either
the hardware component that has detected the issue or other system entities, such as a
middleware module. When the issue is detected by a hardware device (as depicted in
Figure 4), a message containing information about it will be sent through the communication
system to the middleware components previously depicted (hardware abstractor, standardi‐
zation) until it reaches the application access point, which will send it the application as an
alarm that has been push from the underlying system.
As far as the Smart Grid is concerned, the boundaries of those use cases are frequently defined
by the most hardware‐based elements of the deployment (power grid appliances, smart
meters, etc.) on one side, and the closest software entity possible to an end user (mobile app,
website, etc.). Hence, the sequence diagrams are representing the relations among those border
elements by means of action interchanges among some other, more internal software instances.
Another very accurate representation of the different stages used to design a middleware
architecture can be found in [19]. Here, it is explained how the different functionalities and
software modules are conceived, related and located in the middleware system.
2.2.2. Nonfunctional requirements
The other kind of requirements that was presented is the nonfunctional ones. As it happened
with the former, they are present in almost any imaginable distributed system, although they
can appear in any other system that is not distributed, as long as some boundaries are imposed
to have a system working under realistic circumstances. Nonfunctional requirements are a
group of features that strictly define the main features that establish what a system is. This is
something that must be born in mind, as sometimes they can be loosely interpreted as the
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boundaries of one system. Nonfunctional requirements have been used for quite a while in
the design of both hardware and software products. For example, nonfunctional requirements
established during the design stages of the popular Citroën 2CV where used to devise “a design
brief for a low‐priced, rugged “umbrella on four wheels” that would enable four small farmers / peasants
to drive 50 kg (110 lb) of farm goods to market at 50 km/h (31 mph)” [20]. By defining what that car
would be, the boundaries of that design were implicitly mentioned as well. It is easy to regard
nonfunctional requirements as constrains; however, they usually describe features that are
necessary to understand the system that is being design, rather than imposing mutilating
conditions to the system.
As for the middleware architectures for the Smart Grid, nonfunctional requirements are often
focused on the properties that both distributed systems and the power grid have: on the one
hand, features as scalability, resilience or data security impact the system from a distributed
software development point of view. On the other hand, electricity distribution characteristics
as power consumption or load peak limits have their own impact in the design of the overall
system too.
2.3. Semantics and middleware architectures
As previously stated, the main reason for middleware architecture to exist is its capacity to
homogenize the different information representation formats that are received from lower
layer elements. Among the several software tools that can be used to carry out this function‐
ality, semantics is one of the most effective. In information and communication technologies,
semantics can be defined as the capability of a system to infer knowledge form gathered data
so that the meaning of the transmitted data will be apprehended by it and the system will be
able to use it in the future to optimize its overall performance. The core idea around semantics
is that raw data are not only meant to be transmitted from one remote location to another but
also processed in a way that will make the system able to infer the actual meaning of the
information that is being transmitted throughout the distributed system. For example, should
raw data be transmitted about temperature in an equipment, a semantically enhanced system
will be able to both transfer the data and assess them, so that an educated decision can be taken
with regards of the information transmitted. In a nutshell, a middleware architecture using
semantics will have learnt, or inferred, that a very higher than usual temperature means that
there is some kind of trouble with the appliance or the geographical area the temperature
reading was retrieved from.
Semantics become implemented in a more tangible way by means of ontologies. An ontology
is a collection of terms and definitions of wide use in a software system (which may be
distributed or not, but it is assumed here that it will be so, as the rules of ontologies also apply
to them), along with the relationships between those terms, to the point that it should be
considered more as a graph with interrelated elements rather than a dictionary [21]. In addition
to that, an ontology can be updated to incorporate new elements or even drop deprecated ones,
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so the knowledge that is acquired by the system can be refreshed as it works during its usual
lifespan, thus becoming “wiser” as time goes on.
As described in [19], a semantic module usually consists of several parts:
• An action collector that will retrieve the actions that are being carried out by the system.
The pace for collecting actions data can be adapted to the needs of the system, ranging from
several times during the day to an almost real‐time pace. The smaller of that time span the
work strain is put to the whole module (and by proxy, the middleware architecture), though.
• An inference managing entity that infers knowledge for the system, based on the actions
that have been collected, the rules fixed for the system and another repository for stored
facts.
• A rules repository that stores the norms that have been fixed for the system. They are of
major importance to decide whether an action should be triggered or not.
• A facts repository where the past actions that were gathered by the action collector are kept.
• An action trigger component that will be used to send commands whenever the semantic
module rules it is necessary. This component comes especially in handy for managing
alarms and events.
The most popular semantics element used in the Smart Grid is the CIM [2], which defines its
own ontology for most of the pieces of equipment that can be found in a power grid. The
representation of CIM is identical to what can be expected from a UML one; this can be deemed
as a token of the increasing involvement of software engineering in the power grid.
Figure 5. Waterfall model for software design and development tasks for middleware.
Overall, the methodology used to design a middleware for the Smart Grid may be flexible to
an extent. For example, the traditional waterfall model can be used to complete the interme‐
diation layer until all its expected functionalities have been performed (see Figure 5), even
though it is advisable to have some feedback in each of the stages in the very likely case that
any bug or deviation from the scheduled functionalities has to be dealt with. Usually, when
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tackling the implementation stage, there are five steps that must be taken into account to
successfully complete the development works of the middleware architecture:
• A decision must be made regarding which hardware devices present in the Smart Grid
deployment will be used to have the middleware installed. There might be some appliances
that are proprietary solutions without any possibility to have new software installed.
• The software platform that is going to be used to have all the software components installed
must also be chosen. It should be capable to work in a distributed way, sending messages
from one part of the platform to other ones located remotely. Enterprise service bus
architectures (ESBs) work in a suitable manner to solve this challenge, and they can send
messages among different software components embedded in them.
• The software packages that are developed to implement the services that are going to be
located in the middleware architecture must be codified once the hardware devices and the
software platform have been defined.
• Connectivity among the software modules that have been implemented must be guaranteed
in order to have them all able to send and receive information whenever there are data to
be transmitted through the middleware architecture, either toward the application layer
being used by the last mile clients or the network layer interconnecting the deployed
appliances.
• Connectivity among the different elements outside the middleware must be accomplished
so that there will be a seamless integration of all the subsystems that conform the Smart Grid
(or at least, the microgrid where they have been deployed) and data can be transferred from/
to the applications developed on top of the middleware architecture to/from the hardware
devices present in the system deployment done.
3. Services and components in a layered middleware architecture
The deployments where middleware architectures are used have some important similarities,
as it has already been hinted in several sections. These can be easily obtained by taking into
account the most usual functional requirements that are expected from those deployments,
that is, (a) hardware abstraction for communications between the intermediate software layer
and the pieces of equipment in the Smart Grid, (b) semantic capabilities to make the overall
system smarter, (c) upper‐level access points to the applications that are interconnected to the
middleware, (d) registration of the detected devices, (e) other services as context awareness,
security, etc. Arguably, wherever a middleware architecture becomes deployed, those services
are taken for granted by the end user, who will count on them without noticing which software
or hardware entity is providing them. Taking that fact into account, a generic middleware layer
can be defined that will be matching most of the requirements that have been imposed to the
system. The appearance of the architecture is displayed in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. Waterfall model for software design and development tasks for middleware.
The services that are going to be offered have been divided into four different kinds, each of
them composing groups of services that are located in different places according to their
characteristics. They are as follows:
• Low‐level services: These are the ones that are more closely interacting with the pieces of
equipment where the middleware architecture has been deployed. Basically, they are
responsible for receiving the data that is transferred from the interfaces of the appliances
that are used in a microgrid. Consequently, definition of the behavior of the low‐level
interfaces between middleware and hardware is critical for the correct delivery of the
information. There are several protocols that can be used for that matter. For example, Java
Message Service (JMS) [22] can be used between entities capable of understanding that
programming language. Another protocol suitable for this task is advanced message
queuing protocol (AMQP) [23] which is able to communicate devices by means of message
queuing. The information interchange will be performed by using hardware adaptor
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modules, which will change their codification depending on the nature of the devise that
are interfaced.
• Distributed energy generation services: These are the services that are most closely related
to the Smart Grid capabilities. Furthermore, this is the module that is most prone to changes,
as the services that are required from one microgrid deployment to another one (let alone
a completely different distributed system) may differ greatly. The most usual services that
can be found are for load balance (defining the shared amount of resources that each of the
elements present in the grid is going to cooperate with to deliver energy), making decisions
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The most usual way for them to be using each of the functionalities is expressed in Figure 7.
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required and some others may not, in the different ways that were described by the sequence
diagrams. The services that have been described here are the ones that are most popular and
useful for a system of the features presented here (distributed systems that enhance the regular
power grid). Nevertheless, there might be some other ones that are more important for
punctual environments or developments.
Figure 7. Software subsystems within the generic middleware architecture for the Smart Grid.
4. A real case study for middleware in the smart grid
The ideas described in this chapter have been put into practice in several application domains.
One of them is regarding a European project called e‐GOTHAM [26] that involved building a
Smart Grid where several pieces of advanced metering infrastructure and power grid‐related
appliances were integrated by means of a semantic middleware architecture. The designed
semantic middleware architecture was published as a scientific research work [27] and an
implementation of it, with all the necessary software components for that specific iteration,
was used in the Finnish city of Ylivieska [28]. The overall structure of the power grid network
(with the middleware architecture installed in a machine) was also reported as a standardi‐
zation and dissemination activity [29] and is presented in Figure 8 in a high‐level manner.
As described, there are several buildings located in the city of Ylivieska (Concert Hall, schools,
a power plant, etc.) using several hardware parts (such as wireless sensor networks) that can
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be regarded as AMI. That infrastructure is interconnected by means of local controllers that,
depending on their capabilities or whether they are proprietary or open solutions, either can
have middleware modules installed, or will rely on the middleware components installed in
the central controller. It is this central controller where most of the software modules of the
middleware are present, in accordance with the referred architecture (device registration,
semantic capabilities, access points to the application layer, etc.). The framework that has been
used to have all the software components contained was an open source Enterprise Service
Bus, currently known as JBoss Fuse [30]. Collection of data was made from those buildings
and presented in a web application with some ancillary functions added (e.g., energy con‐
sumption forecast). Other projects, such as I3RES [31], have used similar ideas in order to build
middleware architectures for the Smart Grid that have been used in living labs such as
Steinkjer, a Norwegian city that often participates in this kind of purposes [32].
5. Conclusions
The usage of middleware architectures for the Smart Grid offer clear benefits on the deploy‐
ments where they are installed: they guarantee that many different pieces of hardware can
cooperate seamlessly (regardless of the manufacturer that makes them or the data represen‐
tation formats that they use), offer different services when applications of devices cannot
deliver them, upgrade the system so that it will be able to infer information from the transferred
data to be used in the future and improve the services that can be used by the power grid,
turning them into a smarter entity capable of providing more information and making smarter
decisions. In addition to that there are several middleware modules (hardware abstraction
Figure 8. Microgrid deployment with the middleware architecture.
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modules, context awareness, data aggregation, decision making modules) that are almost
mandatory if the full potential of middleware is to be obtained. Fortunately, its widespread
usage makes possible that, by collecting information from other proposals or studying the state
of the art, can either have some previously developed modules adapted to the need of the
middleware architecture in one particular system, or develop new ones with a reduced amount
of work, as some guidelines have been offer in this chapter to do so.
The key contribution of this chapter is the summarization of prominent knowledge that has
been noticed throughout distributed systems and software architectures research to come to
the conclusion that, since there is a plethora of services that will almost always be required, a
generic middleware architecture, with a very well defined set of functionalities, can be used
whenever middleware is required. This idea can be used for successive deployments that
might improve the Smart Grid even further, shortening development times and making a more
cost‐efficient use of economic resources.
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Abstract
Distributed generation (DG) systems are the key for implementation of micro/smart grids
of today, and energy storages are becoming an integral part of such systems. Advance‐
ment in technology now ensures power storage and delivery from few seconds to days/
months. But an effective management of the distributed energy resources and its storage
systems is essential to ensure efficient operation and long service life. This chapter presents
the issues faced in integrating renewables in DG and the growing necessity of energy
storages. Types of energy storage systems (ESSs) and their applications have also been
detailed. A brief literature study on energy management of ESSs in distributed micro‐
grids has also been included. This is followed by a simple case study to illustrate the need
and effect of management of ESSs in distributed systems.
Keywords: energy storage, distributed generation, energy management, renewable,
battery
1. Introduction
Distributed generation (DG) and electricity market liberalization have been the key drivers for
the evolution of the concept of small-scale energy sources. Growing concerns about climatic
changes further encouraged the use of renewable energy sources to ensure energy conserva‐
tion and sustainability. But integrating renewable energy is turning out to be a real challenge
for the smooth operation of DGs. Renewable power especially faces concern regarding power
quality. Grid operators face immense issues in scheduling the generated power from the DGs,
especially due to renewables and heat-driven energy sources which are difficult to be forecast‐
ed. DG may be the key to implement the much talked about micro grids and smart grids of today
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
to ensure a clean and green energy portfolio. However, many issues as listed above need to be
addressed to enable  successful  integration of  DGs in the power grid.  Thus,  an effective
management of the generating resources in the DG network is very essential.
Energy storages can be incorporated for energy management in many ways. Conventional
usage of energy storage devices was mostly for long-term storage applications. But now they
can be used for power storage and delivery from few seconds to days and months. Energy
storage systems (ESSs) can act as spinning reserves for providing short-term power supply to
manage instant variability in DG-generated power. They can compensate for the intermittency
and variability of renewable resources and improve the power quality and reliability. ESSs can
also provide ancillary services to enable quality power delivery to the end users. Optimized
selection, sizing and siting of ESS will be critical for design engineers. Efficient management
of energy generated in a DG system can enhance the performance of the system, thereby
enabling quality and reliable power delivery. Market prices and other economic dynamics
have great impact on the operation of DGs, in which case storage systems can act as added
assets to achieve better economic dispatch solutions. Storage systems have proved to improve
voltage stability, to smoothen wind power variations, to incorporate peak shaving and load
leveling features. The main drawback of storage is its maintenance issues and life cycle failures.
Effective implementation and usage of energy storages in the distributed grid requires
intelligent and flexible energy management strategies capable of handling the dynamics of
distributed systems, while ensuring effective and efficient usage of the storage device. The
simplest energy management strategy avoids over charging/discharging of the storage.
However, further implementation of hardware-in-loop simulations, optimization algorithms
and other intelligent tools and techniques have now been attempted to propose advanced
energy management scheme strategies to improve storage lifetime and operability.
2. Growth of renewable power generation
Energy crisis emerging from the early 1970s with increased environmental concern was the
key factor for setting the foundation for development of renewable sources for electric power
generation. Countries like Denmark, Germany and the United States led the green energy
mission by creating critical markets and policy targets for development of renewable energy.
Awareness on climatic change and its adverse effects further fueled this tremendous drive to
reduce emissions and generate environment-friendly energy. Renewable power generation
has seen accelerated growth in the developing countries, as it provided a means to reduce
dependability on imported nonrenewable fuels. In the earlier days, renewable power was only
advocated by scientists and environmentalists but with declining costs and expanding markets
it eventually emerged as an implementable solution to improve energy security and diversify
the energy portfolio of nations. The overall energy supply from renewables has grown to 76
EJ with a total investment amounting to 214.4 billion USD in 2013 which is a 30% increase from
the scenario in 2004 [1]. Fastest growth of renewables has been recorded in the power sector
with 560 GW being generated from renewables in 2013.
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Solar photovoltaics (PV) grabbed the highest growth rate of about 38% (average growth every
year) in these 10 years. Wind power saw rapid expansion all over the world with many
countries beginning to join in every year. Though China and the United States saw a mild
decline in the wind market, it is still expanding due to technological improvements and fall in
prices. Hydropower also increased in the last decade with many joint-venture large-scale
projects being implemented. At the same time with microturbines installed on small streams
and waterfalls, micro hydropower is also viewed as being a good complementary source to
other renewables like wind and solar. Ocean energy is still in developmental stage, with France
being the only country to have a functional tidal power plant with rated capacity of 240 MW.
3. Microgrids and DG
Growing power demand is predicted to be highly devastating for our environment as power
generation is the highest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. Also, rapid depletion of
conventional energy resources and increasing fuel prices are crippling the economy of many
countries. With technological advances, many renewables are now competing as alternative
energy sources to conventional fossil fuels. Conventional power generation was highly
centralized due to geographical concentration of energy sources. It also faced many issues like
need for extraction infrastructure of generated power, losses in transmission and distribution
and lacked the flexibility of being set up at desired locations. This led to conceptualization of
DG, wherein the power generation takes place at/near the load centers by many small grid-
connected power generating sources called distributed energy resources (DERs) which are
mostly renewable in nature. Due to abundance of availability of natural renewable sources
like solar and wind, these DERs could be set up anywhere making the DGs flexible, decen‐
tralized and modular. They are capable of capturing renewable power and minimizing losses
occurring in transmission. This concept has gained a lot of interest due to many reasons as
defined by the International Energy Agency [2]. They are congestion on centralized transmis‐
sion lines, growth of renewables, increased customer demand, electricity market liberalization
and environmental awareness. The benefits of DGs are listed below:
1. Flexibility: DGs are flexible in planning, installation, operation and modularity. They can
also be started and stopped much more easily as opposed to conventional plants which
need startup and shutdown time and costs. Hence they can be easily modulated as per
market norms.
2. Reliability: In electrical power systems, it simply means uninterruptible supply to the
consumers. This needs high maintenance of transmission network with increased costs
for the utility grid. Industrial consumers demand uninterrupted power and hence are
more willing for investing in backup and/or local generators. Fuel cells and microturbines
are vastly viewed as being excellent small-scale generators for improving system relia‐
bility.
3. Power quality: In many developing countries, grid power is still marred with number of
power quality issues like voltage sags and frequency deviations. These problems need to
Energy Storage Systems for Energy Management of Renewables in Distributed Generation Systems
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be addressed to make the systems reliable and improved. DGs can easily be brought into
play to improve the power quality and deliver reliable power to the consumer.
4. Green power: As most DERs can be renewables, DGs can be setup to promote green energy
and reduce GHG emissions. Emissions omitted or reduced are now being viewed as
amounting to energy saved. Many nations have now drafted environmental policies
which encourage installation of DGs and urge adoption of green energy.
5. Reducing grid congestion: In order to provide power to remote areas which are located far
from generation facilities leads to heavy congestion of transmission lines. Hence setting
up of DGs in vicinity of such areas prevents burdening of the grid and avoids investment
costs for setting up of new lines.
6. Additional benefits: DG also serve some additional purposes like deferral of upgrades from
T&D, loss reduction in transmission lines, network support and ancillary services.
Thus DG can benefit power system delivery and mobilize new markets. They can be com‐
pletely decentralized, serving a localized consumer independent of the grid or operate with
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of generating sources renewable or conventional with/without storage as shown in Figure 1.
Thus, many nonrenewable small-scale generators like fuel-cell, diesel-based generators and
microturbines are also incorporated into DGs to meet consumer demand [3].
3.1. Issues and options for integrating renewables in DGs
Integration of renewable power sources poses many challenges during operation and sched‐
uling of DGs. Intermittency, power quality and price of electricity generated are some of the
issues which are being currently addressed in the distributed power scenario. DGs facilitate
the power system by providing voltage support and power factor correction applications.
However, increased penetration of renewables and extensive decentralization of power
sources may cause problems in its voltage profile, making it unstable and unreliable. The major
issues which need to be addressed for enabling increased implementation of DGs are explained
in detail below:
i. Costs and investments: DGs require installation of different power generating tech‐
nologies at the load centre, each of which is characterized by a different energy cost.
Energy costs include costs for investing in installation, operation, maintenance and
replacement costs and are generally coined as cost per kilowatt hour of energy
generated. Most of the DERs especially the renewable systems are very expensive
compared to existing fossil fuel-based generating systems. As per status reports by
REN21 [1], solar PV costs have declined by 50% in the past 4 years due to widespread
awareness and learning towards conceptualization of grid parity. Now, introduction
of concepts like microturbines and biomass generation is proving to be cheaper. Also
costs of investments can be reduced during planning a DG by selecting the optimal
combination of DERs so as to yield maximum energy at lowest costs and adapting
optimal operating conditions.
ii. Unpredictability ofrenewable energy system (RES): A dispatchable power is defined as a
power source whose output can be regulated to match the demand so as to ensure
power balance. Renewables depend on nature and are considered to be nondispatch‐
able due to their continued unavailability and intermittency. Solar power is available
only as long as the sun shines and wind is ever varying in both speed and direction.
The planning committee must ensure that any intermittency or variability caused in
the generation side by these DERs is balanced before being fed to the consumers (or
the power grid) to avoid any damage to consumer appliances and to ensure quality.
Usually, any party generating power using DGs signs a contract with its local power
system operator called the access responsible party (ARP) to ensure stability and
operability of the grid as per the grid codes. Grid code encompasses the technical
specifications and rules to be abided by the transmitting party to ensure grid safety
and security. Any discrepancy henceforth is penalized. Forecasting studies have
come a long way in order to enable better planning of renewable power scheduling
especially in the wind power sector. Every plant owner, grid operator and energy
trader demand high accuracy in forecasting techniques to ease management of DGs
and to improve system reliability.
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iii. Power quality issues: Frequency variations and voltage drops and deviations may
impact on the quality of power delivered to the consumer. The microgenerators in
DG systems lack speed governors and spinning reserves and hence may not be able
to provide frequency regulation. In islanded mode of operation the DG becomes more
sensitive to variations in voltage profile caused by any variations in load. Additional
variations fed in from renewables will further impact the frequency and voltage
profile of the system. The main power quality problems faced by DG systems are
harmonic distortions and voltage deviations introduced by the many inverters
installed to integrate the various DERs like PV panels. Thus, connection of large
number of DERs into the DG system requires meticulous planning and control to
establish load-frequency and power quality.
iv. Connectivity issues: As explained before, DGs are capable of operating with and
without the grid, ensuring reliable power delivery to the consumer. However, the
decision to stay connected or operate in isolation requires extensive sensing equip‐
ments and intelligent control systems. In the case of voltage faults or grid failure, the
microgrid needs to immediately get into islanding the system from the faulty portion
of the grid. Similarly, they also must engage in smooth transition from islanded to
grid-connected mode after fault clearance. Switching between connected and stand-
alone modes needs to be highly synchronized and safe. Any bidirectional flow of
current due to imbalances of voltages at higher renewable penetration needs to be
controlled and managed [4, 5].
v. Market regulation: Most countries have a monopolistic electricity market where the
utility is the sole regulator of electricity distribution to consumers. In such cases, the
power generated by the DGs is purchased by the utility under authoritative drafted
agreements. Hence, for further penetration of DGs and microgrids a more liberalized
market is needed where the DG power could be directly sold to consumers. Some
countries only implement marginal norms for purchase and sales of green power
which is not sufficient to justify the investment costs of newer technologies. However,
liberalization alone is not the solution for this. It may also lead to increased complexity
and prices which adversely affect small DGs and renewable generators in meeting
scheduled dispatches and buying of backup power.
vi. Regulatory frameworks: Microgrid and DG operators face most problems due to lack
of appropriate regulatory frameworks to support and govern investments and
operations both in isolated and grid connected scenarios. A fitting legal design for
microgrids with market liberalization is very much essential. Proper framework for
costing and economic analysis needs to be structured which should recognize value
of reliable and nonintermittent power supply.
DGs and microgrids are and will play a pivotal role in meeting future energy challenges.
However, the issues discussed above need to be addressed by DG operators, planners and
policy makers. Combining energy storage in the portfolio of DERs of a DG will effectively
address many of these issues and enable the DG system to operate reliably and securely.
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3.2. Need for ESS
ESSs can aid in improving the operation and power delivery of the DG and can help in
elimination of uncertainties in the system. Conventional power systems only depended on
rotational generators for spinning reserves and ancillary services. But most micro sources in a
DG, especially renewable generation units lack this facility and hence depend on external
storage to fulfil these requirements. Some of the needs of ESS in DG systems are listed below:
i. Spinning reserve and short-term backup: Fuel-powered plants usually are held at stand
by to provide for the spinning reserve and yet, they need considerable time (in
minutes) to respond. In the absence of spinning reserve in the case of renewable
systems, the ESS can aid in ramping up of power delivery in times of need. Recent
advanced storage systems are capable of ramping up in terms of seconds to few
minutes. Thus, an effectively managed ESS can replace a much larger spinning
reserve. They can also store energy for delivering short-term backup power. They are
slower to respond but can be brought into commissioning in about an hour.
ii. Load levelling and peak shaving: Usually utilities operate peak resources and generators
to deliver the peak demand power. They are usually combustion engines and gas-
fired plants which are characterized with lower efficiencies and higher emissions.
Efforts are being initiated to reduce the peak of the demand curve by improving the
end-user energy efficiency, educating on demand response measures and imple‐
menting peak pricing strategies. Energy storage is an attractive option for managing
the peak of the demand curve. They are capable of storing energy at low peak times
and then discharge it at peak time. Thus it acts as a very responsive and flexible peak
reserve. Storage is essential for demand response programs too which will enable a
consented and co-ordinated direct control on end users’ demand. ESS employed for
peak shaving will result in reduced emissions also.
iii. Integration of renewable sources in DG: Wind power is generated mostly at night when
the demand is low. Hence, storing this energy and delivering it at demand times
enhance the efficiency of the DG system. If the same storage systems are provided at
the end-user side, then all the excess wind energy can be transmitted at night time
(time of low congestion) and stored near to delivery point. This will also reduce the
congestion of T&D lines at peak times, causing lesser faults and outages. Similarly,
solar power is available only as long as the sun shines and hence can be stored at
times when generation exceeds demand and discharged at evening peak hours.
Increased penetration of solar power resulted in a critical situation called the duck
curve in California. This created a huge difficulty for the system providers to ramp
up other generators to meet the sudden shift in demand. ESS can help in such
scenarios to level the demand curve and aid in ramping up of supply at peak times.
They can also help in improving the penetration of renewable generators by elimi‐
nating their variability and intermittency.
iv. Power quality support: Integration of renewables poses many power quality issues
ranging from flickers to fluctuations and spikes, swells and sags. Then storage
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systems capable of responding rapidly to system fluctuations like flywheels and ultra
capacitors can be implemented to maintain power quality standards as per grid codes.
Eliminating harmonics, LVRT and transient response can also be managed with an
ESS. Flywheels, super capacitors and fast-responding batteries are extensively
applied for frequency and voltage control and power quality improvement in DGs.
v. Ancillary services: Ancillary services are those which are needed by the grid operators
to sustain stable and reliable operation of the grid. Frequency regulation is an
important aspect of ancillary services including load following and energy arbitrage.
Future deregulation of markets and introduction of time-based tariffs will create a
platform for energy arbitrage. It involves charging of storage with cheap energy at
off-peak times and delivering at a higher price at peak times. It goes hand in hand
with peak shaving concept but focuses on commercializing the saved energy for
maximum profit. However, it is important to note that storage systems used for
regulation and load following purposes need to be highly responsive and efficient,
else the losses occurring in ramping up/down the storage will outweigh the advan‐
tages. Usually conventional generators used for ancillary services are operated at
below the rated capacities and hence have lower efficiencies and high emissions. ESS
can hence be the emission-free cheaper option for ancillary services thus freeing
generators to operate at maximum efficiencies.
4. Types of ESSs
Storage and conservation of energy has been practiced by mankind for many decades. Hydro
storage and electrochemical batteries have been the traditional face of electricity storage. Based
on the technology used, the different ESSs can be classified as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3
shows the share of different energy storage technologies worldwide based on installed
capacity.
Figure 2. Energy storage technologies. *, Deployed and operational; #, under demonstration; and †, early stage.
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Figure 3. Worldwide operational energy storage technology share based on installed capacity. (Source: DOE database
2015 [6]).
4.1. Pumped hydro storage (PHS)
They are commercially installed and most widely operated grid-scale form of storage. PHS
employs two reservoirs situated at different heights and pumps water from lower reservoir to
upper reservoir using off-peak cheap electricity from the grid. When required the stored water
is released to the lower reservoir and electricity is generated through rotating turbines. They
are capable of storing huge capacities of energy for many months and have long life times of
about 50–60 years. Their efficiency lies in the range of 70–80% depending on plant capacity,
height difference and type of turbine used. They need extensive investments and long gestation
and planning periods. New developments in pumped hydro include features like speed
pumping which further improves the system response times for ramping applications.
4.2. Compressed air energy storage (CAES)
Compressed air is stored as a form of potential energy in large underground caverns and
mines. When needed they are mixed with natural gas and burnt and passed through expansion
turbines to generate electricity. This type of CAES has usually low efficiency value of about
50% and is called as diabatic CAES. If the heat generated during compression is stored as some
form of thermal energy and reused to heat air in the discharging process, it is termed as an
adiabatic CAES. Such systems are still being explored and when developed will give a very
high efficiency of about 75%. They are being used in many places like North America and
Australia. Advantages of CAES include large energy capacities with long duration storage.
But they also need huge investments and are site-dependent with low round-trip efficiency.
4.3. Flywheel energy storage systems (FESSs)
These store energy in the form of electromechanical kinetic energy in a rotating part like an
accelerated rotor or rotating cylinder. The concept is based on the usage of stored mechanical
inertia of a rotating object. When charging, the flywheel is accelerated and while discharging
the reverse process takes place with the flywheel acting as a brake to extract the stored energy.
Advanced FESS has high-speed rotors made of light-weight high-strength carbon materials
spinning at twenty to fifty thousand rpm under vacuum. They are capable of supplying high
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power rating at minimum response times and are very suitable for ramping and spinning
reserve applications. Other attractive features of a FESS include high efficiency, high power
rating and long life with minimum to no maintenance. The major drawback is the high self-
discharge, occurring due to deceleration and resistive losses at bearings.
4.4. Hydrogen storage
Electricity is used to split water into hydrogen and oxygen in an electrolyzer, and the hydrogen
generated is stored under pressure in separate tanks. On requirement, this hydrogen is passed
with oxygen/air into a fuel cell to generate electrons and water (a reverse electrolysis process).
Thus, it is truly a form of very clean energy as water and heat are the only byproducts of the
entire process. This is also called as a regenerative fuel cell (RFC). They possess high modu‐
larity, scalability, energy and power capacities. But they have low-to-medium efficiencies of
50% and suffer from self-discharge.
4.5. Battery energy storage systems (BESSs)
These are the most widely implemented and commercially used storage systems in power
system applications. The basic idea is to convert electricity into some electrochemical form and
save it as electrolytes inside a cell. While discharging, the electrolytes react with the electrodes
in the cell and reverse reaction generates electric current. Over the years, many types of
batteries have been developed each having a varied range of characteristics thus making the
battery storage technology highly versatile and multipurpose. Nonrechargeable batteries are
known as primary batteries and they are mostly used in military and medical applications. A
hierarchy of rechargeable/secondary batteries is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Battery storage systems’ hierarchy.
Lead-acid batteries are in usage since the 1890s and recent advancements like valve-regulated
batteries, absorbent glass mat batteries are being proposed to improve battery performance
and reduce maintenance. Nickel cadmium batteries have been used in applications for
stabilizing wind energy but have been discouraged due to environmental hazards from
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cadmium disposal. Lithium-ion batteries have very high energy density and find extensive
applications in portable electronic systems. Recent lithium–polymer systems are also being
developed with excellent features for renewable integration. NaS batteries are finding
increased applications in renewable systems with high power density and efficiency. Metal–
air batteries are recently being explored. Lithium–air batteries are most attractive with high-
specific energies and zinc–air batteries are also feasible. But metal–air batteries are extremely
prone to risk of fire due to high reactivity between metals and air/humidity. Flow batteries are
rechargeable batteries which store the liquid electrolytes externally in separate tanks. This
helps in increasing their energy capacity by many folds. They are highly modular and scalar
as their power capacity can be added by adding up of electrode cells. Instant recharging can
be done by simply replacing the electrolytes in the tank. Recyclable electrolytes make the
system highly efficient and they are capable of operating for many thousands of cycles. They
are also called redox batteries as reduction–oxidation reactions occur in the battery during
charging/discharging process. Some types of flow batteries are vanadium redox battery (VRB),
polysulphide bromide battery (PSB), zinc–bromide battery (ZBB) and iron–chromium battery
(ICB). A detailed exploration of battery storage systems and their characteristics have been
presented in [7].
4.6. Super-conducting magnet energy storage (SMES)
Each SMES unit has a superconducting coil maintained at low temperature, a power condi‐
tioning equipment and a cooling system. Existence of electricity in an electromagnetic form
has been discovered ages before when supercooled metals were found to exhibit supercon‐
ductivity. Employing this feature for storing electric energy began in the late 1960s when strong
magnetic fields formed by superconducting coils at extreme low temperature such as 4 Kelvin
were explored. Recent research has led to development of materials which can function at 100
Kelvin also. The system has high efficiency but lower energy capacity and power ratings. Also,
cooling systems increase the costs and maintenance of the system and it is still in the early
stages of demonstration.
4.7. Electric double layer capacitors or super capacitors
These store electric current in the form of electrostatic charges. Usually it is made of a parallel
plate structure with dielectric between them which stores the charge. This is the technology
which bridges the gap between conventional dielectric capacitors and batteries as they can
store large capacity of energy, comparable to batteries. Since they do not involve any conver‐
sion process (as in batteries) they are very fast and capable of rapid charge and discharge cycles.
They are highly efficient (<90%), environmentally safe, easily recyclable and suitable for
frequency support applications. However, they suffer from very high self-discharge and find
increased applications in electric vehicles and traction systems.
4.8. Thermal energy storage (TES)
With increased solar power penetration, thermal storage has gained a lot of perspective.
Excessive heat energy can be stored for later usage in buildings or in externally stored
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secondary energy carriers. Ice-based and Molten salt technologies are being developed and
once under operation are expected to share a huge part of electric demand for heating
purposes. Ice-based thermal storage includes latent heat storage and when used with solar
power generation is claimed to achieve exemplary efficiencies.
5. ESSs for energy management of DGs
Section 3 detailed the various issues faced in integrating renewable systems and the subsequent
need for ESSs. It provided a general understanding on the various applications for which ESSs
can be used. Some applications like power smoothing and frequency regulation require storage
systems capable of charging/discharging high power in short duration. Whereas, arbitrage and
peak shaving applications need more energy capacity to withhold the stored energy with low
self-discharge. Depending on these applications, appropriate type of storage needs to be
selected and sized to be integrated with the DG. As storage systems are quite expensive, they
need to be managed effectively to ensure their longevity and performance, else they may cause
O&M issues, reduced performance and premature failure. A proper management of both the
storage as well as the generating units is necessary to ensure effective utilization of the DERs.
Hence, energy management has been a key topic of interest to renewable energy researchers
and developers. Figure 5 depicts the components of an energy management system.
Figure 5. Components of an energy management system.
Energy management strategies are a crucial part of planning of autonomous and standalone
power systems incorporating renewable power [8]. A storage system can be operated to
address many applications as detailed before in a microgrid, and the management strategy
will have to be proposed in view of attaining the predetermined objectives without affecting
the system as well as the storage system. As Nykamp et al. [9] stated in their study, from a
Distribution System Operator (DSO) perspective a storage system’s usage is to be primarily
oriented towards peak shaving and renewable integration applications. But, on the contrary,
a private energy trader would want to utilize the storage system to maximize profits by
arbitrage and ancillary services that would earn money. A vivid comparison of different
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applications of the same storage in a distribution grid has been accounted with simulation
results in [9]. Generally, energy management is based on state of charge (SOC) of the energy
storage devices so as to avoid any over/under charging issues [10–12]. Reihani et al. [13]
simulated grid-scale battery storage to implement peak load shaving, power smoothing and
voltage regulation of a distribution system. Tewari and Mohan [14] analyzed and managed a
sodium-sulphide (NaS) battery to shift wind power generation from off-peak to peak-load
times and explored market participation opportunities for the battery. Díaz-González [15]
managed a flywheel-based storage device to achieve wind power smoothing for grid integra‐
tion using a vector-controlled algorithm and Chandra et al. [16] used a battery system for
frequency damping of system oscillations. Zhou et al. [17] investigated the sizing of a stand‐
alone PV-hydrogen system based on an optimized energy management strategy aimed at
maximizing efficiency of operation of the hydrogen system. Garcia et al. [18, 19] proposed an
intelligent energy management system to determine the power sharing between the hydrogen
and battery storage based on operating costs in the hybrid standalone system and yielded
better results as against the simple state-based energy management strategies. Cheng et al. [20]
used PSO with roulette wheel redistribution mechanism to include power balance equality
constraints in the energy management strategy. The energy management strategy considers
the effects of depth of discharge of the battery storage and enables extending longevity by
penalizing charging and discharging based on SOC levels.
Gamarra and Guerrero give a detailed overview of the different optimization techniques
applied to microgrid planning and energy management. Wang et al. [21] presented a hier‐
archical energy management strategy for minimizing operation costs while optimizing the
uncertainties in the wind and load and tested it on RT_Lab real-time platform. Mohammadi
et al. optimized the management of a microgrid using Hong’s estimation [22] and stochastic-
based frameworks [23] to minimize costs and manage uncertainties. They also proposed a unit
commitment formulation for the microgrid based on cuckoo search algorithm [24]. Chaouachi
et al. [25] attempted an online energy management strategy involving intelligent and multi‐
objective optimization techniques for a hybrid microgrid to minimize costs and emissions.
Chen et al. [26] employed intelligent fuzzy-based management of battery SOC in a DC
microgrid integrating renewable source resulting in improved battery lifetime. Feroldi et al.
[27] conceptualized control based on receding horizon strategy giving highest priority to wind
generation and using hydrogen energy as the least priority source. The strategy enabled an
improvement of about 88% in power supply delivery. R. Palma-Behnke et al. [28] employed
the rolling horizon strategy to manage a wind-PV-diesel-storage hybrid system by evaluating
set points for generating and storage units for optimized operation of the microgrid based on
demand side management. Stochastic-based dynamic programming is employed in [29] to
adapt to uncertainties of wind energy and market price variations.
ESSs also find applications in distributed systems for managing renewable power curtailment
occurring due to transmission system constraints [30]. Fu [31] adapted a distribution feeder
and operated it as a microgrid by integrating renewable sources and ESSs to measure and
observe power quality issues. Silva-Monroy and Watson [32] addressed some core issues
encountered while integrating energy storage devices for market management applications
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for the grid. Abdeltawab et al. [33] also proposed a market-oriented strategy for managing a
wind-battery storage system with the aim of earning maximum profit in a deregulated market
structure.
6. Energy management of energy storage for a hybrid renewable system –
a case study
A hybrid renewable system consisting of a wind turbine with a solar panel is considered in
the case study to understand the need for storage system and to simulate how management
of the energy storage will help in improving the reliability and performance of the power
system. The wind turbine produces wind power through an asynchronous induction machine
at a rated power of 200 kW at 400 V. A 75 kW solar panel is connected to the power system
through an inverter to convert the dc current into alternating current to deliver the load. The
system is a grid-connected power generating system which delivers the power generated to
the grid through a small substation. The hybrid system is simulated by modeling the wind
and solar power models as detailed in equations (2) and (2) using Matlab coding software with
wind speed and irradiation data fed from real-time measured data from a wind farm site.
a. Wind turbine modeling: The turbine generates power Pw depending on the wind speed v. If
the speed is lesser than the cut-in speed (vci) or above the cut-off speed (vco), then the turbine
does not generate power. For wind speeds greater than vc and rated speed of turbine vr the
power is proportional to cubic of wind speed. Cp(λ, β) is the power co-efficient between the
tip-speed ratio λ and the pitch angle β. ρ is the density of air and A denotes the wind turbine
swept area.




v vci v vco
Pw v ACp v vci v vr






b. Solar power modeling: Let Ypv be the rating of the solar panel in kilowatt. Solar power
generated Ppv in a panel is dependent on the solar irradiation Gc and temperature Tc is incident
on the panel. α is the temperature coefficient and fpv is the derating factor of the solar panel.
Then, GSTC and TSTC are the irradiation and temperature values at standard test conditions.
( )1cpv pv pv c STC
STC
GP Y f T T
G
a= é + - ùë û (2)
The simulation is run based on real-time data recorded from a wind test station in southern
Tamil Nadu, India. The wind speed profile and the irradiation and temperature are shown in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Data measurements were conducted for a period of ten days and
simulations carried out.
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Figure 6. Wind speed in meter per second.
Figure 7. Solar irradiation and temperature.
The sum power thus generated by the wind and the solar system calculated using equations
(2) and (2) is considered to be Pgen and is found to be highly intermittent and varying. It becomes
a very difficult task for the system operator to schedule this power to the grid. Such high
invariabilities also pose to destabilize the grid and tend to affect the quality of the delivered
power. Hence, the power generated needs to be dispatched based on a scheduling strategy
which eliminates the intermittencies and meets the demand. Also, it is to be noted that
maximum wind generation occurs at times like late nights when the load on the grid is at
minimum and hence this power cannot be dispatched. Any sudden surges created by wind
power cannot be accommodated immediately and the hybrid renewable energy system
(HRES) must adhere to feed in power limits of the grid. So, the scheduling strategy takes into
account a certain amount of peak shaving and ramp rate-limiting features to address these
issues. The power generated (denoted by Pgen) and the power to be dispatched (denoted by
Dem) is simulated and plotted in Figure 8. There is a need to manage the energy generated to
meet the dispatch curve. Let us explore some energy management strategies to improve this
power scenario and understand the need and role of energy storage in the form of case studies
developed for a wind-PV HRES using Matlab. Each case study clearly presents the manage‐
ment strategy implemented to operate the storage system optimally.
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Figure 8. Power graph showing generated and scheduled power.
6.1. Case 1: Without storage
In this scenario the power generated by the HRES has to be delivered as it is generated. So at
times when Pgen > Dem the demand is met and the excess generation is stalled leading to spilling
losses. At times when Pgen < Dem, the generated power is entirely fed to meet the demand and
the excess demand has to be shed thus leading to shedding losses. Additionally, the shed power
has to be met by some other form of conventional energy like a backup diesel generator. The
power curve showing power mismatch between the Pgen and Dem is plotted as shown in
Figure 9.
Figure 9. Power mismatch curve.
Evaluation of simulation results show that the total energy delivered by the HRES for the
simulated duration of 10 days is 18.64 MWh, with a total of 4.5 and 4.8 MWh of energy lost
due to spilling and shedding, respectively. This led to an overall estimated loss of power supply
probability (LPSP) of 26.14% [34].
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Evaluation of simulation results show that the total energy delivered by the HRES for the
simulated duration of 10 days is 18.64 MWh, with a total of 4.5 and 4.8 MWh of energy lost
due to spilling and shedding, respectively. This led to an overall estimated loss of power supply
probability (LPSP) of 26.14% [34].
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6.2. Case 2: With a single battery bank
In this scenario, consider a VRB with the system to improve the power delivery and reduction
of losses. Flow batteries have been proving to be an excellent solution for integration of
renewable systems due to their ability to store huge capacities for longer time and deliver over
10,000 charge/discharge cycles. A detailed sizing study was conducted to evaluate the
optimum size of the battery using Bat optimization algorithm. The methodology can be
referred in [34]. The optimum size thus found for this case is 1250 Ah operating at 120 V. The
specifications of the VRB battery are tabulated in Table 1. VRB battery is a modular structure,
with each module has a rating of 625 Ah 48 V (30 kWh). Hence the VRB battery has two parallel
banks, each having three modules in series. Thus, the total number of battery modules is 6.
The VRB battery is modelled based on SOC given by
( ) ( ) ( )SOC SOC 1 b
bess
tt t P t
E
D
= - + ´ (3)
Ebessis the energy capacity of the battery in kilowatt hour and Pb(t)is the power to be charged/
discharged by the battery in time durationΔt. A simple energy management strategy is
developed to avoid any over/under charging of the battery. It is shown in Figure 10. The power
delivered (Pdis) curve plotted against Dispatch (Dem) and the power mismatch (Dem-Pdis) curves
are shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the SOC of the VRB battery.
Figure 10. Energy management of VRB battery.
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Figure 11. Power delivered curve (Dem vs Pdis) and power mismatch curve.
Figure 12. SOC of VRB battery.
The total energy delivered by the HRES is now increased to 23.2 MWh, and the shedding and
spilling losses are reduced to 2.6 MWh and 2.2 MWh, respectively, resulting in a profit of 1020.4
$ in the simulation period for 10 days. Assuming VRB battery energy cost of about 600 $/kWh,
the payback period is evaluated as about 6 years. The LPSP is also reduced to 11.25%.
6.3. Case 3: With hybrid battery energy storage
In this scenario, let us consider a VRB and a lithium-ion battery system to be integrated in
parallel with the system to improve the power delivery and reduction of losses. Lithium-ion
batteries are characteristics of high power capacities which can be utilized to balance the
intermittencies experienced in this case. The lithium-ion battery is operated for high power
requirements and VRB for storing energy for longer duration. Hence, Li battery is of higher
power capacity and VRB is sized to be with higher energy capacity. Power limits for Li and
VRB batteries is set to be 60 and 30 kW, respectively. The specifications of the Li-ion battery
are shown in Table 1. The VRB battery has an energy capacity of 625 Ah (75 kWh) and is formed
by connecting three 625 Ah 48 V modules in series. The Li-ion battery capacity is 250 Ah (30
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kWh). A simple energy management strategy is developed to avoid any over/under charging
of both the batteries as shown in Figure 13. As shown, the VRB battery is checked for power
limits and operated. Li-ion battery is operated only when the power requirement is beyond
the limit of VRB battery or when the VRB battery is completely full/dry. The power delivered
(Pdis) curve plotted against Dispatch (Dem) and the power mismatch (Dem–Pdis) curves are
shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the SOC of the VRB and Li-ion batteries. It is to be noted
that the Li-ion battery undergoes more charging/discharging cycles due to its smaller capacity
and greater depth of discharge.
Figure 13. Energy management of hybrid BESS.
Figure 14. Power delivered curve (Dem vs Pdis) and power mismatch curve.
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Figure 15. SOC of VRB and Li-ion battery.
The total energy delivered by the HRES is now increased to 23.2 MWh, and the shedding and
spilling losses are reduced to 1.9 and 1.7 MWh, respectively, resulting in a profit of 19,697$ in
the simulation period for 10 days. Assuming the VRB battery energy cost of about 600 $/kWh
and the Li-ion battery energy cost of about 500 $/kWh, the payback period is evaluated as about
4 years. The LPSP is also reduced to 8.28%.
6.4. Case 4: With dual VRB battery energy storage
: In this scenario, let us consider a dual VRB to be integrated in parallel with the system to
improve the power delivery and reduction of losses. VRB battery modules of capacity which
is the same as the ones used in Case 2 is taken but instead of operating them as a single 150
kWh system, they are now operated as two separate VRB battery banks. Each bank has three
625 Ah 48 V batteries in series. Thus let VRB1 and VRB2 be two separate VRB batteries, each
of size 90 kWh. Cost of investment for battery remains the same, as the number of battery
modules used is the same. But more power electronic components are used as both batteries
need individual control. They are operated in master–slave relationship to enable complete
charge/discharge cycles to improve lifetime and performance of the VRB. First VRB1 is set as
master battery which undertakes all charging and VRB2 is the slave battery which only takes
care of discharging cycles. Once either battery reaches its peak limits (fully charged or
discharged), the roles of batteries are interchanged. In cases when the power requirement
exceed the power limit of any one battery then both batteries also operate in parallel to deliver
the required power mismatch. A simple energy management strategy is developed as shown
in Figure 16 to avoid any over/under charging of both the batteries implemented using fuzzy
logic for optimal power sharing between the dual batteries. The power delivered (Pdis) curve
plotted against dispatch (Dem) and the power mismatch (Dem–Pdis) curves are shown in
Figure 17. Figure 18 shows the SOC of the two VRB batteries, respectively.
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Figure 16. Energy management of dual VRB battery.
Figure 17. Power delivered curve (Dem vs Pdis) and power mismatch (Dem–Pdis).
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Figure 18. Dual VRB battery SOC.
The total energy delivered by the HRES is now increased to 23.3 MWh, and the shedding and
spilling losses are reduced to 0.212 and 0.0925 MWh, respectively, resulting in a profit of
28,133$ in the simulation period for 10 days. Assuming the VRB battery energy cost of about
600 $/kWh, the payback period is evaluated as about 4 years. The LPSP is now reduced to
1.21%. Thus, the energy management of the energy storage has a great impact on the per‐
formance of the power system.
7. Conclusion
Energy storages are becoming indispensible for operation of DGs integrating renewable power
sources. Advancement in technology now ensures power storage and delivery from few
seconds to days/months. Optimized selection, sizing and siting of ESS will be critical for design
engineers. Effective implementation and usage of ESS in the distributed grid requires intelli‐
gent and flexible energy management strategies capable of handling the dynamics of distrib‐
uted systems. Most energy management systems focus on grid power balance and SOC of ESS.
Recent research works focus on implementing energy management to minimize operating
costs, manage uncertainties and reduce emissions. Application of optimization tools and
techniques has enabled the development of flexible and effective energy management
strategies. An effective dispatch and management strategy also needs to ensure efficient
storage operation so as to enable its full life cycle usage. The challenge is to prioritize these
objectives and evaluate a strategy most optimum for the considered application which can
assure reliable power delivery without affecting system stability.
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Abstract
The chapter provides a comparison of energy storage technologies in decentralised
energy systems for energy management. The various costs, advantages and disadvan‐
tages of the storage technologies will be considered. System dynamics modelling will
be used to analyse energy management within the decentralised renewable and storage
systems. Additionally, the integration of hydrogen storage technology and the use of
hydrogen as an energy carrier in a decentralised airport scenario will be highlighted
and  the  arising  advantages  of  a  decentralised  airport  using  novel  electric  planes
powered by hydrogen are discussed.
Keywords: decentralised energy storage, energy management, transport, hydrogen,
airbus
1. Introduction
Successful management of future energy systems requires not efficient generation and use of
energy but also the integration of storage technology to improve energy security, reduce fuel
price  volatility  and allow further  penetration  of  renewable  energy by managing energy
generation. There are many different types of storage technologies and approaches available
with redox flow batteries (RFBs) and hydrogen storage being discussed in further detail including
current and future techno-economic impacts of the storage technology. The use of storage
technologies is of paramount importance for transitioning to a low-carbon, sustainable and
resource efficient economy. The potential integration of energy storage technologies can be
complementary within systems for optimal energy management and will also be considered
within the study.
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
The subject area of this chapter will focus on the energy management of decentralised energy
systems using storage technologies. As a result of the transitioning energy sector towards a
decarbonised system, a lot of change is occurring within the industry. The development and
use of energy storage technologies are one such change that is occurring. Energy storage
devices can manage the supply and demand mismatch of renewable energy within decentral‐
ised systems. The anticipated hydrogen economy will be of focus as one sustainable energy
carrier for storage and therefore energy management. Both compressed and liquid hydrogen
will be considered as hydrogen is important as it allows the storage of an energy carrier that
can also be used as a cryogen when liquefied which will have implications for the supercon‐
ducting industry. This additional benefit of hydrogen for will be considered in further detail
with the use of liquid hydrogen for a decentralised future innovative airport scenario high‐
lighted.
The preliminary chapter map is presented in Figure 1. The growth of renewable energy will
be first discussed. Although the continued integration of renewable energy increases indige‐
nous energy generated and therefore reduces import dependence. It is important to note with
increased intermittent energy generation introduced an increased amount of back-up fossil
fuel energy or adequate amounts of storage capacity is required. Storage technology with focus
on hydrogen and redox flow batteries will then be considered. Finally, the case for the
decentralised hydrogen production, storage, liquefaction and use on electric airplanes will be
presented.
Figure 1. Preliminary chapter map.
The key result will present decentralised hydrogen and redox flow batteries for storage that
can be used for energy management. The study will provide a basis for reference when
considering the current and future prospects of energy storage in decentralised energy systems
that can aid with the management of renewable energy. Further advantages and disadvantages
of the technologies will be considered also including additional benefits arising from storage
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focusing on the storage of hydrogen as an energy carrier for novel electrically powered,
superconducting airplanes.
2. Renewable energy and energy storage
2.1. Growth of renewable energy
The world is transitioning to a decarbonised economy, less than 300 years after the emergence
of the industrial revolution. There is widespread acceptance for this transition due to acceler‐
ating climate change, increasing population and increasing demand for finite resources. A shift
towards the use of novel, low carbon alternative fuels and technology is imminent. As from
Table 1, it can be deduced an overall electricity demand is increasing; however, more of this
electricity is being met by renewables. Additionally, renewable energy is also important for
the heat and transport sectors and it is estimated that ~11% of energy consumption is from
renewable energy sources and this is expected to rise to 15% by 2040 [1]. With the continued
penetration of renewable energy storage technology can be a potential solution to manage
curtailment within the system caused by supply and demand mismatch.
2000 (%) 2012 (%)
Nuclear 16.68 10.86




Tide and Wave 0.004 0.002
Wind 0.21 2.41
Biomass and Waste 1.12 1.78
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage 0.18 0.12
Total Electricity (billion kWh) 14681.87 21582.97
Table 1. Global electricity generation expressed as a percentage of total electricity generation [2].
2.2. Energy storage
Storage systems like pumped hydroelectric energy storage (PHES) have been in used since
1929 for energy management [3]. Although it is clear that energy storage is an established
concept, storage technologies are currently not a widespread solution. Energy storage
technologies have different characteristics including applications, suitable power capacities,
energy storage capacities, efficiencies, costs and response time. A discussion on the integration
of energy storage technologies to complement other storage technologies will be included. The
main function of the discussion of storage systems is to identify their role in energy manage‐
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ment of decentralised energy generation systems integrated with renewable technology.
Furthermore, storage technology is important within energy systems as it can serve many
different functions that will be further discussed in the case of hydrogen. There are a wide
range of storage technology that are available today; however, many are not currently at the
commercial stage or suffer from high economic costs. Currently, pumped hydroelectric energy
storage represents 98.3% of total installed storage capacity for the grid (127 GW) and less than
10 MW of capacity is from redox flow batteries, Figure 2 [4, 5]. The use of alternative energy
storage technologies to pumped hydro-electric storage can allow the continued successful
integration of renewable energy into the grid. Renewable energy allows countries to develop
an indigenous energy supply as resources are available worldwide.
Figure 2. Non-pumped hydroelectric storage installed capacity accounting for 1% of worldwide storage capacity, with
hydrogen and flow batteries included [4].
As the energy industry is undergoing a transition to a decarbonised energy system, energy
storage is becoming a realistic option to aid this transition. Hydrogen storage and redox flow
batteries are further discussed in the next section.
In an energy view depicted in Figure 3, the use of storage including hydrogen storage, pumped
hydroelectric storage and stationary battery storage is considered. However, the use of the
stored energy is considered only for electricity and meeting electric needs in a centralised
manner. This chapter wants to provide an insight into the management of distributed energy
systems that can focus more on the overall picture rather than just electricity. The use of
renewable energy within the energy system has mainly focused on the electricity sector.
Currently, in the European Union, 25.5% of electricity demand is met by renewables, 16.5%
for heat and cooling and 5.4% for transport [6]. The focus for the use of renewable energy for
transport will increase as a result of energy polices and energy security particularly in the
transport sector. The source of final energy consumption is becoming more important, and the
need for more complex energy systems that integrate the electricity, heat and transport sectors
is required to ensure the optimal management and use of resources. Hydrogen is a flexible
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energy carrier as a result its potential use in the sectors as mentioned and alternatively as a
storage and cryogenic medium.
Figure 3. Current energy systems highlighting the dependence on centralised energy generation.
3. Hydrogen and redox flow batteries storage technologies
3.1. Hydrogen storage for energy management
Hydrogen is one sustainable alternative fuel and cryogen for future energy and resource
requirements that can be stored in both gaseous and liquid form. Hydrogen’s use as an energy
carrier is well known; however, it has failed to successfully penetrate energy markets on a
large scale. With focus on the transition from conventional energy generation methods and
fuels, the ‘hydrogen economy’ can now emerge and be a key enabler to securing a sustainable,
decarbonised energy future [7–9].
For hydrogen to be considered, a low-carbon fuel renewable electrolysis and zero-low carbon
methods of hydrogen production using natural gas such as the microwave plasma processing
of natural gas and thermal cracking of methane can be considered for a decentralised solution.
The cost of hydrogen from wind electrolysis depends on the wind electricity generation price
in a particular region, but it can typically vary from 3.58 to 5.86 $/kg with other sources
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estimating higher costs of 6–7 $/kg [10]. PV electrolysis is more expensive than wind electrol‐
ysis with expected current values of 28.19 $/kg and future values of 6.18 $/kg due to expected
rapid cost decrease of PV energy [10, 11]. Among different processing methods, microwave
plasma processing of natural gas is a ‘low-emission’ (zero CO2) production method. The
technology has a high efficiency with an estimated hydrogen production cost of 1.5 $/kg,
noticeably lower than the renewable electrolysis process, and is dependent on natural gas
prices. Alternatively, the steam methane reforming method of hydrogen production the most
common way to produce hydrogen today integrated with carbon capture and storage can be
considered [12]. Low-carbon hydrogen generation is anticipated due to the aforementioned
increase in penetration of renewable energy and also for providing an additional low-carbon
fuel for the transport sector. Therefore, suitable methods for bulk energy storage and on-board
storage for hydrogen transport must be available [13]. Four different methods of hydrogen
storage are currently being considered; high pressure compressed hydrogen, liquid hydrogen
in insulated tanks, solid-state hydride storage and porous solid adsorption of molecular
hydrogen [14, 15]. Storage of compressed hydrogen requires high pressures (200–700 bar) and
liquid hydrogen requires low temperatures (20.39 K) [16]. Another possibility for storing
hydrogen is by the formation of metal hydrides. High volumetric capacities can be reached
with metal hydrides, but energy is required for heating for hydrogen release. Finally, adsorp‐
tion in porous material is an alternative hydrogen storage method that research has grown
significantly.
Carbon fibre-reinforced composite tanks for 350 bar and 700 bar compressed hydrogen are
under development and are already used for hydrogen storage for stationary applications and
hydrogen-powered vehicles. The cost of high-pressure compressed hydrogen gas tanks
depends on the pressure needed and the amount of the carbon fibre that must be used for
structural reinforcement for the storage tanks. Liquid hydrogen is an alternative hydrogen
storage method. A hybrid liquid hydrogen storage and superconducting magnetic energy
storage (SMES) system can provide a robust energy system for back-up power. Alternatively,
it can be considered for storage at refuelling stations for transport [14]. Liquid hydrogen tanks
can, in principle, store more hydrogen in a given volume than compressed gas tanks, since the
density of liquid hydrogen is 70 kg/m3 compared to compressed hydrogen that has a density
of 39 kg/m3 at 700 bar, Figure 4 [13].
Figure 4. Increasing density of hydrogen with pressure for compressed hydrogen storage [13].
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Liquid hydrogen is stored in cryogenic tanks at ~20 K at ambient pressure because of the low
critical temperature of hydrogen (33 K) [17]. Key issues with liquid hydrogen tanks are
hydrogen boil-off estimated at 1%/day [14], and the large amount of energy required for
hydrogen liquefaction [14], as well as tank cost [13]. Liquid hydrogen storage has the largest
energy requirement and for storage times longer than a week the boil-off rate is problematic.
For compressed hydrogen, the storage cost is eventually limited by the compressor electricity
cost. One option for compressed gas storage is to increase the operating pressure of the system.
This increases the cost of the pressure vessel and compressor, but the reduction in tank size
can result in an overall savings [18]. The hydrogen stored can be used in a wide range of energy
management techniques discussed in the next section.
Hydrogen is envisioned to emerge in niche decentralised markets and can be used for energy
management of renewable energy as well as the use in transport. In this sense, hydrogen could
form the basis of a synergistically operating buffer mechanism facilitating the integration of
intermittent renewable energy, reducing CO2 emissions as well as enhancing indigenous
energy supply and increasing energy security. For the investigation of the hydrogen buffer
operation if an unconstrained system using surplus renewable electricity during low demand
hours for hydrogen generation and storage is considered the system may result in hydrogen
not being produced if there is no excess wind. This would mean a lack of energy security within
the system. Alternatively, the use of a hydrogen buffer system for energy management that
constrains the wind energy for hydrogen production instead of demand to provide some
security to the system could be alternatively considered, Figure 5b as a solution.
Figure 5. Comparison of (a) hydrogen storage for meeting demand when required leaving the system vulnerable to a
lack of hydrogen energy available in storage, (b) hydrogen use as a buffer allowing excess hydrogen to be accessed if
required.
System dynamics is a system modelling tool that uses various control factors and observes
how the system and variables behave in response to time-based trends. In system dynamic
models, there are main stock and flow quantities. Stocks represent the status of the system, the
quantities that exist at any given moment (e.g. hydrogen storage). Rate variables show the
speed of flow in or out of the stocks (e.g. hydrogen production and use), and they serve as the
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decision making variables in a system. From a system dynamics model, the cost of electricity
calculated varies from 0.4 to 0.97 €/kW h when the system is ran with no energy buffer, Figure
6. Although with optimum cost for the high wind scenario, this system is vulnerable to a large
increase in the price with low wind energy. With this operation, the hydrogen production and
use are not managed. When there is extra wind in the system, hydrogen is produced; when
there is a deficit of energy within the system, hydrogen is converted to electricity (Figure 5b).
Figure 5b shows the operation of a hydrogen buffer with increased security in the system with
the hydrogen storage acting as a buffer for the wind energy. The system is managed and
constrained to ensure that hydrogen is available if there is now renewable energy available in
the system. In the system that constrains, the use of hydrogen for peak times only the cost of
electricity from hydrogen ranges from 0.74 to 0.85 €/kW h. The estimated cost of electricity
from hydrogen ranges from 0.28 to 0.6 €/kW h in literature [19]. The results highlight the
potential use of a hydrogen buffer storage system to manage decentralised renewable energy
systems.
Figure 6. Energy versus time diagram for system operation without energy management of hydrogen storage as a buf‐
fer. Excess wind energy produces hydrogen for storage; however, not enough hydrogen is available to prevent the re‐
quirement of grid energy but reduces curtailment in the system.
3.2. Redox flow batteries
Redox flow batteries (RFBs) have promising storage characteristics and, as the power and
energy capacity of the battery are independent of each other, the RFBs can be optimised to
maximise the performance and minimise the cost [20, 21]. RFBs are rechargeable systems that
have the storage medium in the form of electrolyte kept in tanks external to the active cell. The
electrochemical reactions and the charging and discharging battery cycles are taking place in
the battery stack as the electrolyte flows through the two membrane-separated chambers of
the active cell, Figure 7 [20, 21]. The energy is stored in the separated reactants (electrolytes),
while the power is controlled by the stack, Figure 7 [20, 21]. In general, RFBs share similar flow
geometries and the main differences typically occur in the electrolyte that is used [21–23]. The
RFBs can operate at low temperatures (from -10 to +45°C) as long as the electrolytes remain
stable and their precipitation does not occur.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of a redox flow battery. The electrolyte is kept in outside tanks and pumped in the
two membrane-separated chambers of the active cell.
3.2.1. Vanadium redox flow batteries
The vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) have promising energy storage characteristics and
can respond to unpredictable changes in wind speed. The VRFB has a high efficiency in the
range of 65–80%, but it has a relatively low energy density and this represents one of the main
disadvantages [24–26]. The theoretical energy density is 30–47 Wh/l, but the practical achiev‐
able energy density is lower at 15–25 Wh/l [26]. When storage capacity needs to be increased,
the low energy density leads to large electrolyte volumes. The electrolyte is evenly split in
VRFB between the positive and negative tanks. The reactions that occur within the cell during
charging, and discharging cycles are shown in Table 2.
VRFB All-Iron RFB
Positive side VO2+ + H2O - e- → VO2+ + 2H+ Fe2+ ⇆ Fe3+ + e-
Negative side V3+ + e- ⇆ V2+ Fe2+ + 2e- ⇆ Fe0
Table 2. The chemical reactions occurring at the negative and positive side of the VRFB and all-iron RFB.
There are several advantages of using VRFB for energy storage applications: long cycle life
(>10,000 cycles), high reliability, deep discharge capability and high power density. Although
the electrodes do not store energy, they are important for charging and discharging of the
battery, influencing, together with the electrolyte and separation membrane, the life-time of
the battery, the energy losses and, consequently, the overall efficiency. It is anticipated that
efficiency improvements can be made with regard to the correct selection of electrodes, for
example using carbon black or its activated composites [27]. Other advantages include the
popularity of the battery with regard to research and also the many VRFB installations
worldwide.
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3.2.2. All-iron redox flow batteries
The all-iron RFB like VRFB employs the use of a single chemical element (in this case iron) in
several oxidation states on both sides of the active cell, Table 2, while the electrolyte is kept
outside in the storage tanks. The positive electrode of the all-iron battery is the ferric/ferrous
redox couple, and the negative electrode involves iron plating from Fe (II) [22]. An advantage
of all-iron RFB is the readily available electrolyte with an estimated low cost of 0.23 $/l [23]. In
the traditional all-iron RFB, at the negative side, the ferrous ions are reduced during charge.
Their plating as iron metal onto a graphite electrode of the stack occurs leading to a coupling
between energy and power. On the positive side of the battery, ferrous ions are oxidised to
ferric ions during charge remaining in the solution. Reactions are opposite on discharge. Cheap
aqueous electrolytes, inexpensive separators and the widespread availability of iron (~230
billion metric tonnes of iron) give the all-iron RFB, the potential of reduced storage system
cost, while the plating and, consequently, the coupling between the energy and power
represents its main disadvantage [22, 23].
To avoid this disadvantage, a slurry electrode containing electrically conductive carbonaceous
particles can be made by flowing them in an electrolyte containing the dissolved iron species
[22]. Such conductive particles can include carbon black and/or carbon allotropes with different
surface areas and enhanced conductivity, carbon micro-flakes, nanofibres, nanotubes etc.
Thus, iron is plated onto the carbon particles at the negative side while charging. The carbon
particles can then carry the iron metal to be stored in the external tanks allowing for energy
storage capacity and power decoupling, allowing the economic advantages of scaling inherent
to RFB to be recovered [22]. The carbons and their properties influence the electronic conduc‐
tivity of the slurry electrodes that have to be greater than the ionic conductivity of the elec‐
trolyte. This allows for the iron deposition to occur only onto the slurry particles and not on
the current collector leading to a better control of the current distribution [22]. The electrode
surface area plays an important role in determining the all-iron (hybrid) RFB efficiency and
lifetime. For slurry all-iron RFB, this role becomes secondary. Presently, the slurry all-iron
RFBs are still in the development stage putting them at a disadvantage to the already com‐
mercialised VRFB. Typically, the energy density of the all-iron hybrid battery is 12.7 Wh/l with
a specific energy 10.9 Wh/kg. Energy efficiency is 55% with operating temperature T0 = 40°C
[22, 27].
3.2.3. Energy storage integration
There is much focus on the introduction of storage systems; however, the integration of
different storage systems to complement the use should also be considered. For example,
research was conducted on the integration of compressed hydrogen storage and VRFB. From
system dynamics modelling, it was identified as a result of higher available wind energy for
storage and the hydrogen system is able to provide more energy to the system due to its
capability as a bulk energy storage medium. In contrast, the RFBs are capable of providing
more energy to the system with reduced availability of wind energy for storage, as a result of
higher efficiencies. Therefore, VRFBs or all-iron RFBs are more efficient energy storage at times
when there are no high periods of curtailment.
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system dynamics modelling, it was identified as a result of higher available wind energy for
storage and the hydrogen system is able to provide more energy to the system due to its
capability as a bulk energy storage medium. In contrast, the RFBs are capable of providing
more energy to the system with reduced availability of wind energy for storage, as a result of
higher efficiencies. Therefore, VRFBs or all-iron RFBs are more efficient energy storage at times
when there are no high periods of curtailment.
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The storage systems benefit from increased value regarding technical and economic factors
when integrated with other complementary energy storage technology [28]. This is as a result
of the capability of hydrogen for bulk energy storage and VRFB with higher efficiencies is
complementary. Furthermore, the effect of the integrated systems depends on the level of
excess wind sent to either the hydrogen or VRFB storage system. In independent systems, all
the excess wind is sent to each individual storage technology; however, with an integrated
approach, the excess wind must be split between the two storage systems.
Storage systems benefit from increased value regarding technical and economic factors when
integrated with other complementary energy storage technology.
4. Decentralised hydrogen airport scenario
4.1. Decentralised energy systems
Decentralised energy systems are gaining focus due to energy security and climate change
considerations along with the high GHG emissions from centralised fossil fuel plants. Decen‐
tralised energy systems can potentially allow for the changes required in the energy sector [29–
36]. Advantages include their ability to operate with more than one source of energy and also
their potential to be integrated with renewable energy and storage systems [33, 34]. Currently,
the majority of energy systems consist of centralised power plants. Centralised energy
generation benefits from high economies of scale, base load power capacity and reliability (if
energy resources are available) [35]. However, it is clear a transition from these conventional
fossil fuel power plants is required. Challenges of decentralised energy include technical
challenges of operating the power plants and reliability of the overall system as if the power
plant is relying on non-dispatchable generation, the capacity can be affected and require
investments in back-up power [33].
Energy management is required for planning energy generation for consumption. Energy
management is important for mitigating energy problems. It allows for the optimum operation
of energy generation and storage systems to maximise efficiency. It is evident that within
renewable decentralised systems, energy storage and energy management of these systems
will play an important role. The complexity of the integration of the systems will require
management to optimise the generation, storage and use of energy. Decentralised energy
systems are envisioned for a hydrogen economy to emerge. Both compressed and liquid
hydrogen energy systems can provide valuable green energy carrier if produced from
zero/low carbon emission methods.
The next section will further highlight the different applications and importance of liquid
hydrogen with a discussion on the decentralised use of liquid hydrogen in an airport scenario.
4.2. Hydrogen as a cryogen
An additional application for liquid hydrogen (20 K) is as a cryogen for superconducting
technologies. Interest has grown in finding a suitable low temperature cryogen as a result of
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predicted helium shortages and price increases. There is a predicted and well-documented
incoming shortage of helium for superconducting applications [37–42],] and hydrogen as a
cryogenic coolant has been envisaged as a viable and more economically justified cooling
option for superconducting devices [37]. There are many novel engineering designs that can
be made possible by using medium-temperature MgB2 superconducting wires, as developed
originally in Cambridge [43] that include the following; a self-contained fully electric super‐
conducting ship, DC fault current limiters, high DC current homopolar motors, cheaper
superconducting MgB2 magnets for fusion [41], SMES [41–43] and MRI systems. Development
of liquid hydrogen indirectly cooled MgB2 superconducting high voltage DC cables especially
for computer data centres present ideal candidates for early implementation [44]. Hydrogen’s
use as a coolant, as well as an energy carrier, will spin off new research and developments in
superconducting materials and efficient energy use.
As the quantity of hydrogen liquefied is increased, less energy is wasted and the more efficient
and cost-effective the process. The liquefaction process can occur by the Joule–Thomson
expansion cycle. The hydrogen is compressed at ambient pressure and passed through a heat
exchanger in which the temperature is reduced. As a result of hydrogen cooling on expansion,
the temperature should be below the inversion temperature Tinv = 200 K. A nitrogen precooling
step is introduced, before the hydrogen is passed to the expansion valve. The energy required
for the compressor and expansion valves reduces the overall efficiency of the process. As liquid
hydrogen is a cryogen with a low boiling temperature of Tboil = 20 K (under normal pressure),
it must be stored in insulated cryogenic containers which are designed with double walls and
an insulating space between the two walls to reduce heat transfer to the liquid. Heat transfer
causes the liquid to evaporate and form gas a process called boil-off. Heat also arises from the
ortho-para conversion of hydrogen. To minimise boil-off of the hydrogen for longer storage,
an ortho-para conversion must be completed before liquefaction. The use of catalysts facilitates
the ortho-para conversion of hydrogen [45].
Considering liquid hydrogen safety, direct cooling can only be handled by highly specialised
organisations and companies, but indirect liquid hydrogen cooling, (iLH2), can be a viable
option. In iLH2 installations, a helium gas exchanger can be used, transferring cooling power
of the hydrogen bath at ~20 K to the desired cryomagnetic installation [45]. A pertinent example
of indirect cooling by liquid nitrogen is given by McDonald et al. that designed a cooling system
for a 15 T pulsed copper solenoid magnet to a desired temperature of 30 K in order to reduce
the resistance of the Cu, thereby reducing the power requirements of the system [45]. The
design as proposed cooled the magnet via a closed helium loop circulated through a heat
exchanger filled with liquid hydrogen from a storage Dewar. It is clear hydrogen both
compressed and liquefied will have important implications for different aspects of energy
systems.
4.3. Airport scenario
As a further development of hydrogen storage, a decentralised vision of low-carbon airport
systems will be analysed. Low-carbon systems integrated with hydrogen will be important as
a result of the increasing threat of climate change, resource consumption and increasing energy
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systems will be analysed. Low-carbon systems integrated with hydrogen will be important as
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demand. Storage systems alone will not be able to solve these problems, and innovative
solutions integrated with storage systems are required such as that depicted in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Future integrated hydrogen energy systems utilising added value of liquid hydrogen.
Figure 8 highlights a more complex depiction of Figure 3 with the use of hydrogen not only
for storage and electricity generation but also as a fuel for the aviation industry. It should be
noted the flexibility of hydrogen as an energy vector being capable of being used for passenger
transport, aviation, thermal and cryogenic applications as well as bulk energy storage and
electricity generation. With the increasing energy problems and aims to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions and energy dependence, the use of hydrogen can now be seen as a viable solution.
The support of necessary policy measures can allow the hydrogen economy to emerge in an
attempt to mitigate fossil fuel use other energy problems as mentioned.
A centralised hydrogen vision can be considered with the use of low-carbon systems such as
nuclear energy and steam methane reforming integrated with carbon capture and storage;
however, from Figure 8, a decentralised vision can alternatively be considered as a potential
solution. Airbus, a leading aircraft manufacturer, has received a patent for the design of a
supersonic passenger plane operated on hydrogen, Figure 9. The plane has three different
engine types, and the plane is fuelled by hydrogen and liquid oxygen. The fuel cell is to be
held in the cargo hold with the liquid hydrogen tank and heat exchangers located in the tail.
The fuel cell in the aircraft transforms chemical energy from the hydrogen into electricity
through a chemical reaction with oxygen with waste of water, heat and oxygen-depleted air
allowing reduced operation emissions. Such an aircraft can have implications for the aviation
sector. Additionally, it is predicted that the water produced can be used to reduce the water
required on-board that can reduce the weight and therefore fuel consumption of the aircraft.
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Figure 9. Concept from Airbus for the hydrogen fuelled aircraft [44].
5. Conclusions
The results of the investigation into the various energy storage technologies available for
energy management of decentralised renewable energy systems highlight the large potential
of hydrogen as a storage medium for energy management of decentralised energy systems but
also further highlight one concept in which the further value of hydrogen is explored in with
regard to an airport scenario. With large focus on the decarbonisation of electricity systems,
the need for further opportunities for decarbonisation within the heat and transport sector is
required. Decentralised hydrogen energy systems can be a solution to the aircraft industry
requirement to lower emissions and reduce dependence on fossil fuels. Hydrogen and other
storage technologies can allow a suitable energy carrier for managing the transition to a
decarbonised energy system.
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Abstract
Energy management in households gets increasingly more attention in the struggle to
integrate more sustainable energy sources. Especially in the electrical system, smart
grid systems are envisioned to be part in the efforts towards a better utilisation of the
energy production and distribution infrastructure.  The Home Energy Management
System (HEMS) is a critical infrastructure component in this endeavour. Its main goal
is to enable energy services utilising smart devices in the households based on the
interest of the residential consumers and external actors. With the role of being both
an essential link in the communication infrastructure for balancing the electrical grid
and a surveillance unit in private homes, security and privacy become essential to
address. In this chapter, we identify and address potential threats Home Energy Man‐
agement Platform (HEMP) developers should consider in the progress of designing
architecture, selecting hardware and building software. Our approach starts with a
general view of the involved stakeholders and the HEMS. Given the system over‐
view, a threat model is constructed from the HEMP developer's point of view. Based
on the threats that have been detected, possible mitigation strategies are proposed
taking into account the state of the art of technology for securing platforms.
Keywords: smart grid, IoT, security, privacy, cloud, web service, service‐oriented ar‐
chitecture
1. Introduction
A smart grid is a vision of a more intelligent electrical infrastructure. It is envisioned to provide
a more reliable and effective electrical grid in the process of integrating more intermittent
renewable energy sources, like wind power and solar power. This will demand for systems that
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
will continuously monitor and manage end‐points of the grid, for example, an end‐point as the
residential sector that consumes around 31% of the electricity worldwide [1]1. These systems are
known as Energy Management Systems (EMSs)2. EMSs aim at utilising the grid capacity more
efficiently in terms of instantaneous demand and generation. This includes flattening the peak
demand by giving the demand‐side awareness about the time periods it is “smart” to con‐
sume energy [2].
Ensuring security and privacy are becoming important issues to address with the deployment
of smart meters. Smart meters are devices that record the electric consumption and production
and communicates this information automatically to the utility. Research has shown that
information from smart meters can reveal personal habits and disclose details about the
residents living there. Furthermore, the situation exacerbates if additional meters and actuators
are installed on the most consuming devices for Direct Load Control (DLC) in the demand
response paradigm. Therefore, security and privacy enhanced system architectures suggest, a
Home Energy Management System (HEMS) that runs locally inside the residential home,
among other things to resolve privacy issues.
Figure 1. The considered stack for a HEMS.
This chapter describes security and privacy issues for a HEMS in an SOA. It focuses on the
Home Energy Management Platform (HEMP) provider [also in other contexts referred to as
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)]. A HEMP provider is responsible for the
platform, which the software developers and service providers can deploy their software and
services on as seen in Figure 1. A HEMP provider creates the platform that facilitates security
and privacy in several layers. Following a holistic approach, a threat modelling approach is
used that considers the interdependencies between stakeholders of the system before identi‐
fying the threats the system faces. A risk assessment is made on the identified threats, and
1 Percentage based on the average electricity consumption from residential domains in Spain, Norway and Denmark.
2 EMSs can refer to not only systems that support the operation of the electrical grid on a transmission and distribution level
but also systems that automatically control and monitor energy usage in buildings.
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possible mitigation strategies are presented based on a review of the state of the art in hardware
security. Based on the threat analysis, recommendations to create a secure HEMS are provided.
2. Background and related work
A preliminary review of the domain is presented before developing a threat model for the
HEMP. The review includes a description of general threat modelling approaches together
with commonly used diagrams to perform the analysis.
2.1. Threat modelling approaches
Threat modelling is a systematic approach that supports the process of finding the appropriate
technical solutions for enforcing security and privacy. It considers the potential threats with
the greatest impact and addresses these first.
There are generally three approaches to threat modelling [3]:
• Assets‐centric: Assets define things that need protection, or things the attacker wants or
something in between those two. The approach focusses on defining the assets of the system
and afterwards, analysing the flow of assets within an organisation. The model can then be
applied with an attack set like STRIDE [3], which is a mnemonic for Spoofing, Tampering,
Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation of Privilege.
• Attacker‐centric: Envisioned attackers are defined in terms of resources and capabilities.
An attacker model identifies a number of scenarios where an attacker can break the system
both directly and indirectly. Directly, in terms of exploiting, for example, software vulner‐
abilities, and indirectly, in terms of exploiting humans that have privileges within the
system.
• System‐centric3: The approach attempts to look at the designed system as a whole. As the
system is being designed, the threat model is continuously being developed or updated.
The threat model includes finding threats using, for example, STRIDE and attack trees [3].
When comparing the approaches, the system‐centric approach more tightly couples with the
development process, whereas the asset‐centric approach and attacker‐centric approach can
be considered more “detached” and are typically performed separate from the software
development.
2.1.1. Diagrams for threat modelling
The typical diagrams for revealing threats focus on describing the domain or the data flows
within the considered system. The goals of these diagrams are to create a common view of the
system and to make the communication paths visible. These diagrams provide an abstraction
3 Is often called software-centric, but for the sake of generality we use the term system-centric.
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of the system which allows system architects and software developers to create a common
view of the system and define the system boundaries.
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [4] is general‐purpose modelling language that
specifies a set of diagrams for modelling systems. It provides a standardised way of modelling
systems and provides two fundamental representations of a system: behavioural models and
structural models. Behavioural models, such as use case diagrams, can be beneficial to identify
stakeholders and describe a proposed functionality. Structural models, such as class diagrams,
are useful for describing the domain which includes objects, attributions, operations and
relationships.
Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) have traditionally been used for threat modelling, since the threat
problems tend to follow the data flow not the control flow [3]. It is used for describing how
data enter and leave the system. The basic elements for modelling the system are shown in
Table 1. The system is typically modelled with specific scope, where the external system that
provides the system with data is modelled using the external entity element. The system of
interest consists of a number of processes and data stores with data flow between them. To define
the boundary between trust elements and non‐trusted elements, DFD also includes trust
boundaries. Trust boundaries visualise where data flows intersect between the system and a
malicious actor.
Element Model Description Examples
External entity Outside scope A stakeholder delivering or receiving
to the system
Process Execution of system element Executable code or hardware function
Data flow Communication between
elements
RPC calls, system calls, HTTP
Data store Entity that stores data Files, memory, database
Table 1. The basic elements of a DFD.
By modelling the specific system with DFD elements, it is possible to map these elements to
the STRIDE threats. For instance, an external entity for the system can generate a spoofing threat,
that is, an external entity can pretend to be something or someone else than originally thought
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of. By enforcing an authentication mechanism, it is possible to mitigate the threat if the external
entity was trying to spoof a person or a thing.
2.2. Home energy management software platforms
As depicted in Figure 1, the HEMS consists of a software platform that provides the middle‐
ware for interoperable communication between devices and services. In the following, two
open source EMSs are presented. Both use the OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative)
architecture that specifies a modular and service‐based software platform implemented in
Java.
2.2.1. OpenHAB
The openHAB project4 is an open software framework that focusses on enabling home
automation by joining systems and technologies available in the smart home domain. It allows
for automation rules and offers a single user interface for all such systems. The openHAB
software is capable of running on any device that supports the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
The architecture consists of three main components: the OSGi framework, openHAB Core
Components and openHAB Add‐ons. The OSGi framework and the openHAB Core Compo‐
nents represent the internal communication infrastructure and base libraries. The openHAB
Add‐ons include a large set of protocol bindings that map between other home automation
protocols to an abstract data model. It includes an “item” repository, where an item can be
interpreted as an abstraction for a property a device can actuate. The openHAB framework
provides mechanisms for securing the communication to the openHAB software platform, but
does not have additional security features beside what the OSGi framework can provide.
2.2.2. OGEMA
Open Gateway Energy Management (OGEMA)5 is an open software framework for smart grid
services. It represents a system that supports building automation control and energy man‐
agement for residential and industrial environments. The framework rests on a hardware‐
independent platform with a common execution environment for all deployable services.
OGEMA uses the OSGi Java framework enabling a modular and dynamic software environ‐
ment. The OGEMA framework consists of the following entities:
• OGEMA Services: Common services like resource administration, user interface, web
interface and data logging, but also a common data model and access control.
• Resources: Data structures according to the data model representing the connected devices.
• Applications: Services for, for example, price‐based management and energy analysis.
• Communication drivers: Drivers for supporting multiple communication media, for
example, ZigBee and EEBus.
4 http://www.openhab.org/
5 http://www.ogema.org/
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The OGEMA architecture embeds three “modes” of security: standard infrastructure, a
controlled environment and proof of security [5]. Furthermore, it isolates third‐party applica‐
tions which can be integrity checked using the public key of the service provider. This is similar
to Android's permission handling [5]. Since OGEMA framework is restricted to security
capability of the OSGi Java framework and the JVM, it is possible for a malicious component
to freeze the platform by allocating too much memory or changing shared variables. A possible
solution to this issue is the I‐JVM presented in [6].
2.3. Threat analysis of the smart grid domain
Cyber‐Physical Systems (CPSs) and Internet of Things (IoTs) are two research domains that
overlap and share similar challenges with the smart grid domain. In [7], they identify four key
challenges in designing a secure IoT which include data management, identity management,
trust management and privacy. Based on these challenges, they propose hardware‐based
mitigation strategies that include Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) for data provenance,
integrity and identity management. However, they present a non‐systematic approach where
the stakeholders are not clearly identified. In reference [8], they consider threat modelling
issues of CPSs. The authors provide a generic model of a CPS and present a case study with a
road vehicle. In reference [9], researchers present a survey of security theories, analysis,
simulation and application fields but without giving recommendations.
In reference [10], they present a structured method for identifying security threats in smart
home scenarios. It is based on a context pattern for the elicitation of domain knowledge for the
smart home domain. Using the context pattern for creating DFDs for the smart domain, they
identify the entry points and vulnerabilities. This allows them to define the attack paths from
entry point to the assets of the system. Their method is sound and structured but lacks possible
threat mitigation strategies.
3. Threat modelling of a home energy management platform
Security experts are encouraging designers to make explicit statements about the security
assumptions, when designing and implementing systems. Defining the security assumptions
is the first step in order to find the vulnerabilities of a system. With a description of the
vulnerabilities, it is possible to assess the risks a given design exposes. Security technologies
can then be enforced where the vulnerabilities need to be addressed.
3.1. Methodology
A systematic approach is necessary to discover all the vulnerabilities of a system [10]. Our
approach for designing a HEMP is shown in Figure 2, consisting of five steps. The methodology
is based on the work presented in references [3, 10, 11], but adapted to our work.
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Figure 2. The methodology for performing the threat modelling.
The following gives a description of the six steps in our method:
Step 1. Define context and objectives—The context represents the identification of the main
stakeholders of the system, the general system architecture and the desired objectives. The
purpose of this step is to create the scope of interest and focus on the analysis. Part of the
context is the review of regulations with the smart grid area and to describe the considered
use cases. This includes also defining the dependency between stakeholders. With the
definition of the context and objectives, requirements can be elicited.
Step 2. Define DFD—Using the previously defined context, the flow of information is
modelled through DFDs. Context elements are mapped to elements that present input/output,
processes, data flow and data storage. In the modelling process, the context can be refined, for
example, adding additional stakeholders or modifying the system architecture. Furthermore,
it supports the process of modelling the domain knowledge to DFD elements. With the process
of defining the context and modelling, the DFD represent the high‐level system description.
Step 3. Identify assets and vulnerabilitiesbased on DFD elements—Based on the DFD
elements representing the HEMP, the system's assets and threats are identified. Assets
represent valuable targets for an attacker and are therefore of interest for the attacker. Assets
can be both physical and linked to a process. One approach to identify threats for the identified
assets is the STRIDE‐per‐element or STRIDE‐per‐interaction approach [3].
Step 4. Risk impact assessment based on attack trees—With explicit threats, the risk impact
assessment can be performed using attack trees. The step assesses how noticeable and with
what likelihood a threat is. The outcome of this assessment can be either accepted or mitigated
using a technical solution. An accepted risk represents a possible attack, but it is typically
regarded as unlikely.
Step 5. Selection of mitigation approach—If a threat is unacceptable, a selection of a mitiga‐
tion solution must be considered. The solution can be based on possible software or hardware
technologies that consider an attacker with the same power or more. Mitigation can require a
different hardware or software solution. The risk assessment of the threat can help in deter‐
mining the threat mitigation should be placed in the hardware or software.
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3.2. Stakeholders, system architecture and objectives
In Figure 3, the major stakeholders of the HEMS are presented. The residential consumer
enables the deployment of HEMSs. Trust to the system, reduction of/control of electricity bills,
addressing environmental concerns and better comfort (i.e., provision of technical solutions
for better control of own energy use) are the main motivational factors for the residential
consumers to adopt a smart grid solution [12]. Smart device vendors build sensors and
actuators deployed in homes, for example, Wink,6 SmartThings7 or Vera8 represent an envi‐
sioned smart device vendor. Often these vendors can be categorised whether or not they
provide a total home automation solution or have upgraded an existing product to be IoT‐
enabled. In the envisioned system, the Distribution System Operator (grid operator) is not
directly interacting with the HEMS, instead it depends on the smart grid services developed
by service providers and deployed by the service market responsible. Services utilise infor‐
mation retrieved from the residential homes and electric grid, to improve electricity usage for
both the residential consumers and grid operator. For connecting the services and the smart
devices, a communication service provider (CSP) is needed. The software platform providers
create the software platform, where services can be executed.
Figure 3. Overview of the major stakeholders of the HEMS. It is inspired by [32].
The HEMS is considered to be placed in an SOA, where there exist home‐oriented and grid‐
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State Transfer (REST) architectural style. The system considers many‐to‐one mapping between
the residential consumer and the DSO, that is, the home‐oriented services are executed for each
residential consumer, whereas the grid‐oriented services utilise the output for optimising the
operation for the DSO.
The rationale of the system architecture is that the home‐oriented services will optimise
according to demands of individual homes, whereas the grid‐oriented services will support
the operation of the electrical grid. Since grid‐oriented services can be highly valuable for the
grid responsible (DSO), these will foster the development of the home‐oriented services. A
fundamental requirement for the approach is that the services can be used as building blocks
for delivering additional services. For a more detailed insight into the system, the reader is
referred to references [13, 14].
The main characteristics of a service‐oriented system are [15]:
• Heterogeneous platform and execution environment.
• Communication is handled through standards.
• Advances the concept of component‐based software by reducing the coupling between
services.
• Encourage continuous and independent (re)deployment of software.
The domain model is depicted in Figure 4 using a UML class diagram together with the main
stakeholders. It is composed of classes (rectangular icons), packages (folder icons) and actors
(stick figures). It considers the domain to consist of two major parts: a service market and a
residential home. Both parts include a number of elements (represented as classes) that represent
the implementation by a stakeholder. At this stage, only elements that are relevant for an
identified stakeholder are considered. The relationship between the elements indicates the
Figure 4. Domain model of the system.
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multiplicity and type of association. Besides the basic UML arrows representing the associa‐
tions, two other arrows are drawn. The dependency between the stakeholders is modelled
with an open arrow to visualise how stakeholder's business objectives are associated with other
stakeholders. A closed arrow indicates the realisation of the element.
In the process of defining hardware recommendations for the HEMP developer, focus is set
on the HEMP developer as depicted and highlighted in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 4, the HEMP
developer has several dependencies—either directly or indirectly.
To this end, the objective of the HEMP developer for the HEMS is the following:
The HEMP will provide a security and privacy enhanced platform for service developers
to deploy on web service on, while being a trustworthy platform for the residential
consumers, service providers and the grid responsible.
3.3. Requirements
To identify the security threats and vulnerabilities of the HEMP (see Section 3.5), the necessary
requirements, which the platform must adhere to, have to be explicitly stated. An explicit set
of requirements can guide the process of designing a platform which is resistant to possible
attacks. Furthermore, it allows for a risk assessment of third‐party services installed on the
device.
Requirements are usually understood as stating what a system is supposed to do—contrary to
how it should do it [16]. It characterises the desired functional behaviour and performance,
whereas non‐functional requirements aim at fulfilling a desired property. Non‐functional
requirements are usually judged by the operator of the system and relate more to the system
architecture, whereas functional requirements are testable.
In the following, both the functional and non‐functional requirements for the HEMP will be
presented. The requirements are classified according to the direct stakeholders for the HEMP
developer. The rationale is that the requirements and dependencies from the stakeholders will
have an impact on the threats and thereby on the mitigation strategies that technical solutions
can provide. The listed requirements are derived from use cases and requirements specified
in references [14, 17–19].
3.3.1. Software platform developer
An essential feature of the HEMS is to provide an environment for executing services relevant
for external actors in the smart grid. This includes services with real‐time dependencies or not.
These services can be manufactured by different service providers and therefore depend on
an isolated execution environment, if a single service should not crash the system. Moreover,
software trends dictate a continuous development and maintenance process to follow an agile
development life cycle and fix newly discovered vulnerabilities. Thus, doing updates to the
services is vital for its sustainability. Finally, a software platform is responsible for delivering
the “knobs” of the smart devices for services and external system to interact with in a secure
way. The requirements are as follows:
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R1. The HEMS shall support execution of real‐time dependent services, like services for
controlling a residential battery according to external signals.
R2. The HEMS employ separation mechanisms to securely isolate services.
R3. The HEMS shall be able to upgrade existing services.
R4. The HEMS shall support remote software updates from the software framework devel‐
opers for managing services.
R5. The HEMS shall provide security measures appropriate for the protection of integrity and
confidentiality of services.
These requirements relate to service providers which represent the main stakeholder of the
software platform developer.
3.3.2. Smart device vendor
End devices in the smart grids often represent the load of the electrical system. Giving these
devices the ability to communicate with other devices facilitates information to be dissemi‐
nated to all stakeholders. For the smart devices to be part of the smart grid, a communication
infrastructure in the Home Area Network (HAN) that incorporates a heterogeneous set of
communication protocols is essential [20, 21]. Furthermore, for smart devices to provide a
secure communication path, it is necessary to enable end‐to‐end encryption. The smart device
vendors’ requirements are as follows:
R1. The HEMS shall support multiple communication protocols for the HAN.
R2. The HEMS shall provide smart device vendors with the ability to extend the set of
communication drivers easily.
R3. The HEMS shall facilitate end‐to‐end encryption between smart devices and the services
that utilise and control the smart devices.
Besides depending on the physical communication technology implemented on the HEMS,
software drivers are also necessary to provide an interface for a service.
3.3.3. Residential consumer
The intelligent automation of the smart grid depends on the residential consumers. They will
be an integral part that will ensure reliability of the electrical grid by modifying the way energy
is used. A HEMS can support the behavioural change but requires the acceptance of the
residential consumer. It is generally believed that a user‐centric approach is vital, where trust
to the system remains one of the priorities [12]. The requirements for a residential consumer
are:
R1. The HEMS must secure the confidentially and integrity of meter data.
R2. The HEMS should provide residential consumers the ability to install and uninstall services
on demand.
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3.4. Data flow diagram of the home energy management platform
The main purpose of DFDs is to identify the key data flows in the system. Modelling the data
flows, contrary to the control flows, reveals how information is exchanged throughout the
system. A DFD model explains who takes part in a process for delivering the information, the
information needed to complete a process and what information is stored.
Figure 5 provides an overview of the internal data flows on a HEMS and the HEMS interactions
with the external entities based on reference [14]. Besides the DFD symbols presented in
Table 1, the DFD is annotated with dotted lines indicating the trust boundaries. These are
quantified three trust levels from the HEMP provider's point of view. Furthermore, it contains
dotted arrows between processes, to indicate how a process affects another process's runtime.
These are useful for expressing hardware‐related issues.
Figure 5. DFD of the HEMS.
As seen in Figure 5, seven processes are included in the model. This includes two services:
third‐party HEM service and a Meter Data Management (MDM) service. The MDM service is
explicitly included to show the data flow of meter data and storage of the smart device
configurations. The third‐party HEM service presents any high‐level service useful for smart
grid operations. The service manager and software framework manager relate to the contin‐
uous maintenance of the software on the HEMS. Lastly, there is a system manager and device
manager for the physical interaction with the HEMS.
3.5. Threat analysis
A threat model is a depiction of a system's attack surface. An attack surface has numerous
threats towards a set of assets within the system. The purpose of mitigation techniques is to
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protect the assets from a possible attacker. The envisioned attacker can be assigned capabilities,
such as being able to have physical access to the system or only have access through the
network. Other attackers include social engineers which through “social” interaction can gain
unauthorised privileges to the system. This could be attackers using phishing emails to exploit
vulnerable code in installed software.
The threats for the HEMP provider are a combination of the indirect threats that the software
platform provider faces and the external entities that have physical access to the HEMS. In the
following, we classify the considered attacker, identify the assets of the HEMS and elicit a
subset of vulnerabilities.
3.5.1. Assets of the HEMS
Assets represent valuable targets for an attacker, and therefore naturally represent the system
susceptibility for threats. In the following, the key assets are identified with a description of
the reason for its inclusion:
Services: These represent both value‐added services for the residential consumer, but also
account for the foundation of service market generation. A compromised service can lead to
cyber attacks on homely property. Furthermore, it can also lead to violation of the intellectual
property for the service provider, thus undermining a service market. The services are
dependent on the software platform provider to secure the services, where it assumes the
underlying software stack (e.g., virtual machine, Operating System (OS), etc.) will not be
compromised. The services can contain a range of sensible information regarding the residen‐
tial consumer, for example, granular meter data, personal identifiable information, crypto‐
graphic key sets and so on.
Service manager: This process is responsible for presenting, installing, updating and unin‐
stalling services on the HEMS. It is in direct contact with the residential consumer and service
market provider. An attack on the service market manager can lead to undermining the service
ecosystem with services unable to be update if a critical software patch needs to be installed.
It depends on the given privileges from the software platform. It contains the audit of installed
services and cryptographic keys to allow for a secure connection to the smart market provider.
System manager: This manager administrates the OS stack including middleware software
(JVM, Python interpreter), system libraries and kernel (network interface, memory manage‐
ment, I/O interface, etc.), and therefore performs privileged operations. The entire software
framework stack depends on its implementation. Therefore, it is assumed that it is configured
and maintained reliably.
3.5.2. Identifying vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities represent an attacker's entry points to the system. It is therefore crucial to
identify these entry points in order to mitigate possible attacks. Here the vulnerabilities are
presented using the STRIDE‐per‐interaction approach between the service and service
manager. Other interactions identified in the DFD are omitted for brevity.




T1. Spoofing: The HEMS contacts the service market provider for exploring, installing,
updating the services on Smart Market provider. If the attacker is able to insert spoofed IP
packets or DNS packets when the service manager sends requests to the original Service
Market site, the service manager can be sent to a site with malicious services.
T2. Tampering: An attacker can inject code for replacing integrity check of installed services.
This will lead to malicious services being installed, which were not verified by the service market
controller.
T3. Repudiation: Someone9 rejects installation of a service in order to deny possible payment
for energy bill.
T4. Information disclosure: An attacker is able to see the intellectual property of a service.
T5. Denial of service: If an attacker can block any communication with the service manager,
the service manager cannot update installed services.
T6. Elevation of privileges: The HEMS supports third‐party services to be installed through
the service market provider. If the service market provider is able to install a service that is able to
access outside the boundary of its privileges, an attacker can access the meter data, smart device
configurations.
3.5.3. Attack trees
Attack trees are useful for visualising the escalation of attacks (see Figure 6). The attack tree
shows the root cause of an attack and what an attack subsequently after would allow an
attacker to do. What would seem to be a minor attack on the system can propagate through
the system, leaving assets exposed for an attacker.
In the following, the threats towards the process with the lowest trust boundary is focussed
on for brevity; the “Third‐party HEM service” (where the MDM service is a special case). The
threats T1, T2, T4, T5 and T6 can be collected from the root threat “Install of malicious service”.
The root of the attack tree is set to this threat. It is presented with the problematic state as root.
Each edge in the attack tree is labelled with “{noticeable/likelihood}” measure, to indicate if
the attack is believed to be noticeable and the likelihood of such an approach (Figure 6).
4. Mitigation strategies
Often the time spend on judging the level of the risk should be compared to the time for
addressing the threat. When addressing the threat, it is possible to mitigate the risk by
redesigning of system architecture, implementing a mitigation feature or simply ignoring it.
In the following, the chapter will review for hardware security and privacy mechanisms that
mitigate the “install of malicious service” attack.
9 The term “someone” instead of attacker is used deliberately, since it can represent the user of the system as well.
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4.1. Security and privacy technologies
The process of developing a secure hardware platform has recently intensified. Previously,
computer security primarily focussed on creating secure software architectures and protocols
with the assumption that the lower‐layer applications (e.g., the OS) would be secure. However,
flaws in an OS implementation can likely lead to additional vulnerability of the application on
top of it. Therefore, researchers have proposed systems for running trusted code on an
untrusted OS, but there exists still pitfalls, for example, Iago attacks [22]. In the following, the
concept of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) will be reviewed as well as technologies
that use this concept.
4.1.1. Trusted execution environments
In its essence, a TEE is an environment that you can choose to rely upon to perform sensitive
tasks. The goal of TEE is to provide an isolated execution environment, secure storage, remote
attestation, secure provisioning and a trusted path [23]. In hardware, it usually defines a
distinguished part of the hardware architecture which is encrypted and integrity protected. It
isolates an area of the processor, memory and peripherals for performing privileged opera‐
tions. Next to the TEE, a Rich Execution Environment (REE) is considered outside the Trusted
Computing Base (TCB), where both an untrusted OS and untrusted third‐party services can
be executed. Despite its realisation in AMD Secure Execution Environment, ARM's TrustZone
technology [24], and Intel's SafeGuard Extensions (SGX) [25], it is not widely used by service
Figure 6. Attacks based on threats towards “Third‐party HEM service”.
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developers. In the following, we will examine the hardware security technologies for mitigat‐
ing the identified risk in Section 3.4.
4.1.1.1. ARM TrustZone technology
The security extensions embedded in the specification of ARMv6 and later are called the
TrustZone technology [24]. It provides two operational worlds: a normal world and secure
world. This allows for different execution privileges for applications. For instance, an applica‐
tion responsible for handling confidential data can be executed in the secure world, without a
normal application being aware about; even with vulnerabilities in the normal world's OS. The
two worlds are executed through two virtual processors with hardware access controls to
switch between the two worlds. The hardware access switch defines the active components in
the hardware when switched. Traditionally, ARM TrustZone has primarily been used for
Digital Rights Management (DRM) or banking applications, but are not restricted to those
types of applications.
4.1.1.2. Intel SGX
Intel's SGX extension is a set of instructions and mechanisms for managing the memory access
to the Intel Architecture processors [25]. The main principle relies upon the concept of a
protected memory container, also referred to as an enclave. The enclave can be created through
application code, where sensitive data are explicitly marked. When the application is executed,
a sensitive part of the application's memory space is encapsulated within an enclave. This
enclave ensures that the confidentially and integrity of that memory space are sustained even
with the presence of privileged malware (i.e., super‐user capabilities). Furthermore, to ensure
the integrity of the application inside the enclave, Intel SGX supports CPU‐based attestation
and sealing. An audited process monitors the built process of the enclave and assesses the
identity of the hardware from where the enclave should be executed. Before the application is
executed of the CPU, the identity of the hardware is verified through the sealing identity. It
contains a digital signature (known as report) of the enclave's initial state. The enclave is then
capable of receiving a report of the state, verifying its correctness. To verify that the correct
software has been instantiated on the platform to remote system, it can perform an attestation
with the SGX‐supported processor (known as quote). This can prove to a remote system that
application has been sent to a genuine SGX implementation. The reader is referred to [26] for
a thorough description of the Intel SGX technology.
4.1.1.3. TrustLite and TyTAN
TrustLite [27] is a security architecture for resource constrained embedded systems that
generally have to be cost effective in terms of development and production costs. The archi‐
tecture allows for software isolation with execution‐aware memory protection. The memory
protection enforces a strict access control on memory by considering the program counter.
Furthermore, it includes a secure exception engine that protects tasks from unauthorised
exception handling. It has a secure loader that enables update of the security policy as well as
prevents memory leakages after resetting the platform. However, TrustLite is static in terms
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of loading software components and their isolation, since this is required at boot time. TyTAN
[28] leverages the TrustLite architecture for providing dynamically loading software compo‐
nents together with an integrated real‐time system.
4.1.1.4. Haven
The objective of Haven security architecture [29] is to protect the confidentiality and integrity
of a user's unmodified application in the cloud from an untrusted cloud provider. It is assumed
that the processor is implemented correctly, but otherwise it is assumed that the adversary can
access everything else, including memory and I/O devices. On software level, it is assumed
that the adversary has full access to the entire software stack, including the OS, hypervisor,
Basic Input/Output System (BIOS), device firmware and so on.
The inventors of Haven solve the confidentiality and integrity problem by using an inverse
sandboxing technique also known as a shielded execution. Their solution is called Haven, and it
leverages the Intel SGX and Microsoft's Drawbridge project [30]. Intel SGX allows application
developers to protect their data from unauthorised access or modification by software that
have highest privilege levels (e.g., a super‐user).
The deployment process of the Haven application is similar to the deployment of a regular
cloud application, with the additional step of verifying that the process was correctly per‐
formed (the attestation from the Intel CPU). It is assumed that the cloud provider provides an
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), that delivers the storage, hardware and networking compo‐
nents on a virtualisation platform (e.g., KVM, Xen, etc.).
4.2. Recommendations and conclusion
Recommendations for a HEMP provider are given based on the vulnerabilities discovered
from the threat model and the review of hardware security technologies based on TEE. Some
of these recommendations reflect the challenges the security community and the hardware
manufacturers are facing today, thus implementation details are still unexplored. Therefore,
this chapter limits the thoroughness of recommendations to a problem description and
possible approaches that need to be adapted for the HEMS. The problem description is linked
to the identified requirements and threats, where the approaches are linked to the hardware
technology review. The list of recommendations is as follows:
• The HEMP should support isolation of services in terms of data and resources: At the
service layer envisioned for the HEMS, software frameworks for energy management
already provide isolation of services (e.g., OSGi‐based software frameworks). However, as
services become mission critical in relation to energy management, the computational
resources must also be isolated. Furthermore, as services need different privileges for
accessing data, the HEMS should provide a data isolation mechanism. An application
isolation mechanism based on the TyTAN security architecture [28] could comply with such
demands. Furthermore, it allows the use of real‐time‐dependent intelligent automation
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services and allows for securely installing additional communication drivers (see R1, R2,
R6, R7 R9, R10, R11).
• The HEMP could provide an inverse sandboxing mechanism, if the deployment of a
service is sensitive for access or modification by highest privileged users: Acting as a
platform for intelligent automation services to be deployed on, the service provider might
have contractual agreement with the residential consumer about their electricity consump‐
tion. For achieving this, the service providers must ensure the integrity and confidentially
of the intelligent automation services. This can be achieved, for example, by using the inverse
sandboxing mechanism that the Haven [91] security architecture provides (see R5).
• The HEMP should place the device authentication process and the update process in a
trusted environments and vulnerable data in a secure data storage (e.g., containing private
keys) Authentication becomes a larger problem in the smart grid because of the necessity
of self-organisation. A possible solution is presented in [31] which is based on TEE (see R3,
R4, R7, R8).
Constructing a HEMP, which is both secure and ensures the privacy of considered data assets,
is challenging. But in order to do so, an important property for enforcing security is to build it
in the system and not onto the system. This chapter contributes with a threat modelling of
HEMS based on the requirement and design phases of the Microsoft Security Development
Lifecycle. A domain model is constructed using UML, and the requirements are elicited from
use cases for HEMS under research. A DFD models an abstract HEMS platform based on a
combination of the architecture of OGEMA framework and reference architecture of a mobile
platform [32]. Based on a threat analysis of the DFD, an attack tree is constructed with the focus
on a malicious service attacker. Given the threats, mitigation strategies are reviewed for giving
recommendations for HEMP manufacturers in the future smart grid.
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Abstract
Microgrid provides an effective means to promote renewable energy utilization via
deploying multiple distributed generations (DGs) with energy storage systems (ESSs),
loads, control devices and protect devices, which can operate in either islanded mode or
grid-connected mode. In order to coordinate the output of different DGs and realize the
potential of renewable energy, energy management and economic dispatch of micro‐
grid is needed. Both distributed energy resources (DERs) and user loads in microgrid
have uncertainty characteristics; so the randomness of the wind speed and solar radiation
intensity are modeled by interval mathematics and the interval output of the wind turbine
and photovoltaic (PV) generation system are obtained. Then, a microgrid economic
optimization model based on interval optimization method is proposed. Next, com‐
bined with the time-of-use characteristic, issue of the power exchange with the external
grid has been considered. Finally, Considering the effect of ESS, this chapter discusses
the impacts of uncertainty of renewable energy power and load power on optimization
results, as well as the effects of the degree of load uncertainty or load fluctuation on
scheduling results. The results verify the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed
method in dealing with uncertainty optimization problem of microgrid.
Keywords: economic operation optimization, energy management, microgrid, uncer‐
tainty, distributed generation
1. Introduction
With the increasing depletion of fossil fuels, the deterioration of global environment and the
dependence of human society on energy, the utilization of renewable energy sources (RESs),
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
such as wind energy, solar energy, and so on, has been paid more and more attention. Distrib‐
uted generation (DG) is raising high interests in distribution systems due to the deregulation
and environmental concerns, the unique features such as the flexible utilization of dispersed
RESs, and the flexible generating strategy. However, single DG cannot provide high-quality
and sustainable power. The implementation of dispersed DGs, however, may bring addition‐
al challenges while providing various benefits [1]. To make full use of renewable energy, the
concept of microgrid came into existence.
Figure 1. Typical structure of microgrid.
Microgrid is a section of distribution system that contains distributed energy resources (DERs)
and can be isolated from the rest of the network when contingency occurs in upstream grid.
The ability to operate in islanded mode could potentially enhance the local reliability. Fur‐
thermore, microgrid can adopt multiple DGs and the optimal deployment of different types
of DGs may complement the intermittent nature of DERs so as to promote the renewable
energy utilization [2]. Microgrid usually consists of DGs, ESSs, loads, control devices, and
protect devices, etc. It is an autonomous, self-manage, and self-control system, which can
operate in either islanded mode or grid-connected mode. In order to coordinate the output of
different DGs and realize the potential of renewable energy, the economic dispatch of micro‐
grid is needed [3]. Figure 1 depicts a typical structure of microgrid.
From Figure 1, it can be seen that DGs in microgrid mainly contain wind power generation
system [4], photovoltaic (PV) system, combined cooling heating and power (CCHP) and fuel
cell (FC). The loads in microgrid consist of the power load and the cold and hot load of
residential users and office buildings. The energy storage devices in microgrid consist of DC
and AC energy storage, and battery storage is mainly applied [5]. Meanwhile, microgrid
includes a number of energy conversion devices, which are mainly AC/DC conversion devices.
In general, microgrid operates in grid-connected mode, connecting with the external distri‐
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bution system through a static switch as the point of common coupling (PCC). When the PCC
disconnects, microgrid turns into islanded operation mode and the internal loads are totally
supplied by DGs in microgird. A large microgrid may consist of several smaller ones, which
can also operate independently and supply the corresponding loads, respectively. For instance,
some small commercial microgrids consist of PV and AC energy storage devices are located
around the modern high buildings. Moreover, many small community microgrids consist of
gas turbine, and PV and DC energy storage devices are located around residential loads.
Besides the satisfying of electricity demand, microgrid can also meet the cold and hot load
demand. The generation units within microgrid can be installed near users, thus the costs of
transmission and distribution are reduced, and the utilization efficiency of energy is improved.
DGs are easy to identify installing locations, and the installation periods are usually short. In
addition, microgrid has advantages of clean energy utilization, low noise, and so on. Therefore,
it is significant to do research on the economic operation of microgrid.
As energy conservation and loss reduction are realized through energy dispatch of generators
in a conventional power system, the economic and efficient operation of microgrid is realized
through energy management and economic operation of microgrid. Compared with a
conventional power system, controlled variables in microgrid are much more abundant such
as the active power of DGs, the voltage of voltage-type inverter, the current of current-type
inverter, the active power of energy storage devices, the reactive power compensation of
adjustable capacitors, and the proportion of thermal loads and electricity loads in CCHPs.
Considering the normal operation constraints of power system, certain benefits can be realized
by adjusting controlled variables such as the properly dispatch of energy and the maximum
utilization of renewable energy in microgrid so as to guarantee the economic operation of
microgrid. Meanwhile, when microgrid operates especially with high penetration, the energy
loss of transformers and feeders in distribution system can be reduced through the effective
control of microgrid output.
This chapter mainly studies the characteristics of various DGs, establishes mathematical
models, analyzes different operational control strategies, and proposes an economic operation
optimization method considering uncertainties of DGs in microgrid [6–7]. The DERs and user
loads in microgrid both have the uncertainty characteristics, so it is worth to conduct an in-
depth study on how to consider the effect brought by these uncertainty factors in economic
optimization of microgrid [8–9]. In order to characterize these uncertainties in microgrid, the
randomness of the wind speed and solar radiation intensity are described by interval and then
the output prediction interval value of the wind turbine and PVs are obtained. Combined with
interval description of load uncertainty, a microgrid economic optimization model based on
interval optimization method is proposed [10]. Then combined with the time-of-use charac‐
teristic, issue of the power exchange with the external grid has been considered. Finally, take
the effects analysis of storage on the economic operation of the system as an example, this
chapter has discussed the impacts of uncertainty of renewable energy power and load power
on optimization results, as well as the effects of the degree of load uncertainty or load fluctu‐
ation on scheduling results. The results verify the robustness of the proposed method and
model, and show the effectiveness in dealing with uncertainty optimization problem.
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2. Modeling of DGs in microgrid under uncertainty
2.1. Uncertainty model for PV output
PV arrays can convert solar radiation into DC power and then access into AC power via PV
inverters. For a PV array, its maximum DC power output can be calculated via Eq. (1). In Eq.
(1), the area of the PV array APV is fixed for a specific PV power generation system. In addition,
PV inverters are usually operated in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode with
relatively constant power conversion efficiency η. On the other hand, the operation tempera‐
ture of solar panels Tc and the solar radiation on panels GT are varied. Several factors, such as
the ambient air temperature, the atmospheric pressure, and the wind speed, may impact the
operation temperature of solar panels. The operation temperature of solar panels can be
calculated via the ambient temperature in Eq. (2). Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), the output
power of a PV array can be calculated in Eq. (3). Eq. (3) shows that the power output of a PV
cell is mainly determined by the solar radiation and the ambient temperature. The ambient
temperatures may not change dramatically in a very short time period. Thus, the cloud cover
is considered as the dominant uncertainty factor that affects the PV output;
[1 0.005( 25)]PV T CP A G Th= - - (1)
c a TT T CG= + (2)
[1 0.005( 25)]PV T a TP A G T CGh= - + - (3)
An interval cloud model is introduced to describe uncertainties of the cloud cover. The solar
radiation effect on the panels can be calculated by the solar radiation outside the atmosphere
and the corresponding cloud cover index as shown in Eq. (4) and Table 1:
[ ] [ ]T aG I G= × (4)
Weather Cloud cover index
Rainy, snowy [0.1, 0.2]
Overcast [0.2, 0.3]
Overcast to cloudy [0.3, 0.5]
Cloudy [0.5, 0.7]
Cloudy to clear [0.7, 0.9]
Clear [0.9, 1.0]
Table 1. Cloud cover index.
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Given the interval cloud cover model in Eq. (4), the interval PV output model can be formulated
via the following two steps:
a. Predict the next-day solar radiation outside the atmosphere at the PV location. Based on
the weather forecast and the solar radiation forecast, the solar radiation interval is
calculated as G
¯T
, ḠT  via Eq. (4).
b. Obtain the interval of the PV output P(G
¯T
), P(ḠT )  using the PV power output function
via Eq. (3).
2.2. Uncertainty model for WTG output
Wind turbine generators (WTGs) can convert kinetic energy from wind into electricity. The
mechanical power generated by the wind turbine Pm can be calculated via Eq. (5);
30.5m PP AV Cr= (5)
Figure 2. Wind speed variety during one day.
where ρ is the air density, A is the air cross-section, V is the wind speed, and CP is a function
of the speed ratio and the blade pitch angle.
The real power injected into electric power systems by a WTG is mostly affected by wind speed.
Figure 2 shows a one-day wind speed profile of a wind farm located in Qindao, China. It
illustrates that wind speed varies drastically in a single day as shown in the black line. Because
accurate forecast on instantaneous wind speed is difficult, average wind speeds for each 30
minutes are usually used to approximate wind power outputs as shown in the red curve.
As the wind power is proportional to the cubic of wind speed, the wind speed forecast error
would lead to considerable errors. To accurately quantify uncertainties of wind speed, an
interval WTG output model is formulated as follows:
a. Predict the wind speed interval VT = V¯T , V̄ T  for the next day.
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b. The wind power output interval is calculated as P(V
¯T
), P(V̄ T )  via Eq. (5).
3. Energy management and economic operation strategy of microgrid
Microgrid has the merits of environmental friendliness and economical efficiency. Its envi‐
ronmental friendliness is guaranteed by the utilization of DERs. Its economical efficiency will
be guaranteed by energy management and economic operation of microgrid. Economic
operation optimization of microgrid is a nonlinear combination optimization problem with
multiple variables and multiple constraints, which determines the optimal dispatch scheme
of microgrid to achieve the best economic benefit according to the operating costs, parameters,
and types of DGs and other components under the precondition of satisfying the load demand
of users and operation constraints.
The operational economy of the microgrid is directly related to the interests of the users and
the main power grid, and the proper economic operation control strategy is particularly
important. The operation control strategy of microgrid has its own features compared with
conventional power grid. In a conventional grid, the key to economic operation control is the
optimal dispatching of combined fire and hydraulic power plants. And environmental factors
are seldom considered. However, a microgrid may comprise many types of DGs, such as the
wind turbine and PV, the output power of which varies with the changing of environment.
Hence, economic operation of microgrid must consider environmental impact.
The operation mode of microgrid is divided into grid-connected mode and isolated island
mode, and the operational control strategies faced by different operation modes should also
be different. In grid-connected operation, there is a power exchange between microgrid and
distributed power network. External power grid provides a backup to supplement the
shortage of electricity or absorb the excess electricity generated by microgrid. Not all loads in
microgrid will be supplied power by internal DGs, but only critical loads will be served by
microgrid during isolated island operation mode. Faced with the shortage of supply or excess
supply, there are significant differences in control strategies between the two operation modes
of microgrid.
The control strategy of economic operation of microgrid is to ensure the safe and stable
operation of the system under either operation mode of microgrid. When disconnected from
the external power grid, the microgrid is capable of local voltage and frequency control and
generates or consumes the temporary power to balance the generating power and the load
power.
3.1. Grid-connected operation characteristics of microgrid
Microgrid exchanges the power with the external power grid through a static switch as PCC
in grid-connected operation mode under normal circumstances. External power grid provides
electrical auxiliary support when generating capacity of internal generating unit of microgrid
cannot meet the demand of internal loads. On the contrary, external power grid need to absorb
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some of the excess power when generating capacity of generating unit is much more than load
demand. Under grid-connected operation mode, microgrid system can fully utilize the law of
electric power market to control the operation of DGs by the power exchange with the external
power grid, which can achieve the best economic performance.
In the grid-connected operation mode, the frequency adjustment of microgrid is done by the
interaction with external power grid. High penetration of DGs may cause voltage and reactive
power offset or shock. Therefore, effective local voltage control is needed no matter in grid-
connected mode or isolated island mode. The regulation of voltage level of microgrid is
required to ensure the reliability and stability of local power supply. The voltage-reactive
droop controller is an effective method to control the local voltage in microgrid.
3.2. Isolated island operation characteristics of microgrid
The isolated island operation mode of microgrid can be divided into intentional and uninten‐
tional islanding mode according to planning in advance or not. The so-called intentional
islanding scheme will ensure the stable operation after the formation of an island before
microgrid is disconnected with external power grid by proper island division according to
distributed power supply capacity, load demand, and system operational state. While
unintentional island refers to the case that when a serious fault occurs in the external power
grid, the power quality will no longer meet the criterion and the protection device will act,
which resulting in the isolation with external power grid unintentionally, the microgrid
operates unstably with loads.
The transition from grid-connected operation to isolated island operation state is the primary
consideration in the operation of microgrid in the island mode. In this process, the energy
conversion and control system of microgrid adopts a more flexible method for frequency
regulation because microgrid basically has few rotating generating units and with smaller
inertia than conventional power system. Therefore once disconnected with an external power
connection, microgrid should consider load shedding according to the priority of loads and to
ensure the stable operation of the system when the load demand excesses a distributed power
supply capacity.
3.3. Economic operation strategy of microgrid
At present, there are two basic control strategies in microgrid: Master-Slave operation and
peer-to-peer control. Master-slave operation is mainly used in microgrid islanded operation
mode, it defines a reference DG to unify the coordinated control of other DGs and maintain
the balance of power within the system. Peer-to-peer control adopts the same control scheme
for all the DGs and with the aid of the curves of P/f or Q/U and realize automatic adjustment
of voltage and frequency based on control strategy of dropping of external characteristic.
Various other control strategies can be considered as the improvement and integration of the
two control strategies.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of control strategy in grid-connected mode.
In terms of different operation mode, the operation control strategy is also different. In grid-
connected mode, the economic operation of microgrid mainly concerns with the benefit of the
power exchange with the external power grid. The scale of power exchange mainly follows
the following principles: (1) given priority to DG power generations when generation costs of
DGs of microgrid are generally lower than the external electricity price; (2) given priority to
external power purchase when generation costs of DGs of microgrid are higher than the
external electricity price; and (3) if DG power is not enough to take the whole load of microgrid,
the energy storage device can be used for power supply first, the shortage will be supple‐
mented from the external power purchase electricity. Taking into account different periods
with different electricity price, the energy storage device in microgrid should give priority to
charging, and then compare the cost of DG power generation and the revenue from electricity
sales to determine whether sell electricity to grid.
The control strategy for each DG in microgrid in grid-connected mode is as follows, which is
shown in Figure 3.
• Give priority to wind turbine and PV power generation as they are renewable and clean
energy in microgrid.
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• Considering the effect of real-time electricity price, when the load is low and the power of
the wind turbine and PV cells is abundant, the energy storage system (ESSs) will be charged.
Only when the electricity price of power grid is higher than the price of the energy storage
electricity price, the sale of electricity is considered.
• In the peak period of load, if the wind turbine, PV cells, fuel cell output is insufficient, give
priority to the battery discharge, the battery does not meet the discharge limit to meet the
load demand, consider the sale of electricity.
• When the battery discharge cannot meet the demand of the peak load, electricity should be
purchased from the external power grid.
Figure 4. Flowchart of control strategy in island operation mode.
Microgrid in the island operation mode, there is no problem of power exchanging because
there is no contact with the external power grid. The control strategy of DGs in microgrid in
isolated island mode is as follows, which is shown is Figure 4.
• Give priority to wind turbine and PV power generation.
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• In the period of valley load, wind turbine and PV output power are abundant, the priority
of energy storage system is to charge, while in the peak load period, if lack of wind turbine,
PV cells, fuel cell output, priority is given to the discharge of the energy storage system.
• When the discharge of energy storage system cannot meet the demand of peak load, the
load shedding should be taken into consideration.
4. Energy management and economic operation optimization of grid-
connected microgrid with DGs considering uncertainty
The uncertainty issue of the wind turbine, PV can be modeled by the interval mathematical
theory. At the same time, the interval mathematical theory can also satisfy the equation
constrains for the forecast value of load and renewable energy. Thus, the interval mathematical
theory can achieve better optimization operation of microgrid. This section introduces the
proposed interval linear programming model for optimal operation of microgrid considering
time of use electricity price. The proposed interval linear programming model can also
consider the influence of weather uncertainty on the output of wind turbine and PV system.
Interval linear programming (ILP) is an effective tool for solving the uncertainty problem. ILP
is a linear programming method that combines the interval mathematical method and linear
programming, and can also solve these problems which object function and constraints have
interval number.
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• In the period of valley load, wind turbine and PV output power are abundant, the priority
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The following result can be obtained:
1. if Pt = 1, then (x1, x2, ⋯ , xn) is a solution of the interval in-equation. (x1,x2,…,xn) satisfies
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By analyzing the close relationship of the above parameters, control variable, object function
and constrains, the proposed problem can be solved by two steps:
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where xj±, j =1, 2, ..., k1 are the positive interval variables of the object function.
xj±, j =k1 + 1, k1 + 2, ..., n are the negative interval variables of the object function. Solving
the above Eq. (8), the results can be obtained:
( ) ( )1 1 11,2,..., , 1, 2,..., .j opt j optx j k x j k k n- += = + + (11)
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In a similar way, by solving Eq. (9) we can obtain the following result:
xj+opt( j =1, 2, ..., k ), xj−opt( j =k1 + 1, k1 + 2, ..., n). Then, the final object value can be obtained:
,± - +é ù= ë ûopt opt optf f f (13)
and
, .± - +é ù= ë ûj opt j opt j optx x x
Considering the variety of the uncertainty problem, using interval linear programming
algorithm can build a model which includes battery, wind turbine, PV, and microgrids and
build the optimal operation model of the microgrid. This model uses the operation cost as the
object function, and can optimize the operation of a microgrid in a day.
4.1. Object function
If the object is to minimize the operation cost of a day, then it can be represented by the
following equations:
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. . .wd t wd t wd tC c P= × (15)
. . .pv t pv t pv tC c P= × (16)
. . .fl t fl t fl tC c P= × (17)
. . . . .sb t btd t btd t btc t btc tC c P c P= × - × (18)
. . . . .ex t buy t buy t sell t sell tC c P c P= × - × (19)
where T is the operation time, Ct is the total operation cost of the system at time t. Ct includes
the operation cost of fuel cell, wind turbine, battery, and energy exchange cost of power system.
The above items are represented by the following symbols, respectively: Cfl.t, Cwd.t, Cpv.t, Csb.t,
and Cex.t. Pbuy.t and cbuy.t represent the purchase power and energy purchase cost. Psell.t and csell.t
represent the sell power and energy sell income. Pwd.t, Ppv.t, Pfl.t represent the output power of
wind turbine, PV, and fuel cell at time t. cwd.t, cpv.t, cfl.t represent the operation maintenance cost
of wind turbine, PV, and fuel sell. cbtd.t, cbtc.t represent the charging and discharging cost of
battery. Pbtd.t, Pbtc.t represent the charging and discharging power of battery at time t.
4.2. Constraints
1. The constraint of microgrid power equation:




wd t pv t fl t btd t buy t L t btc t sell t
t
P P P P P P P P
=
+ + + + = + +å (20)
where PL.t represents the forecast power load of microgrid at time t and the network loss
is neglected.
2. The constraint of controllable micropower supply system:
. .i min i i maxP P P£ £ (21)
where Pi.min, Pi.max represent the minimum and maximum power output of micropower
supply system i, respectively.
3. The constraint of maximum exchange energy between microgrid and the connected
distribution system:
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.e.min ex t e.maxP P P£ £ (22)
where Pex.t is the difference between purchase electrical energy and sold electrical energy;
Pe.min,Pe.max are the nether and upper value of exchange power between power system and
microgrid.
4. The constraints of fuel cell ramp rate:
. 1 . ff f t f tt P P P t P+D ×D £ - £ D × D (23)
where ΔPf̄ , ΔPf¯
 are the upper and lower ramp rates of fuel cell. Δt is the time interval of
unit time.
5. The operation constraint of battery:
The capacity of battery should satisfy the following constraints:
min t maxS SOC S£ £ (24)
When SOC reaches the maximum value (Smax = 100%), the controller of the battery control the
battery stop charging, when SOC reaches the minimum value, the controller control the battery
stop discharging. And, the Smin is set to be 30% usually.
When consider the operation characteristic of battery, the energy capacity state should be same
at the beginning and end of the dispatch process:
(0) ( )bat batE E T= (25)
{ } { }
. . . .




b ch t b ch max t










where Pb.ch.max, Pb.disch.max are the maximum charging and discharging power of battery, respec‐
tively.
The battery can only work at charging state or discharging state, therefore, the battery should
meet the following constraint:
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4.3. Numerical analysis
The microgrid test system used is shown in Figure 5. The microgrid is connected to external
distribution grid through a static switch at the point of common coupling (PCC). Wind turbine
(WT), PV (PV), battery (BT), and fuel cell (FC) are included in the system. MV, LV means
medium voltage, low voltage distribution grid and LD means routine load. The rated capacities
of BT and FC are 300 and 100 kWh, respectively. The initial energy (the capacity at the time t
= 0) in BTs is set 100 kWh. The maximum power rise rate and the maximum power drop rate
of FC are 15 and 10 kW/h.
Figure 5. Architecture of a microgrid test system.
The price parameters of WT, PV, BT, and FC are shown in Table 2.
DG WT PV FC BT
Charging Discharging
Price (yuan/kWh) 0.52 0.75 0.6 0.4 0.6
Table 2. Price parameters.
The objective of the model is to optimize the economic cost of one-day operation of the system.
Using the interval models of DG output under uncertainty and the prediction intervals of wind
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speed and illumination intensity, the prediction intervals of WT and PV power is obtained
through Eqs. (1)–(4). The prediction curves are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The cloud cover index
[I] follows the following principle: [I] = [0.8, 1.0] for cloudless days, [I] = [0.5, 0.8] for cloudy
days, [I] = [0.1, 0.3] for rainy and snowy days. The load prediction curve of the system is shown
in Figure 8. The load curve has peak, valley, and flat at different time periods. The power
electricity is bought and sold using time-of-use prices. The power price curve is shown in
Figure 9.
1. The impact of BT on the system
In this case, the DG power outputs are intervals predicted as before and the load fluctuates
in interval [95%, 105%]. The system operation costs without and with BT are compared
below.
The power output intervals of FC without and with BT are shown in Figures 10 and
11. The bought and sold power intervals of FC without and with BT are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. The one-day system operation costs are: [2431.51, 2917.86] yuan
without BT, and [2357.24, 2855.32] yuan with BT. It can be seen that there exists overlap
between the two cost intervals, which reflects the impact of DG uncertainty on the
economic system operation. Due to the uncertainty of DG and load prediction, the
comparison of system operation costs without and with BT is uncertain. However, for
this system the system operation cost without BT is larger than that with BT from the
aspect of interval number comparison. So it is concluded that based on the BT param‐
eters used in this system, the participation of BT in the microgrid can decrease the
system operation cost and partly improve the system economy. With different BT
parameters, the conclusion may be different and even opposite, but the uncertainty
analysis method still holds.
2. The impact on system operation caused by load fluctuation
Taking into consideration work and rest regime of various industries, people’s life law,
and weather change, load varies by 30% of the peak load between one day and night.
Therefore, based on forecasting load, different levels of load fluctuation (namely, 10, 20,
and 30% of load peak) are used to analyze the impact on system operation.
The impact on economic operation of microgrid caused by the uncertainty of load
prediction is shown in Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3 that system operation cost
is relatively stable when load fluctuation is small. With the strengthening of load
fluctuation, system operation cost interval widths are also on the increase. So, the size
of load fluctuation has a direct impact on the uncertainty of the system operation cost
interval.
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Figure 6. Prediction intervals of wind power.
Figure 7. Prediction intervals of PV battery power.
Figure 8. The load prediction curve of the system.
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Figure 9. Power price curve.
Figure 10. Power output intervals of FC without BT.
Figure 11. Power output intervals of FC with BT.
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Figure 9. Power price curve.
Figure 10. Power output intervals of FC without BT.
Figure 11. Power output intervals of FC with BT.
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Figure 12. Bought and sold power intervals of FC without BT.
Figure 13. Bought and sold power intervals of FC with BT.





Table 3. System operation cost under different load prediction fluctuation.
Figures 14–19 show battery charge and discharge power, fuel cell power output, power
purchase interval, and power sale interval corresponding to 0% and 20% of load fluctuation.
By comparing two figures, it can be seen load is supplied by upper grid and wind turbine and
fuel cells do not work during load valley periods (00:00–6:00) because of time-of-use price. If
the SOC of storage battery is less than 100%, it can absorb extra power to adjust active power
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during other periods. It should be noted that power purchase interval and storage battery
charging interval corresponding to 20% of load fluctuation are larger than 0%. In conclusion,
load fluctuation levels can have impact on power purchase interval width and storage battery
charging interval width during load valley periods.
Figure 14. Storage battery charging intervals corresponding to 0% of load fluctuation.
Figure 15. Storage battery charging intervals corresponding to 20% of load fluctuation.
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Figure 16. Fuel cell power intervals corresponding to 0% of load fluctuation.
Figure 17. Fuel cell power intervals corresponding to 20% of load fluctuation.
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Figure 18. Power purchase and sale intervals corresponding to 0% of load fluctuation.
Figure 19. Power purchase and sale intervals corresponding to 20% of load fluctuation.
During load peak and normal periods, generation cost and discharging cost are lower than
power purchase cost, and they still do not reach their maximum output, so generation unit can
decide whether to generate more power and sale it to grid compared with the power sale price
in order to obtain the optimal economic operation. During load peak periods (9:00–14:00 and
18:00–20:00), load fluctuation is relieved by the adjustment of storage batteries and fuel cells,
and power purchase is not affected largely. During load normal periods (15:00–17:00), storage
batteries are in charging condition and microgrid sale power, because WTs and PVs can supply
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decide whether to generate more power and sale it to grid compared with the power sale price
in order to obtain the optimal economic operation. During load peak periods (9:00–14:00 and
18:00–20:00), load fluctuation is relieved by the adjustment of storage batteries and fuel cells,
and power purchase is not affected largely. During load normal periods (15:00–17:00), storage
batteries are in charging condition and microgrid sale power, because WTs and PVs can supply
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load and microgrid has extra power. The extra power of microgrid is stored in storage batteries
and sold to grid, so different levels of load fluctuation has larger impact on power sale for
storage batteries during load normal periods.
5. Conclusions
In this chapter, the characteristics of DGs and ESSs are studied and the mathematical models
are established specifically. Different operational control strategies of microgrid under
different operation modes are analyzed and an economic operation optimization method is
proposed considering uncertainties of DGs in microgrid. The effects of the uncertainty
property of DERs and user loads in microgrid on the economic optimization of microgrid are
demonstrated. In order to characterize these uncertainties in microgrid, the randomness and
intermittent of the wind speed and solar radiation intensity are described in interval forms
and then the output prediction interval values of the wind turbines and PVs are obtained.
Based on the interval model of load uncertainty, a microgrid economic optimization model
based on interval optimization method is proposed. Meanwhile, combined with the time-of-
use characteristic, issue of the power exchange with the external grid has been considered.
Taking the effects analysis of ESSs on the economic operation of the system as an example, this
chapter discusses the impacts of uncertainty of renewable energy power and load power on
optimization results, as well as the effects of the degree of load uncertainty or load fluctuation
on scheduling results. The results verify the robustness of the proposed method and model,
and show the effectiveness in dealing with uncertainty optimization problem.
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